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Abstract
The Professionalisation of Window Display in Britain, 1919–1939: modern styles,
associations, and education
In the past forty years, the disciplines of retail, business, architectural and cultural history
have all contributed to the study of department stores and other types of shops. However,
these studies have only made passing references to window display and its role in retail,
society and culture. This thesis focuses on the neglected subject of window display to
uncover the ways in which display became a professional practice between 1919 and 1939. It
argues that professionalisation in this period was the result of the interplay between three key
developments: the shift in display styles, the emergence of an association, and the provision
of education and training.
The overarching aim was to consider, the following questions: What conditions enabled
window display to set out to become a professional practice in Britain? How did the practice
change and develop during the inter-war period? This thesis took a qualitative approach,
using primary sources – archives, journals, and books. Critical examination of these
previously under-researched resources, such as the journal Display and the British Display
Society’s archives at the V&A, aided in piecing together the evidence, visual and written,
about people, events, organisations, exhibitions, and debates. Its methodology involved data
collection and analysis. Three main themes that enabled British display professionalism
emerged: namely the modernisation of display styles and the need for new knowledge and
skills that they brought with them; the rise and roles played by associations, and the growth
of education and training in the sector.
This thesis offers the first comprehensive account of the professionalisation of window
display in Britain. A key event in British display was the arrival of American open display
methods in 1909. The founding of the British Association of Display Men in 1919 was also
crucial to the practice’s growth and success as a respected profession. This thesis examines
the Association’s growth, achievements, and internal schisms. The third important
development was the introduction of training and education through books, correspondence
courses, international schools, Arts and Crafts schools, and dedicated schools of display.
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Introduction
This thesis explores the emergence, development, and consolidation of the shop window
display profession in Britain from 1919 until 1939. It considers the following questions: What
conditions enabled window display to set out to become a professional practice in Britain?
How did the practice change and develop during the inter-war period? The thesis aims to fill a
gap in existing histories of design and retail. It builds on what we already know about British
display during this period. It offers new insights about, for example, the transnational
influences on British display practice and professionalisation, particularly those from North
America and Germany. Events in America and Germany affected British display and deserved
investigation. The following chapters are rooted in material discovered in previously
overlooked archives, books, and journals, aiming to identify key drivers such as the main
protagonists and the professional associations that emerged in the early twentieth century. The
contents present research findings that aim to make a significant and original contribution to
the field of window display.

The thesis analyses the emergence of modern display styles, professional organisations, and
the formal education and training of display practitioners. The term ‘modern style’ is used as
shorthand for modern or avant-garde aesthetic display throughout. The fact that I teach
display design and am a display practitioner has aided in analysing discourses, texts, and
images. Knowledge of the fundamental principles of display has assisted in analysing
historical material. This thesis shows that from 1900, British display practice was in continual
flux. In the 1900s, American influences were the first to drive the desire for new methods in
Britain. In the following decade, display practitioners looked to Germany for modern style
display modes. These aesthetic transitions impacted the professionalisation of display. Having
1

a professional organisation allowed for the bonding together of practitioners. Enlightened
practitioners were able to share progressive display methods through meetings, lectures, and
journal articles. Education and training became paramount in the creation of an informed and
professional practice.

As this thesis demonstrates, in that they all played a part in professionalising the practice of
store window display, aesthetic modernisation, professional associations, and display
education and training are intrinsically linked. Display professionalisation in Britain
transpired due to the need for knowledge of modern styles, the emergence of associations, and
the formalisation of education and training. From the early twentieth-century, progressive
display practitioners developed a visual language and a set of standards affording them a
sense of professional identity. On-the-job training aside, formal display education was absent
in Britain until the mid 1920s. The push by avant-garde display practitioners for the study of
art principles and modern art movements afforded an educated collective.1

Window display history has been overlooked, except where it has featured in the careers of
those given the banner of ‘great designer’ or ‘great artist.’2 Several design historical accounts
focus on designers who undertook window display within their broader practice. During the
1920s and 1930s, the promotion of male American and European consultant designers and
artists saw them receive window display commissions for well-known New York stores.
Raymond Loewy is a unique example of his kind, beginning his design career as a window

1

For examples, see Richard Harman, ‘Window Display in Germany,’ Display 5, no. 7 (October 1923): 243-246;
Richard Harman, ‘Clever Continental Displays,’ Display 8, no. 6 (September 1926): 200-201.

2

John A. Walker has a chapter on the ‘great designer’ syndrome, ‘Designers, and Designed Goods – the Proper
Objects of Study?’ 45-67, Design History and the History of Design (London: Pluto Press, 1989).

2

dresser in 1919.3 The displays by Donald Deskey, Norman Bel Geddes, and the Europeans,
Frederick Kiesler, and Salvador Dali, were also documented at the time, allowing for later
evaluation by design historians who gave them an authoritative status.4 Indeed those of
Deskey and Kiesler feature in Chapter 9, but only as an example of how German practices
reached New York, by way of Schule Reimann display students. An interesting exception is
Bauhäusler László Moholy-Nagy’s foray into window display at Simpsons of Piccadilly in
London in 1936; an example that has been less examined. Moholy-Nagy’s windows were less
successful, receiving little attention in the press at the time or subsequent interest from design
historians until recently.5 These designers and artists are all well-known, researched, and
discussed; most having a personality-driven approach to art and design.6

The focus of this thesis is on the professionalisation of British window display. Nevertheless,
as the research evolved, it became clear that it was necessary to look outside the inter-war
years. As noted by design historian Grace Lees-Maffei: ‘The period from 1870 to 1970 was
crucial to the development of professionalization across a wide spectrum of work, as
professionalization is attendant upon industrialization, specialization, the division of labour

3

Angela Schönberger, ed. Raymond Loewy: pioneer of American industrial design (Munich: Prestel-Verlag,
1990). See Alexandra Wood, Designed to Sell: The Evolution of Modern Merchandising and Display (London
and New York: Routledge, 2020) for a recent publication on Loewy’s retail design output.

4

David A Hanks and Jennifer Toher, Donald Deskey: Decorative Designs and Interiors (New York: E.P.
Dutton, 1987); Norman Bel Geddes, Horizons (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1932); Donald Albrecht,
Norman Bel Geddes Designs America (New York: Abrams, 2012); Frederick Kiesler, Contemporary Art Applied
to the Store and its Display (New York: Brentano Publishers, 1930); Stephen Philips, Elastic Architecture:
Frederick Kiesler and Design Research in the First Age of Robotic Culture (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press,
2017); Salvador Dali, The Secret Life of Salvador Dali by Salvador Dali (New York: Dial Press, 1942);
Catherine Grenier, Salvador Dali: The Making of an Artist (Paris: Flammarion, 2013).

5

Kerry Meakin, ‘The Bauhaus and the Business of Window Display—Moholy-Nagy’s endeavours at window
display in London,’ Journal of Design History (May 2021); epab019, https://doi.org/10.1093/jdh/epab019

6

Nicolas P. Maffei, ‘Norman Bel Geddes: The Rise and Fall of Subjective Vision,’ Design and Culture, 7, no.1
(2015): 29-50.

3

and interdependence.’7 Therefore the decades before 1919, when the professional display
organisation launched, needed to be examined. It was also essential to look beyond Britain.
From the early twentieth-century British display was influenced by, and exchanged synergies
with, mainly America and Germany. As explored in Chapter 4, the main driving force in
American display professionalisation during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
was the ambition for social mobility. Display work enabled workers, primarily men, to enter
white-collar jobs without engaging in formal education.8 During the same period, not just men
but women in Germany were hired to perform display roles (see Chapter 9).

Although the title of this thesis includes Britain, British display development was inordinately
London-centric. Nevertheless, modern display methods were disseminated throughout Britain
via conventions, travelling lecture series, movement of trained staff, and the journal Display.
An example of the reach of the modernist displays promoted by the British Association of
Display Men appeared in Aberdeen in 1928 (see Chapter 2, p.94 [Fig. 36]). During the period
of this thesis, display conventions were hosted mainly by English branches of the display
Association; however, by 1938, display practitioners took part in the Fourth International
Advertising Convention held in Glasgow (Chapter 11, p.306).

Today display is still striving to be taken seriously as a profession. From its inception there
has been a constant struggle against being identified only as a commercial practice. The
professional practitioners’ preference has long been to be identified as artists, albeit working

7

Grace Lees-Maffei, ‘Professionalizing Interior Design 1870-1970,’ Journal of Design History 21, no. 1
(Spring, 2008); 4.

8

James D. Watkinson, ‘Education for Success: The International Correspondence Schools of Scranton,
Pennsylvania.’ The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 120, no.4 (1996): 343-369.

4

within the commercial world.9 This thesis seeks to show display as a creative and informed
practice by revealing the previously undocumented efforts by British practitioners to
professionalise window display. There were peaks and troughs in their quest. Practitioners
had to consistently defend and promote their position. Several areas of commercial arts saw
display in Britain having less prestige and practitioners receiving lower salaries than other
commercial artists, such as those working in advertising, as demonstrated in Chapter 6. There
were tensions within the professional associations, brought about by schisms over traditional
display methods versus modern styles, and the alignment of some display practitioners with
the advertising profession. In aiming to fill a gap in design history, this research focuses on
the quest for the professionalisation of window display in Britain in the inter-war years. There
are many other aspects still to be uncovered, such as the rise of display supply providers, and
further consideration of display outside the arena of the department store. It is hoped that this
research will provide a solid bedrock for future researchers.

Literature Review

The design historical accounts of the inter-war period have prioritised design fields such as
the decorative arts, graphics, fashion, and product design and most recently interiors.10 As
argued by design historian Jonathan M. Woodham in Twentieth-Century Design (1997), these
accounts have ‘Historically … been built around a number of key individuals and
exemplars.’11 However some work has been undertaken on the area of display. Recent

9

Frank R. Stapley, ‘Back to the Beginning,’ Display 21, no.1 (April 1940): 6-7.

10

Sarah A. Lichtman, ‘Reconsidering the History of Design Survey,’ Journal of Design History 22, no. 4 (2009):
341-350.

11

Jonathan M. Woodham, Twentieth-Century Design (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), npn.
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examples of scholarship in that field include art historian Sandra Zalman’s 2018 article ‘The
art of window display: Cross-promotion at Bonwit Teller and MoMA.’12 Zalman employs
Dali’s 1936 displays for Bonwit Teller as a case study. Architecture and design historian
Laura McGuire discusses Kiesler’s displays in ‘Automatic show windows: Frederick
Kiesler’s retail technology and American consumer culture’ (2018).13 The canonisation of
these designers is not only linked with their tangible products – architecture, interiors,
furniture, lighting - but also with the influence they had on contemporaries and successors.14

In his 1984 essay ‘The State of Design History, Part I: Mapping the Field,’ design historian
and theorist Clive Dilnot believed this ‘concentration on the most overt designers is likely to
distort considerably understanding of the commercial role of design.’15 Art and design
historian Anca I Lasc, in her 2018 paper ‘The Travelling Sidewalk: The Mobile Architecture
of American Shop Windows at the Turn of the Twentieth Century,’ asserts that historians only
discuss window display when it features in the works of prominent artists or industrial
designers.16 Lasc declares, ‘window dressing as a professional and especially artistic activity
has rarely been deemed worthy of study on its own.’17 Lasc highlights the contribution of

12

Sandra Zalman, ‘The art of window display: Cross-promotion at Bonwit Teller and MoMA’ in Architectures
of Display: Department Stores and Modern Retail eds. Anca I. Lasc, Patricia Lara-Betancourt & Margaret Maile
Petty (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2018), 63-77.

13

Laura McGuire, ‘Automatic show windows: Frederick Kiesler’s retail technology and American consumer
culture’ in Architectures of Display: Department Stores and Modern Retail eds. Anca I. Lasc, Patricia LaraBetancourt & Margaret Maile Petty (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2018), 140-154.

14

Penny Sparke, A Century of Design: Design Pioneers of the 20th Century (London: Mitchell Beazley, 1998);
Charlotte and Peter Fiell, Design of the 20th Century (Cologne: Taschen, 1999).

15

Clive Dilnot, ‘The State of Design History, Part I: Mapping the Field,’ in Design Discourse: History, Theory,
Criticism ed. Victor Margolin (London: University of Chicago Press, 1989), 226.

16

Anca I. Lasc, ‘The Travelling Sidewalk: The Mobile Architecture of American Shop Windows at the Turn of
the Twentieth Century,’ Journal of Design History 31, no.1 (2018): 24-45.

17

Ibid. 28.
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architectural historian Louisa Iarocci’s Visual Merchandising: The Image of Selling (2013)
and design historian Emily M. Orr’s 2016 Ph.D. thesis ‘Designing Display in the Department
Store: Techniques, Technologies, and Professionalization, 1880-1920’ as contemporary texts
on window dressing.18 From a British perspective, two pieces of research from 2006 are
essential; social historian Susan Lomax’s chapter ‘The View from the Shop Window:
Window Display, the Shopper and the Formulation of Theory,’19 and design historian Yasuko
Suga’s paper ‘Modernism, Commercialism and Display Design in Britain: The Reimann
School and Studios of Industrial and Commercial Art.’20 There is also scholarly discussion on
display in museums, or on furniture styled in interior store settings. Design historians have
tended to view display more as styling than design. In Design of the Twentieth Century
(2012), Charlotte and Peter Fiell argue that design is concerned with problem solving,
whereas styling is concerned with surface treatment and appearance.21 This review shows that
in the literature, the design aspect of display is often ignored and considered superficial.
Fashioning Histories (2018), edited by design historian Leah Armstrong and cultural historian
Felice McDowell considers identity and representation in the creative industries, including an
aspect of display. In her chapter ‘Designer Unknown: Documenting the Mannequin Maker,’
June Rowe examines the role of professional female mannequin makers and their contribution
to the fashion industry and fashion media. Rowe believes that in 1920s America, the male
display professional ‘was viewed as a specialist communicator’ through window display,

18

Ibid. 43. Louisa Iarocci, Visual Merchandising: The Image of Selling (Farnham: Ashgate, 2013); Emily M.
Orr, ‘Designing Display in the Department Store: Techniques, Technologies, and Professionalization, 18801920’ (PhD thesis, Royal College of Art, London, 2016).

19

Susan Lomax, ‘The View from the Shop Window: Window Display, the Shopper and the Formulation of
Theory’ in Cultures of Selling: Perspectives on Consumption and Society Since 1700, eds. John Benson and
Laura Ugolini (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing Ltd., 2006), 265, 271.

20

Yasuko Suga, ‘Modernism, Commercialism and Display Design in Britain: The Reimann School and Studios
of Industrial and Commercial Art,’ Journal of Design History 19, no. 2 (2006), 137-154.

21

Charlotte and Peter Fiell, Design of the Twentieth Century (Cologne: Taschen, 2012), 7.
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which was as relevant for modern design as the products it was selling and the architecture of
the department store.22

The near absence of British display in design history scholarship is not surprising, given the
limited opportunities to train professionally today. There are few third-level colleges or
universities offering degree qualifications in visual merchandising and display. As of spring
2022, there are seven international ‘Centres of Excellence’ approved by the British Display
Society.23 Four are in England, one in Ireland, one in Canada, and one in Singapore. The
practice comes with a history of on-the-job training supplemented by part-time study. As a
practice, display is not exposed in art and design institutions, therefore not flagged to
researchers of design history and critical theory as an important research topic.

Display has never been only about commerciality. Practitioners have also used their creativity
and the media at their disposal to make statements, including those on cultural and current
events, and in recent years, sustainability. Many displays are designed with a sense of
humour. Examples include Harvey Nichols’ Covid-19 Christmas 2020 window campaign24
and Selfridge’s Earth Project Christmas 2020 windows.25

The media now capture displays for posterity. Given their ephemerality, the window displays

22

June Rowe, ‘Designer Unknown: Documenting the Mannequin Maker,’ in Fashioning Professionals, ed.s
Leah Armstrong and Felice McDowell (London: Bloomsbury, 2018), 152

23

‘BDS Approved Centres of Excellence,’ accessed October 10, 2020 https://britishdisplaysociety.co.uk/centreof-excellence-award/centre-of-excellence-directory.

24

‘First Look: Harvey Nichols unveils Christmas Windows,’ accessed December 2, 2020,
https://www.drapersonline.com/news/first-look-harvey-nichols-unveils-its-christmas-windows

25

‘Explore (and shop) our magical Christmas windows,’ accessed December 2, 2020,
https://www.selfridges.com/IE/en/features/articles/selfridges-guideto/windows-2020/
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of the first half of the twentieth century left limited records. Although display is a key
marketing and advertising tool, it has scarcely featured in retailing history. Most department
store historical research has focused on the subject of consumption. Nevertheless, scholars
have generally engaged with display as part of wider fields of enquiry, including commercial
activity. Therefore, a review of department store literature on consumption and consumerism
has value as part of this thesis. Another significant gap within the literature on display is the
subject of professionalisation, which is given limited consideration. However, display practice
has recently come to a small number of design historians’ attention. Of particular interest to
this research is the work on Britain, America, and Germany.

Department Store Consumption and Display

Historical literature about retail has tended to concentrate on individual department stores.
With some authors granted access to stores’ archival material, many of these publications tend
to be thinly veiled advertisements for the given firm.26 Nevertheless, department stores have
also been the subject of valuable analyses by sociologists and historians. James B. Jefferys
produced a ground-breaking and seminal work in 1954, Retail Trading in Britain, 1850–
1950.27 Publications such as Alison Adburgham’s early work about Shops and Shopping

26

Gordon Honeycombe, Selfridges: Seventy-Five Years: The Story of the Store 1909-1984 (London: Park Lane
Press, 1984); Alison Adburgham, Liberty’s: A Biography of a Shop (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd.,
1975); Ralph. M. Hower, 1943; History of Macy's of New York, 1858 – 1919; Robert W. Twyman, History of
Marshall Field & Co., 1852-1906 (Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1954); Michael Miller, Bon
Marché: Bourgeois Culture and the Department Store, 1869 – 1920 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1981); Michael Stanley Moss and Alison Turton, A legend of retailing: House of Fraser (London: Weidenfeld
and Nicolson, 1989); Lloyd Wendt and Herman Kogan, Give the lady what she wants! the story of Marshall
Field & Company (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1952).

27

James B. Jefferys, Retail Trading in Britain, 1850–1950: A Study of Trends in Retailing with Special
Reference to the Development of Co-operative, Multiple Shop and Department Store Methods of Trading
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954).
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1800-1914 (1964) and Bill Lancaster’s The Department Store: A Social History (1995)
provide significant examples of Britain’s retail history.28 Social historian Susan Porter
Benson’s 1986 Counter Cultures, 1890-1940, and architectural historian Louisa Iarocci’s The
Urban Department Store in America 1850-1930 (2014) have contributed noteworthy
examples of American retail histories.29 A recent publication The Routledge Companion to
Marketing History (2016) contains transnational histories of advertising, retailing and
consumption.30 Jan Whitaker’s The Department Store: History, Design, Display (2011)
examines department stores in Europe, Japan, and America.31 Of particular contextual interest
to this research is Adburgham’s text. Adburgham mapped the origins of department stores in
Britain from their Victorian inception through the Edwardian era to the First World War.

The role of gender features strongly in department store research. An early example is
sociologist David Chaney’s 1983 study ‘The department store as a cultural form.’32 Cultural
historians investigated attitudes towards women as shoppers and retail workers in the late
1980s and the beginning of the 1990s. Susan Porter Benson Counter Cultures, 1890-1940
(1986), art and design historian Paul Greenhalgh Ephemeral Vistas (1988), historian Judith
Walkowitz City of Dreadful Delight (1992), and historian Elaine A. Abelson When Ladies Go
A-thieving (1992) indicated that early department stores enabled women to shop

28

Alison Adburgham, Shops and Shopping 1800-1914: Where, and in What Manner the Well-dressed
Englishwoman Bought Her Clothes (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1964); Bill Lancaster, The Department
Store: A Social History (London: Leicester University Press, 1995).

29
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in America 1850-1930 (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2014).
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Routledge, 2016).
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David Chaney, ‘The department store as a cultural form,’ Theory, Culture & Society 1, no. 3 (1983): 22-31.
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unaccompanied, enticing them in with their displays of wares.33 Walkowitz stated that in
department stores, women could safely observe ‘without being observed, constructing dreams
without being obliged to buy.’34 Department stores were a crucial factor in establishing a
more equitable social order by contributing to democratise consumption. Abelson believed
that for women with busy domestic lives, ‘stores provided a use for leisure time that
necessitated neither rationalization nor apology.’35

Social and cultural historian Susan Porter Benson’s book, William Leach’s seminal 1993
study Land of Desire and the later work of Bill Lancaster The Department Store: A Social
History (1995) maintained that department stores opened up new career opportunities for
women.36 Leach describes a professional female buyer for Altman’s who, in 1902, at the age
of forty-nine, had ‘crossed the ocean seventy times’ while scouting for style ideas in Europe.37
Gender was also a focus of two 1997 publications, sociologist Peter Corrigan’s The Sociology
of Consumption and cultural studies scholar, Mica Nava’s ‘Women, the City and the
Department Store.’38 In Shopping for Pleasure (2000), historian Erika Rappaport discussed

33
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the department store’s relevance as a space devised for middle-class women that promised
pleasure, sociability, and consumption.39

When social and cultural theorists focused on early department store consumption, some were
inclined to take a critical stance; display was characterised as targeting innocent consumers,
mainly impressionable women, to relieve them of their (or their husband’s) hard-earned
money.40 Critiques, such as those by social theorist Richard Sennett in The Fall of Public Man
(1977), and cultural theorist Rosalind Williams in Dream Worlds: Mass Consumption in Late
Nineteenth-Century France (1982), addressed department store’s use of display techniques.
They described display as creating ephemeral worlds of fantasy. These two authors
maintained that innovative yet corrupt entrepreneurs sold dreams to enthralled impressionable
female customers.41 Sennett accused department store owners of deception, ‘mystifying the
use of items in their stores, giving a dress a “status” by showing a picture of the Duchesse de
X wearing it, or making a pot “attractive” by placing it in a replica of a Moorish harem in the
store window.’42 Sennett argued that using transformative display techniques to intensify the

39
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excitement attached to commodities removed products from their origins. However,
purchasing the illusion was what consumers demanded, as examined later in this review.

In Consuming Visions: Accumulation and Display of Goods in America 1880-1920 (1989),
social historian Simon J. Bronner discussed the ‘sentiment of acquisitiveness’ that caused
delirium in female shoppers’ in late Victorian literature.43 Social historian Gail Reekie
continued Sennett’s argument in Temptations: Sex, Selling, and the Department Store
(1993).44 Reekie argues that early male retailers, managers, and marketing experts formed a
brotherhood whose primary objective was to reap profits from female customers. Reekie
maintains that department stores created a gendered culture that codified and reinforced men’s
power over women. In historian Janet Ward’s study of visual culture in Germany during the
Weimar Republic, Weimar Surfaces (2001), she asserts, ‘The display window became
recognized as a major direct-marketing lure, in many ways outdoing even the print medium;
city workers window-shopped when they could…’45 Ward considers that a display’s limited
life in catching consumer's awareness caused them to be daring, exaggerated, and selfprostituting. Such viewpoints seem to be blind to the contribution of the cultural phenomena
of window display.

Some anthropologists, historians, and sociologists have researched consumption with a
growing awareness of display’s power in creating identity. From an anthropological point of
view, in The World of Goods: Towards an Anthropology of Consumption (1979), Mary

43
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Douglas and Baron Isherwood sought to answer why people want products. They concluded
that goods are desired not just for their use but as markers of identity, ‘Goods assembled
together in ownership make physical, visible statements about the hierarchy of values to
which their chooser subscribes.’46 In Bon Marché: Bourgeois Culture and the Department
Store, 1869 – 1920 (1981), historian Michael B. Miller pointed out that displays ‘showed
people how they should dress, how they should furnish their home, and how they should
spend their leisure time,’ defining ‘ideals and goals.’47 Anthropologist Grant McCracken
shared this viewpoint in Culture and Consumption (1988). He considered department stores
to be agents of diffusion, serving as ‘vast schoolrooms in which the citizens of the nineteenthcentury could learn the arts and skills of their vital new role as consumers.’48 McCracken
suggested department stores were the ‘institution locus’ of the consumer revolution.49

In recent decades, sociologists Mike Featherstone in Consumer Culture and Postmodernism
(1991), and Rudi Laermans, in his paper ‘Learning to Consume: Early Department Stores and
the Shaping of the Modern Consumer Culture (1860-1914)’ (1993) agreed that the use of
display methods administered by nineteenth-century department stores, imbued ordinary,
mass-produced products with sign-values.50 Sign-values converted everyday consumables into
desirable items. Featherstone’s and Laermans’s inquiries into early product display contest

46
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Sennett’s earlier view, believing he ignored symbolic consumption's critical role in creating
social identities.51 Featherstone agreed with Miller and McCracken. Although window
dressers created the displays, thus the desire, Featherstone argued that by keeping in touch
with the latest developments in artistic spheres in ‘many overt and subtle ways they also
transmit aesthetic dispositions and sensibilities … and the importance of the ‘stylization life’
to wider publics.’52 Display windows played a role in educating the public on new styles and
tastes and modern ways of living and consuming. This research concurs with Featherstone’s
theory.

Leach describes the show window as the ‘most enticing of all’ new media invented in the
1890s and ‘perhaps the most powerful field of desire yet to appear in American cities.’53
Leach reflected that consumers will always continue to desire the newest, the latest object if
satiation is unobtainable. He maintained that buying a shawl in a faux Japanese Garden setting
was to purchase ‘not only the shawl but the exoticism that was injected into it by its setting.’54
Leach points out that, by the late nineteenth-century, the American public’s perception of the
department store was an inclusive institution whose purpose was to serve the public regardless
of profit.55
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Laermans agrees with the earlier work of Leach, and of Douglas and Isherwood. Laermans
describes the function of display as ‘impression machines.’56 He argues that the practicality of
the item did not count, only the effect it had on the gazing passer-by. Laermans considers that,
although early department store displays could symbolise good taste, using ‘Orientalism’ and
‘Parisanism’ to create luxurious, glamorous mise-en-scène embodying style and affluence, the
products themselves were mainly affordable, mass-produced items.57 Real richness was not
purchased, but the illusion of it. Laermans’ text is one of few describing the methods and
techniques employed in early department store display. It outlines the techniques used to
focus customer’s attention.58 By the twentieth-century, sign-values moved commodities
towards fine art, a craft-maker’s sign-value. Later the brand becomes the selling point of a
finely crafted item.

Sociologist Ken W. Parker’s 2003 paper ‘Sign Consumption in the 19th-Century Department
Store: An Examination of Visual Merchandising in the Grand Emporiums (1846-1900)’
concurs with Laermans’ earlier theory.59 Parker considers Baudrillard’s theories of
commodity signs applied to nineteenth-century department stores and argues that the
exploitation of display methods by department store managers manipulated sign-values.60 In
the grand emporia of the nineteenth century, patrons, predominantly women, consumed the
exotic, luxurious surroundings besides the goods. Department store display exploited
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significant types of sign-values: luxury, exoticism, and abundance. Parker notes that interiors
of ornately gilded columns, sweeping staircases, marble, vast quantities of polished wood, and
stained glass gave goods a token gloss. Everyday consumables displayed in opulent
surroundings became signs of wealth and affluence.
In Consuming Traditions (2008), literary and cultural historian Elizabeth Outka considers
Selfridge’s advertising campaign of 1909.61 To overcome the perceived British stigma of
commerce, Selfridges induced a nostalgic aura around the production process, associating its
products with high-class taste. Paradoxically, Selfridges purposely exposed these efforts,
‘insisting—often in the same advertisements—that the goods were easy to purchase, plentiful,
and available to all.’62 Using the term ‘commodified authentic,’ Outka argues that by blurring
the distinctions between low commerce and high, non-commercial offerings, Selfridge’s
offered shoppers a chance to enjoy both the distinction and the pleasure of transcending it.63

Professionalisation

In gathering information on the historical conditions of the professionalisation of window
display, what constitutes the early stages of a design practice must be considered. In Outline
of a Theory of Practice (1977) sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu argued that those with knowledge
could become part of an organisation, bringing ‘capital’ into a ‘field’,64 understood as a
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structured space wherein social practices are performed. Later, in his Distinction: A Social
Critique of the Judgement of Taste (1984), Bourdieu stated that the division between practical,
partial, tacit expertise and theoretical, systematic, explicit knowledge created a socio-cultural
hierarchy.65 Design historian John A. Walker admitted that this division could be challenging
to grasp. In Design History and the History of Design (1989), Walker defined the origins of
design practice as ‘…the ensemble of assumptions, concepts, theories, methods and tools
employed by a particular group…’66 Walker affirmed that most of these origins are implicit
and unconscious. It is only by becoming explicit that the practice achieves self-awareness.67

The Oxford English Dictionary defines professionalisation as ‘the process of making an
activity more professional, for example by paying people who take part in it.’68 From a design
practice perspective, philosopher Donald Schön’s theories of reflective practice, Educating
the Reflective Practitioner (1987) and The Reflective Practitioner (1991) considered the view
that the systematic knowledge base of a profession has four essential properties, ‘scientific,’
‘specialised,’ ‘firmly bounded’ or institutionalised, and ‘standardised.’69 ’Schön argued that
practices such as design are more of an art than a science.
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Along with individuals, organisations have been crucial to the professionalisation of design
and applied art practices. In his 1991 investigation into the professionalisation of the North
American museum field, sociologist Paul DiMaggio in ‘Constructing Organizational Fields as
a Professional Project: U.S. Art Museums, 1920-1940’ concluded that professionalisation
occurred with the production of trained experts, the creation of a body of knowledge, and the
organisation of professional associations.70 Consolidation of a professional elite increased the
organisation’s salience of expertise.71 In her study of the history of graphic design, Origins of
Graphic Design in America (1997), scholar Ellen Mazur Thomson notes the triad of processes
established by sociologists. In her view, professional status is attained through ‘education, self
-imposed standards and professional gate-keeping organizations.’72

Design historians have been paying increasing attention paid to professionalisation. Two 2008
issues of the Journal of Design History (JDH) were devoted to it; ‘Professionalizing Interior
Design 1870-1970’ and ‘Ghosts of the Profession: Amateur, Vernacular and Dilettante
Practices and Modern Design.’73 The latter concentrated on the ever-changing relationships
between amateur and professional design practice during the twentieth century. In her article
‘Professionalization as a Focus in Interior Design History’ Lees-Maffei concurs with
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sociologists’ earlier findings.74 She indicates that associations emerged through elective
selection and monitored membership, promotion of standards, conferences, professional
development training events, journals, and books as a mouthpiece for spreading views and
showcases of work.75

In a further JDH (Winter, 2008) paper, ‘Professionalism, Amateurism and the Boundaries of
Design,’ social historian Gerry Beegan and design historian Paul Atkinson discuss the
continually changing relationship between amateur and professional design practice in the
nineteenth-century.76 In broad terms, they point out that professionalisation in North America
and Britain ‘became a means of creating business networks and social arenas that were largely
middle class, white and male…’77 Beegan and Atkinson stated:
The rise of the professions in the nineteenth century was associated with
modernity, rationality and scientific progress and was embedded within
institutions of control, training and regulation such as universities and
professional associations. Professional work is intellectual, based on a body of
theoretical knowledge that can be applied above the local and singular instance.78
The designers’ role became one in which they attained an overview of the progressively
complicated production processes, overseeing craft workers. Scholars have discussed
professional practice in design as distinct from crafts and trades, including graphic design,
interior design, and product design, most of which were tied to the emergence of a named
individual.79 A recent publication International Design Organizations: Histories, Legacies,
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Values (2022) edited by Jeremy Aynsley, Alison J. Clarke and Tania Messell considers the
key non-government graphic and industrial design organisations that were responsible for
increasing international connections between professionals, educators and practitioners. These
organisations raised design standards, and created trans-national communities of practice.80

Becoming a profession also gave trades and crafts more credibility. According to design
historian Penny Sparke in her paper ‘Interior Decoration and Haute Couture’ (2008), haute
couture and interior decoration developed common professional and commercial practices by
the end of the nineteenth-century.81 Both these fields, in addition to display, were raised to
modern ‘art’ forms, which counteracted both practices' open and disdained commercialism.
Sparke’s and design historian Paula Lupkin’s edited collection of essays, Shaping the
American Interior: Structures, Contexts and Practices (2018), considers the fluid history of
professional interior design in America from 1870 until 1960.82 Building on the work of these
scholars, this thesis aims to contribute to the study of design professionalisation by
considering the professional development of British window display in the inter-war period.

In a recent text on window display professionals, Emily M. Orr reveals that, within the
display field, clear distinctions existed between the amateur work in small stores and the work
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of the display professionals in large department stores with large budgets.83 Orr’s distinction
between window display amateurs and professionals is essential to hold on to. In her text, Orr
states that the ‘analysis of how the field of display underwent a deliberate process of
professionalization also grounds this narrative.’84 Orr maintains that the display practitioner
identified himself as a professional, ‘one with particular training and knowledge as well as
specific hand and eye skills, in order to differentiate himself from the hundreds of other more
easily replaceable store employees, earn a greater salary, and advance up the ranks within the
stores’ internal framework.’85 This research goes further by focusing on the
professionalisation of window display in the inter-war period in Britain and considering the
interplay between European and American influences.

History of Display

Alison Adburgham and historian Claire Walsh’s histories of early shopping informed the
contextual foundations of this research. It was important to understand what display standards
were in Britain from an historical perspective. Regarding eighteenth-century displays,
Adburgham wrote that in 1786 English drapers were ahead of other countries, particularly in
their use of window displays.86 Claire Walsh’s seminal article, ‘Shop Design and the Display
of Goods in Eighteenth-Century London’ (1995), discussed the effect of shops’ promotional
techniques on the consumer. Walsh dispels the myth that eighteenth-century shops were dark
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and disorganised ‘places of primitive barter.’87 Providing ample images to back her claim,
Walsh argued, ‘Shops in the eighteenth century used design and display as principal
techniques for promoting the sale of goods. As much stock as possible was put on display
inside shops and in shop windows at all levels of the market.’88 Building on Walsh’s work,
historian Jon Stobart’s 1998 article ‘Shopping Streets as Social Space’ and a 2005 paper by
Stobart and properties historian Andrew Hann ‘Sites of Consumption’ analysed the display
techniques used by late seventeenth and early eighteenth-century British retailers in rural
areas.89

In recent decades, German art historians have paid considerable attention to display, from the
perspective of how modern art styles were adopted and adapted by German practitioners to
window display use. Nina Schleif traces the shop window's influence on German and
American culture from the Deutscher Werkbund to Pop Art in SchaufensterKunst: Berlin
und New York (2004).90 Schleif outlines that the display window was not merely an aesthetic
reflection of German culture but played a direct role in educating the public about aesthetic,
moral, and political ideals. Schleif views the 1920s as a catalyst in window display
development, noting that many modern display techniques, such as those based on
Constructivism, were transported from Germany and Austria by émigrés to America. This
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thesis furthers Schleif’s consideration of interconnectivity by broadening the transnational
influence of German and American display to Britain.

In ‘Patterns of Attention: From Shop Windows to Gallery Rooms in Early TwentiethCentury Berlin’ (2005), art historian Charlotte Klonk discusses the impact of empathy theory
on structural and pattern arrangement of ornaments in displays and how this affected the
Deutscher Werkbund’s approach to window reform.91 Empathy (Einfühlung) theory
examined the experience of beauty in terms of the projection of people’s inner states onto the
world.92 In 1906, Theodor Lipps, a rigorous exponent of empathy theory, inferred that people
project sensations and emotions on to external objects.93 Art and architecture historian Robin
Schuldenfrei’s 2018 publication, Luxury and Modernism: Architecture and the Object in
Germany 1900-1933, cites Klonk’s research.94 Referring to the ordered, repetitive aesthetic
discussed by Klonk, Schuldenfrei argues that the display window could be modernised ahead
of the metropolis.95 Schuldenfrei suggests the Werkbund used modern window display
techniques as the means to develop an understanding of ‘taste’ and ‘quality,’ introducing a
‘Werkbund-mediated modernity.’96
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Design and art historians’ interest in display has grown in the last decade. This burgeoning
curiosity has led to publications and the discourse on the subject is expanding. In the revised
and updated An Introduction to Design and Culture: 1900 to the Present (3rd edition, 2013),
Penny Sparke argues, ‘The aestheticization of the market place, one of the defining
characteristics of modernity, had begun before the emergence of the industrial designer. It had
been achieved by countless artists who had created shop-window displays, exhibition
stands…’97 Escalating interest in display includes publications such as Visual Merchandising
(2013) edited by art and architecture historian Louisa Iarocci and Architectures of Display:
Department Stores and Modern Retail (2018) edited by design history scholars Anca I. Lasc,
Patricia Lara-Betancourt, and Margaret Maile Petty.98 In Visual Merchandising Iarocci offers
a detailed introduction to American literature on window display. When discussing display
personnel, Iarocci mentions Arthur V. Fraser of Marshall Fields, but goes on to credit
canonical figures such as Raymond Loewy and Norman Bel Geddes for ‘making [display
windows] a legitimate venue for experiments in the emerging modern style.’99 The articles in
Visual Merchandising are predominantly from a North American viewpoint; however, it
acknowledges Germany’s importance to international display. Both Visual Merchandising
and Architectures of Display contain articles on German display.100
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The collection of essays in Architectures of Display are of a broader scope, including research
on North American, British and European display methods. Of British interest, Trevor Keeble
and Patricia Lara-Betancourt look at late Victorian and Edwardian display techniques and
strategies from the context of furniture shops and department stores. Maile Petty’s, Laura
McGuire’s and Emily M. Orr’s chapters relate closely to this thesis’ research, although the
three articles focus on a North American perspective. Maile Petty examines the transition of
the display window from a space to show inventories of merchandise to scenes of theatrical
invention in North America from 1900 to 1930.101 McGuire explores the exhibition, stage,
and display work of Frederick Kiesler in New York in the late 1920s and early 1930s and the
technological developments needed for a department store’s success.102 Orr’s chapter is
relevant to this research because she focuses on department store display-making's tools and
technologies and the skills of display practitioners in America.103

From a North American viewpoint, Anca I. Lasc’s previously mentioned 2018 article
examining the relationship between window display and the city in fin-de-siècle North
America informs this thesis.104 Lasc argues that American window display artists aided
commercial selling and created flexible, mobile environments, affecting passer-by’s
perceptions of the world of commerciality around them.105 Themed windows added new
dimensions of reality; Lasc suggests late-nineteenth-century mise-en-scène displays allowed
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viewers to escape to alternate spaces.106 Painted backdrops of pastoral views, exotic locations
and beaches psychologically removed shoppers from the busyness of the nineteenth-century
to fantasy settings.

When social and design historians write about British display, as in Lomax’s chapter ‘The
View from the Shop Window’ and Suga’s ‘Modernism, Commercialism and Display Design
in Britain’, both published in 2006, they tend not to consider trained display experts, their
body of knowledge, or their professional association.107 Lomax observes, ‘English department
store display remains surprisingly under-researched.’108 In her examination of early twentiethcentury window display in Britain from 1900 to 1940, Lomax focuses on the work of Arthur
Maitland Keddie, a Southend-on-Sea department store owner’s son, whom she describes as a
pioneer, having a significant influence on ‘English window dressing.’109 However, Keddie
had a limited effect on British display, as discussed in Chapter 9 of this thesis. Lomax
considers the management style of John Spedan Lewis, who became the senior partner of
two major West End stores: John Lewis of Oxford Street and Peter Jones of Sloane
Square. Spedan Lewis did not employ modern display techniques in his department store
windows. Therefore, neither store featured in the discourse surrounding progressive display
by practitioners in the 1920s and 1930s.
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Suga’s 2006 article and subsequent book publication chart the bringing of the display teaching
at the Schule Reimann from Berlin to London in 1937.110 Suga focuses on the London
Reimann School, which provided an interdisciplinary approach to display based on
Continental modernism. During the 1920s and 1930s, she claims, ‘Britain made slow progress
in creating the sort of surrounding messages to communicate its modernity.’111 However,
Suga omits the importance of the Schule Reimann on British display long before its arrival in
London in 1937.112 This research reveals that from the mid-1920s British display
professionals pushed for modernity based on methods developed at the Schule Reimann, as
discussed in Sections 1 and 3. Suga draws attention to Schule Reimann’s student’s work
featured in Kiesler’s Contemporary Art. Suga overlooks that the publication also contained
images of the work of The Arundell Display School of Window Decoration. The Arundell
School was one of two dedicated display schools based on German modernist display that
opened in London in 1928 (examined in Chapter 11). Suga erroneously credits the London
School of Modern Window Display, launched in 1935, as the first school in Britain to
concentrate on commercial art education with an independent display department.113 Suga
asserts it was only when British design luminaries such as Frank Pick, the Chairman of the
Council for Art & Industry, and Edward McKnight Kauffer became involved that display was
taken seriously. This thesis focuses on an earlier period than the one studied in Suga's work,
discussing British display's rich narrative and progress in the 1920s and 1930s.
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Few authors have investigated window display from the perspective of the persons engaged in
the profession. Orr claims, ‘the biographies of named displaymen at the leading department
stores of Chicago, London and New York are relatively unknown.’114 Orr’s 2016 doctoral
research considers innovations in department store culture in Chicago, New York, and
London from 1880 to 1920. Both Orr and Lasc recognise American Frank L. Carr as a leader
in the display field. Carr’s prolific self-promotion and widely read 1894 publication, The
Wide-Awake Window Dresser, saw him having an international impact.115 Orr credits Austrian
émigré Jerome Koerber, a well-known decorator at Wanamaker’s in Philadelphia, with
introducing the Austrian principle of Gesamtkunstwerk into his displays. However, Orr
consigns the seminal role of Edward N. Goldsman, Selfridge’s chief decorator, in
disseminating display practice between America and Britain to a few sentences.116 Orr states
that Goldsman’s ‘name and career history is one of the few known and published in the
period;’ however, offers no references.117 Furthermore, British practitioner and BADM
president Ernest Willson is referred to as ‘Williams.’118 Although referencing an American
practitioner in 1899, the term ‘open window dressing’ cited by Orr differs from the term
‘open display’ used by British practitioners (Chapter 1, p.60). The definition of open display
as used by British practitioners is an important part of this research. Open display was the first
professional display method that did not take a methodical approach.
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Orr asserts that the department store was a significant design location; she offers an
alternative interpretation to previous retail history. Her research built upon the earlier work of
historian Claire Walsh and expanded Leach’s research on the theatricality and technologies of
display.119 She adds a new layer examining the unseen construction process of display and
deliberating how consumers acknowledged and perceived its production values. Consumer
attention to display and curiosity about its design process encouraged the field’s creative and
professional advancement. Orr asserts that during the 1910s, the American display profession
capitalised on its alignment with the modern art world as evidence of its burgeoning
practice.120

The trope of focusing on the ‘great designer’ who undertook window display as part of their
wider practice continues with the 2020 publication of design historian Alexandra Wood’s
Designed to Sell: The Evolution of Modern Merchandising and Display.121 Wood presents
American department store design and display from the 1930s to the 1960s, focusing on
industrial designer Raymond Loewy and retail designer Eleanor Le Maire. Generally, even
when historians refer to practitioners, there is little information provided. Outka incorrectly
described Goldsman as one of Gordon Selfridge’s, ‘few American hires.’122

This thesis aims to make a significant original contribution to design history, augmenting the
knowledge of design professionalisation by considering the professional development of
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British display practice. It builds on the work of design history scholars, and scholars in the
fields of retail, business, architectural and cultural histories. This thesis draws also on the
work of Walsh (1995), Schleif (2004), Klonk (2005, 2009), Lomax (2006), Suga (2006), and
Orr (2016) as building blocks for this research. It is situated in and converses with its field as
a challenge, a complementary addition and a framing of what happened in Britain during an
under-researched period.123

There has recently been a burgeoning interest in British display.124 In May 2021 archival
researcher Jeanette Strickland’s paper, ‘Thought piece – a window on advertising archives,’
considered the archival sources available for research on window dressing in Britain during
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.125 It is hoped that there will be further books,
articles, and seminars examining British window display.

Methodology

One of this thesis’s main contributions to design historical scholarship is a close examination
of the modernisation of display styles and its relation to professionalisation in the British
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display industry. This has been made possible through archival research and the study of
previously unexamined primary materials.

A crucial finding of this research was that American and German display developments
influenced British display practice. In developing the professionalisation of window display,
transnational conversations were enabled through trade journals and travel to conventions
where display tactics were analysed, shared, and contested, encouraging a truly international
approach. This thesis considers the dynamic impact of transnational and international
influences on modern aesthetic display developments, professional associations, and
education and training. Lees-Maffei describes a ‘…transnational design history, meaning
design history which recognises that design is not bounded by the borders of nation
states…’126

Design historian and theorist Daniel J. Huppatz discusses design history methodologies in a
Journal of Design History article ‘Introduction to Methodology’ (2018).127 Clive Dilnot’s
previously mentioned 1984 essays summarised issues in the emerging field of design history
and were critical of the domination and ‘continuation of Pevsner’s polemical, instrumental
claims.’128 Huppatz summarises John A. Walker’s 1989 approach as identifying documents,
plans, models, photographs, drawings, artefacts, and interviews as design history’s primary
sources.129 An extensive examination of catalogues, periodicals, advertisements, and
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photographs has yielded a new understanding of the British display profession's strength,
achievements, and growth from 1919 to 1939. Critical examination of previously underresearched resources, such the journal, Display: The Merchants and Window Display Record,
and the British Display Society’s archive have been fundamental in piecing together of
evidence, visual and written, which led to descriptions of people, events, organisations,
exhibitions, and dialogues. The overarching aim was to identify significant patterns and trends
in the data to present these findings meaningfully.

Design theorist Tony Fry draws attention to the potential of the study of mediation for
uncovering those who do not have a direct voice in the historical record.130 These voices may
belong to people who are ‘workers, users, promoters, analysts.’131 Due to the lack of oral or
written display histories the use of media, such as journals and books in this thesis was crucial
in researching forgotten practitioners and their involvement in the professionalisation of
window display. Design historian Victor Margolin noted that design history is ‘a multitude of
stories that depend on who is doing the telling and listening, and why the story is being
told.’132 Margolin pointed out:
By moving away from a history of objects—which provides no guidelines for
what to include other than aesthetic canonical ones—toward a history of
practice—which, I should add, does not negate an attentiveness to objects—one
should be able to tell a coherent story of design…That story can emphasize the
varieties of practice without honoring one form or another on the basis of
canonical judgments.133
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In his introduction to Design History: Understanding Theory and Method (2010), Kjetil
Fallan states, ‘Design history today is no longer primarily a history of objects and their
designers, but it is becoming more a history of the translations, transcriptions, transactions,
transpositions and transformations that constitute the relationships among things, people and
ideas.’134 Drawing on primary sources to inquire about practitioners, their window displays,
and the ideas and values that inspired them was an appropriate methodology to adopt to
undertake this thesis. For example, the interrogation of Display: The Merchants and Window
Display Record, launched in 1919, was a valuable resource in charting the development of the
professional organisation. This is the first time that the display associations and their journal
have been examined and analysed thoroughly. Display contains a rich record of window
display’s ephemeral changing modes through the decades. Most of the images used
throughout this research from 1919 were the commercial ‘avant-garde,’ examples of modern
styles published by Display. Moreover, most of the following illustrations and examples given
here are of fashion windows, which predominated in Display. Fashion styles transitioned
quickly, lending themselves better to modern display techniques. Front windows of West End
department stores generally featured the latest fashions, while furniture and other
consumables were consigned to side streets.

This thesis is based on qualitative research which draws on archival evidence. It has involved
data collection and analysis based on research questions and themes.135 An extensive picture
emerged from the available data, leading to a focus on three specific developments that came
together to enable British display professionalism to emerge; namely the modernisation of
window display styles, which in turn required new knowledge and skills; the rise and roles of
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professional display associations in the quest for professional standards; and the formalisation
of display education and training. Each theme is presented in the thesis as a set of interrelated
narratives in three sections. Detailed analysis of qualitative data has led to new, transferable
bodies of knowledge.

Primary Research Sources

The primary sources used in this research fall into three categories: archives, journals, and
books. Comprehensive surveys of these materials resulted in the identification of pivotal
individuals and the three key themes driving the professional process.

A visit to the Bauhaus Archiv in Berlin took place in autumn 2016. The Archiv houses the
only remaining public material on the Schule Reimann in Berlin and the Reimann School in
London. Both school buildings were destroyed during the Second World War. The material
includes random copies of the Schule Reimann journal Farbe und Form, a Reimann School
catalogue, and notes belonging to school founder Albert Reimann.

Most of the primary sources consulted are located in London. The Victoria & Albert Museum
Archive holds items in the British Display Society Archive, including some copies of Display.
It also contains books, photographs, and general meeting notes. Unarchived letters and images
were unearthed. The voices of key individual’s, which were instrumental in professionalising
the practice, were contained in Display. Thorough examination afforded analysis of
conversations and discussions on new display methods. Images from the journal provided a
rich visual history of window display.
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The library at Central Saint Martins (University of the Arts London) supplied original
literature. The Natasha Kroll Archive at the Brighton University Archive holds photographs,
newspaper clippings, and related correspondence, as does the Eric Lucking Archive at the
V&A Archives.

Cross-referencing Display with contemporary publications that contained moderated views of
non-practitioners offered outsider insights into the British display world. The EMap archives
at the University of the Arts London provided access to key trade journals such as The
Drapers’ Record, Menswear, and several other trade titles.136 From March 2020, due to travel
restrictions, digital sources became particularly useful. Resources, such as archive.org, the
International Advertising & Design DataBase (IADDB), and the Hathi Trust Digital Library,
gave access to texts and journals, particularly Commercial Art, Art & Industry, and Merchants
Record and Show Window. The British Newspaper Archive was also a valuable online
resource.

When conducting this research, it was found there were few apparent links to display
practitioners or associations in France. Although Paris was the global capital of fashion, it
appears it was not at the forefront of display as far as British practitioners were concerned,
instead they looked to Germany for display developments. Display contained few references
to developments in France. This nonchalance was reciprocated, a review of the French
journals Revue: internationale de l’étalage (1909 -1938) and Parade: journal de l’étalage et
de ses industries (1927-1938) revealed there were few mentions of British display.
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Thesis Parameters

This thesis is the first attempt at charting and periodising the history of the professionalisation
of British display. It mostly focuses on department store window display. Transnational
display developments first appeared in department stores due to their larger budgets and
dedicated display departments.137 However, an important part of display practice also took
place in smaller shops and businesses. In the 1910s and 1920s, display departments in larger
stores were crucial to the progression and sharing of radical modern display techniques.
Social and economic historian Jon Stobart believes that, by the late 1930s, there were 600
British retail outlets that could be considered department stores.138 This expansion afforded a
burgeoning of those engaged in professional display practice. Enabled by knowledge of
display fundamentals and with an awareness of new developments, display practitioners
strove to be distinct from other retail employees. The dates from 1919 to 1939 are significant.
In 1919 a small group of London-based display practitioners launched the British Association
of Display Men. This thesis concludes at the start of the Second World War when creative and
commercial displays took a back seat to war-related propaganda and information display
windows. During the inter-war years, events in North America and Germany affected British
display too and deserved investigation.
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Thesis Structure

As indicated earlier, in charting the professionalisation of British display it was discovered
there were a number of sub-themes that needed to be considered – modern style displays,
professional associations, education and training. The three themes shared the same trajectory
and saw display developing from being a component of general drapery apprenticeship to a
full-time specialist career. Therefore, this thesis is organised into thematic sections and
chapters illustrating crucial elements in the process of display professionalisation; with each
of the three sections focusing on particular but related issues. Although examined as separate
themes, the change in modern styles, the growth of professional organisations, and the
formalising of education and training were closely interrelated and fed into each other.

Each of the three sections addresses an aspect of the process of the professionalisation of
window display. Each one addresses phenomena that played a part in the struggle to make
window display a profession in Britain. Section One provides an account of the changes that
took place in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that took window display from a
process that relied on relatively unskilled copying, repetition, and a dependence on manual
dexterity alone - reflected in replications of techniques advocated by correspondence schools
and textbooks, mise-en-scène displays, and stunt installations - to one that demanded creative
skills which had to be learnt and developed. The department stores move to open displays also
entailed a shift in the conception of what sells and thus in realising the power of design in
harnessing it. The clamour for creative skills which had to be learnt and developed was first
stimulated by the recognition of the important relationship between window display and art
and design fundamentals, followed by the need to be aware of modern movements. This
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important shift marked a realisation that the customers of the department stores required an
added level of sophistication in store window display which, in turn, showed the level of their
social aspirations. Consuming goods was replaced by the need to consume ‘art’ as a form of
social distinction. The requirement, on the part of display practitioners, to acquire the new
skills to allow them to become ‘artists’, to define themselves as specialists, and to streamline
their processes, which were driven by department store business requirements, represented the
first sign of a realisation that they needed to distinguish themselves as a profession.

In their introduction to Fashioning Professionals (2018), which examines traditional and
emergent roles in creative design, Leah Armstrong and Felice McDowell state that
‘professionalization begins with industrialization and the specialization of labour.’139
Specialisation in window display roles was afforded by late-nineteenth-century books and
journals offering systematic techniques. This was followed by an awareness and knowledge of
art and design fundamentals, which further upgraded display practice, turning it into a more
skilled and educated process.

Due to the developments in aesthetics, the professional association came about in 1919.
Formal education through conventions, lectures, and dedicated display schools were owing to
the development of an association. Modern developments in display were closely associated
with department store business requirements. Retail business owners required satisfactory
display standards. On account of his awareness and interest in modern display, Gordon
Selfridge was instrumental in bringing techniques used in American department store
windows and a dedicated display department to Britain in 1909. In the following decade, there
was a recognition of the need for display to become a specialised practice rather than a
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general drapery assistant role. After the First World War, there was a call for display
practitioners’ skills to be recognised and rewarded. The founding of an association in 1919,
which is the starting point for Section Two of this thesis, afforded display practitioners further
professional representation and the ability for them to identify themselves through their work.
However, as demonstrated in Section One, professional practices had already been
introduced. Although the First World War had thwarted progressive developments, by the
1920s, display practitioners had proved it was not a mundane task but a specialised creative
practice. Department stores had achieved a defined business model; this included paying
attention to their displays. However, rather than repeating displays seen in other countries,
notably Germany, there was a need to understand modern art methods.

Nevertheless, despite the earlier introduction of modern display methods, it was not until 1929
that, according to art critic Holbrook Jackson, British display practitioners were perceived as
having the creative skills to be considered designers, ‘Those engaged in the display work of
the future will be designers rather than window dressers.’140 The advancement of the practice
to incorporate design was driven by the emergence of display associations (the subject of
Section Two) the provision of formal education and education (the subject of Section Three).
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Section One

Chapters 1 to 3 of this thesis investigate British display styles between 1919 and 1939. This
section explores the idea that the expertise in fundamental display techniques based on art
principles was the key to professionalisation. From a contextual position, Chapter 1 examines
international influences on British display methods. Transnational interplay between
modernisation and professionalisation shows that British display was shaped by American and
German advances in window display practice. Chapter 2 investigates the significance of
German modern style display in Britain in the 1920s. It articulates the discourse that took
place on British display’s adoption of contemporary methods. Chapter 3 examines British
display aesthetics in the 1930s and the emergence of a British display style. It shows that the
appropriation of foreign display practices explored in Chapters 2 and 3 progressed from
slavish copies to the inception of a creative and distinct British style of display. Creative
concepts were adopted and adapted for a British audience. Different artistic and design
movements impacted on the work of display practitioners and their debates. The changes in
display discussed in this section interrelated with the growing professionalisation of the
practice.

Section Two

Chapter 4 considers how in the early twentieth century the American association, the National
Association of Window Trimmers of America (NAWTA), and their journal, Merchants
Record and Show Window (MRSW), were essential factors in the modernisation and
professionalisation of American window display. Chapter 5 examines the changes brought
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about in display and display departments during the war and its aftermath. Based on its
American equivalent, the BADM was active from 1919 to 1929, following which it evolved
into the National Display Association (NDA) in 1929. The 1920s was a period in which
display drew attention to itself as a professional practice by holding an exhibition and national
conventions. These events showcased modern style techniques thereby exhibiting the
increasing professionalism of the up-to-date demonstrators. Chapter 6 explains that a shift in
the national display association occurred when display suppliers who designed and supplied
national campaigns for specific products perceived themselves as more dynamic than those
employed in retail display. Chapter 7 explores the Association’s international relationships
during the 1920s and 1930s. Transnational connections afforded the development of the latest
skills. Chapter 8 considers the role of women in British display. Although considered a male
role in Britain, there were exceptions.141

Section Three

Chapters 9 to 12 examine the history of display teaching and learning in Britain from 1919 to
1939. Chapter 9 considers transnational influences on British display education. It reveals that
while American correspondence and training schools impacted on British display from the
1900s until the mid-1920s, German teaching had a profound and lasting influence on British
display pedagogy from 1928. Chapter 10 unveils that to encourage the use of modern display
techniques the BADM took on the task of educating practitioners. This chapter investigates
the events, dialogue, and rationale behind pedagogical advances in display in Britain. In the
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1920s and 1930s several progressive art schools and technical colleges were founded on the
back of the Arts and Crafts movement. Chapter 11 explains that the two dedicated schools of
display launched in Britain in 1928 were influenced by German teaching. The Schule
Reimann moved its teaching from Berlin to London, opening a school in 1937. State
education and the arrival of the Reimann School finally saw a lacklustre attempt for display to
be taken as a serious practice by the Council for Art & Industry (CAI).
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Section One: Modern Display Styles: From International Influences to British

Chapter 1 American and German influences on British display

This chapter explores pre-1919 transnational modern style influences on British display
methods. Evolving styles in British window display in the early twentieth century were
inherently connected to department stores, due to Selfridges’ launch in London 1909 with its
American-style open displays. The incorporating of open methods (defined later in this
chapter on p.60) into British display was the result of developments in Germany and America.
In Britain, open methods were perceived at the time as an American development;
nevertheless, they were previously determined by progressive German practitioners.
However, before the arrival of these modern methods, the chapter first considers the changes
that came about in display due to the effect of the Chicago World Fair of 1893. As discussed
by Emily M. Orr, stunt or novelty three-dimensional displays were first seen at World Fairs.1
These new practices were introduced in Britain from the late nineteenth century and were the
first steps towards professionalising the practice, practice as, along with the making of mis en
scene displays, they marked the beginning of differentiating the role of the display
practitioner from that of the sales assistant. International visitors to World Fairs, impressed by
what they saw, took home the techniques used to attract attendees and this included
spectacular stunt displays. Stunt or novelty displays mostly consisted of sculptural models of
architectural or organic structures, made from products such as handkerchiefs, gloves, and
cotton reels [Fig. 1].2 Another early display method involved windows filled with mise-en-
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scène depictions of interior and outdoor settings. Late nineteenth-century journals and books
offered a blend of technicalities of display and encouragement of three-dimensional creative
installations. Appearing in print, these structures and settings were presented as legitimate
display approaches (see Appendix B and Chapter 9). Practitioners with the ability to replicate
these displays were recognised as ‘experts.’ Award-winning mise-en-scène windows and
props made from cotton spools endowed American Frank L. Carr with the title ‘the world’s
greatest wide-awake window dresser.’3 He shared his work internationally in The WideAwake Window Dresser (1894).4 By 1901, 1,200 copies had sold in England.5

Using everyday commodities to create three-dimensional models that carried symbolic weight
was visually dramatic. However, the method misplaced the goods’ primary use and was
costly. In 1889 a window in Simpson, Crawford & Simpson’s, New York, used 12,000
handkerchiefs to make a display of gothic arches containing $5,000 worth of goods, many
rendered unusable.6 Nevertheless, as noted by William Leach, this method of attraction
‘amplified the visual, transforming the already watching city person into a potentially
compulsive viewer.’7 Orr believes the reproductions represented ‘… specialization, and
technological achievement.’8 Spectacular props required design and making skills. American
window dressers ‘… prided and differentiated themselves on the amount and quality of the
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labor that contributed to the production of their displays...’9 America was not the only country
to encounter the stunt window; they led to discussions by prominent sociologists, historians,
and architects in Germany from 1896. Due to the influence of the Chicago World Fair in 1893
the same process happened synchronically on both sides of the Atlantic [Fig. 2]. The making
of mise-en-scène, and stunt displays were the beginning of differentiating the role of the
display practitioner from that of the sales assistant.

Social historian Bill Lancaster notes a seminal essay by American cultural scholar Neil
Harris. Harris explored the competition between the three critical institutions for display that
came into existence in the second half of the nineteenth century: the exhibition, the museum,
and the department store. Harris concluded, ‘that by 1914 the department store offered the
supreme visual experience.’10 According to business and economics author Hrant
Pasdermadjian, the department store became ‘a kind of permanent exhibition.’11 Display
windows were an ever-changing major exhibit. They informed consumers of the most up-todate products and their use. Modern department stores required modern display techniques.

Shortly after the 1893 Chicago World Fair, window display in America saw rapid
development. It became a vocation, recognised and well paid (see Chapter 4). In 1902, the
New York Times described practitioners as being ‘at the top’ of the department store
structure.12 With recognition came the need to provide something other than sculptural stunt
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windows or the systematic displays advocated by correspondence courses (see Chapter 9)
[Figs. 89, 90 & 92]. Display professionals needed to instruct themselves on the principles of
art and design. This required a change of stance by the National Association of Window
Trimmers of America (NAWTA) and its journal Merchants Record and Show Window
(MRSW). Both distanced themselves from those who replicated stunt displays. In 1903,
MRSW described window dressing as ‘an art.’13

Imperative in driving the practice forward was practitioner’s commitment to sharing
knowledge and learning new techniques. Practical knowledge legitimised the field,
establishing fundamental principles. From the early twentieth century media content became
less repetitious, and more tacit. Backgrounds and product handling became increasingly
sophisticated. Implicit techniques became explicit. MRSW illustrations showed principles such
as grouping and composition as fundamental to successful displays [Fig. 3].14 A 1906
American method impacted British display, as seen in a prize-winning display of Wolsey
undergarments fourteen years later [Fig. 4]. A method still used in Britain in 1927 [Fig.
115].15 Knowledge and use of colour were considered a critical factor in differentiating
between amateurs and professionals. MRSW described the colours of featured displays in their
monotone photographs.16 In the 1910s the journal produced coloured covers to suggest
window backgrounds [Fig. 5].
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From the early 1900s, interested Britons, such as Arthur Maitland Keddie, the son of a
Southend retailer, were aware of changing display styles in America. Modern American
techniques were distilled in Britain through publications and correspondence schools (see
Chapter 9).17 By 1913 the MRSW noted, ‘Much has been said and written about the technical
details of window display. The young man who reads trade journals for information as to
window dressing has been told practically everything there is to know about the actual work
of displaying merchandise of all kinds.’18 The MRSW was read in the west of Ireland. In 1913
‘Young Warren’ of Sligo received an ‘Honorable Mention’ for his display in the NAWTA
annual window contest.19

The transnational sharing of ideas was aided by access to travel, and international
participation and attendance at the 1893 Chicago World Fair. German émigré display
practitioners influenced fin-de-siècle American display practice and education. Albert A.
Koester designed the German displays for the Fair. Afterwards he co-authored a display
manual, Die Kunst der Schaufenster Dekoration (The Art of Show Window Decoration).20 In
1897 Koester also founded a window display school in Germany.21 To increase his knowledge
he worked in Marshall Field’s in Chicago for five years, as did Briton Edward N. Goldsman.
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Both were under the direction of Arthur V. Fraser. Marshall Field’s was considered the gold
standard of display practice (see Chapter 4) [Figs. 58 & 59]. In 1906 Koester published The
Koester System of Draping.22 Koester, a master at fabric draping, released a book in English
therefore introducing his techniques to America and Britain. His style was ‘… adopted
universally’ within a short time.23 Goldsman brought Koester’s modern draping methods to
Selfridges [Fig. 6].24 Koester launched the Koester School of Window Dressing in Chicago in
1904 (see Chapter 9). William George Rowe, who later became the first vice-president of the
British display association, studied there in 1912.25

Modern techniques other than draping were shared internationally. One was the using three
items of the same object to create rhythm and repetition. Another technique was grouping
objects. Both methods fell under the term, open display, discussed further later in this chapter.
Koester’s 1906 MRSW article featured images of the use of rhythm, ostensibly from Die
Kunst der Schaufenster Dekoration [Fig. 7].26 Affirming this technique, Berlin display
practitioner Elisabeth von Stephani-Hahn used a sketch of Koester’s photograph in her 1919
publication, Schaufensterkunst [Fig. 8].27 In a demonstration of the transnational sharing of
knowledge, in a 1925 article, Edward N. Goldsman used a similar drawing in the British
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display journal, Display [Fig. 9].28 From 1923, the journal acknowledged and celebrated the
modern display techniques practiced in Germany. From 1926, it endorsed the avant-garde
Berlin school of display, the Schule Reimann, where Stephani-Hahn had taught. From 1928
Goldsman was the London representative of Schaufensterkunst, advertised as containing the
‘very latest ideas in up-to-date modern display.’29 The Berlin Schule Reimann recommended
it as ‘most eminently important’ to its pupils as an essential, indispensable standard work.30
Schaufensterkunst proved to be immensely popular, with reprints in 1923 and 1926.

In a further example of display practice dissemination between America and Germany, in
1908 the MRSW published articles from its ‘Special Berlin Correspondence,’ Marta
Landsberger. Unlike Britain and America, it was not unusual for women to work in display in
Germany (see Chapter 9). The gender imbalance in British display is an recurring theme
throughout this thesis, discussed further in Chapter 8. Landsberger compared the ornamental
backgrounds and extraneous decoration used by American practitioners with the plain but
well-made German display fixtures.31 Rather than busy backgrounds, colour, and considered,
but simple, product arrangements were advocated.32 Open display methods, such as attention
to detail, seen in the considered placement of fans or gloves, was why ‘Berlin windows are so
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artistic and attractive.’33 Two images were of A. Wertheim stores, where Stephani-Hahn was
head decorator [Fig. 10].34 Items were pulled into triangular group formations. The umbrellas
in both displays created height and focal points. The eye was then drawn down through the
other products displayed. For a further example of Stephani-Hahn’s work see Figure 17.

At the turn of the century, American display literature prospered. British, German, and French
publications also appeared during the 1900s (Appendix B). A short-lived British publication,
The Window Dressing and General Trade Review (TWDR) made a brief appearance in
November 1905. The journal was described by the MRSW as a ‘decidedly creditable
production, cleverly edited and well printed. The illustrations are excellent. They show the
best windows of the more important capitals of Europe.’35 Despite predictions of its ‘bright
future,’ it lasted only thirteen months.36 It is possible there may not have been a large enough
audience, or those with an interest in display preferred to look outside Britain for inspiration.
It was a further fourteen years before a British display journal launched.

A seminal event in the professionalisation and aesthetic improvement in British display was
the arrival of American open displays, facilitated on a grand scale by Selfridges’ launch in
1909. Prior to this displays were mostly of the massed variety. The massed product windows
of fin-de-siècle Britain came about due to consumer demand facilitated by wage rises. The
manufacturing industry was capable of yielding vast quantities of products. Most lacked in
design, use, and need. The introduction of large sheets of glass in the mid-nineteenth century
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contributed to architectural developments. However, they did little to advance display.
Although used in most new shop façades, shopkeepers were unsure how to treat their yawning
chasms of glass. Signalling the Victorian’s love of opulence, retailers filled their windows
with merchandise, believing the window was to inform passers-by of the versatility and range
of products instore, rather suggesting the quality of goods on offer. This was known as the
massed method and continued well into the twentieth century.37 Robin Schuldenfrei points out
that overfilled, indiscriminate windows also appeared in Germany; known as ‘chamber of
horrors,’ these were reformed under the Deutscher Werkbund’s guidance (see Chapter 9).38

The Great Exhibition of 1851 had introduced a level of display awareness in Britain in the use
of what was termed stunt or novelty displays. Although most exhibitors ‘massed their exhibits
symmetrically in close formation,’ some aimed for more restrained artistic effects.39 An
Exhibition innovation was the use of enlarged product specimens. For example, gigantic
scissors hovered over a cutlery exhibit. Some shopkeepers took their cue from the Exhibition,
using large-scale attractions in their windows, such as shoes, pencils, and pen nibs.40 This
trope continued in Britain until at least the 1930s [Figs. 43, 50 & 127]. Stunt displays also
appeared in stores’ Christmas bazaars: themed spectacles installed at great time and
expense.41 Emulating displays at the Chicago World Fair, competitions run by manufacturers
such as the soap company Lever Brothers in the late 1800s encouraged retailers to use their
products to create three-dimensional sculptures. A c1899 Wembley Tower made from bars
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and boxes of Lifebuoy soap was one prize-winner.42 Along with introducing and using
modern display styles, large department stores such as Selfridges occasionally created
dramatic sculptural stunt windows to draw crowds and sell large volumes of stock [Fig. 11].43
A soap display sold fifteen tons in two weeks.44

In the early 1900s, international observers criticised British drapers for their lack of
discernment and policy of overcrowding windows. American journals, Dry Goods Economist
(DGE), and Dry Goodsman and General Merchant took pleasure in showing images of
British shop windows as examples of the dangers of massed displays.45 An expatriate
compared displays in Britain with advanced techniques used in Chicago and New York,
describing the former as ‘a bewildering mass of mixed-up merchandise.’46 This was not
necessarily the case. In 1900 the British press called for ‘window trimming and advertising
[which go] hand in hand along the road of progress and prosperity’ to have ‘simplicity
of…arrangement…The most attractive window generally is the one which few articles are
displayed.’47 The appeal for curation continued. In 1904 the Northern Daily Telegraph
discussed the ‘principle of window trimming.’48 Having just two or three items in a window
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was suggested; a ‘few articles so simply arranged do not imply any economy of time or
thought on the trimmer’s part, however, for real talent is needed to work out effective
arrangements of two or three articles, whereas a crowded window may be composed of the hit
and miss plan.’49 These early twentieth century articles indicate the awareness of aesthetic
display arrangements.

Nevertheless, some British practitioners of the 1920s believed they were the avant-garde. In
1931 Richard Harman, Display’s editor, recalled that while modern display advances took
place in America and the European continent in the 1900s, in Britain ‘… window display was
plodding along in just the same old way;… a case of window filling in than window dressing
…’50 Seeking to present themselves as experts on the subject, in 1906, the British publication
The Drapers’ Record (TDR) highlighted the nation’s window displays as ‘an area where
improvement could be quickly and cheaply implemented...British display was slapdash and
amateurish in comparison with American techniques.’51 The journal believed the high-quality
window displays seen in leading German department stores were far superior to London's.52
In 1909 it featured a display of kimonos at Whiteley’s, presented as hovering headless
ghostlike forms [Fig. 12].53 Prominent British practitioner Robert A. Driscoll later described
this method as ‘… more like displays of washing hung out to dry than a display of the
season’s latest fashions.’54
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Although some windows were installed with aesthetics in mind, this was not generally the
situation. While American display became professionalised with an association and a journal
(see Chapter 4), in 1900s Britain, the role generally fell to junior assistants and apprentice
drapers. Alongside other tuition, apprentices undertook display instruction.55 This systematic
training did not allow for creativity, as strict rules had to be adhered to. Drapery windows
involved tiers of dresses and cloaks placed behind rows of children’s wear. Maid’s garments
were at the rear. Household linens and blankets were stacked, filling the window from floor to
ceiling [Fig. 13]. The busyness was added to by a profusion of price tickets, seen as a
necessary selling technique. Individual departments bore responsibility for their allocated
window, leading to diverse display methods. Keen to promote their products, buyers
sometimes took on the task.56 Until at least 1919, one London store charged its departments
for window space, thus encouraging overstocking.57 Stores advertised in daily newspapers
what was on show in their window that day.58 Therefore, it was important that windows held
as much product as possible.

Just before Selfridges’ opening, massed displays developed into a methodical practice. TDR
ran a series of articles on systematic massed display schemes [Fig. 14].59 Adhesive paper or
gum tabs fastened merchandise to the glass. Goods were suspended from the ceiling using
hooks, rods, and wires, after which the floor was filled.60 It was an arduous task. In a lace
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display, 1,500 to 2,000 small pieces needed to be wired.61 Windows were still entirely taken
up with products but less randomly displayed. However, systematic massed windows took up
to a week to install, and were left in situ for several weeks, if not months. Sunlight
discoloured products.62 However, they were a marked improvement upon earlier display
methods.63

The contribution to retailing of the owner of the Selfridge department store, Gordon Selfridge,
has been well documented.64 His self-promotional strategy of commissioning and paying for
significant amounts of press publicity and promotional articles has left a rich source of
information. However, his impact on British display has been under-estimated. Selfridge
began his career as a stockroom boy in Chicago, gaining promotion to the retail side of
Marshall Field’s in 1883.65 Highly motivated with innovative ideas, Selfridge promptly
remodelled the front of the store, allowing for modern display windows on either side of the
main entrance.66 In 1895 Selfridge hired Arthur V. Fraser as a window trimmer. By the early
1900s, Fraser was in charge of Marshall Field’s display department, holding the position for
forty-nine years.67 Fraser was recognised for his sophisticated displays showing limited
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amounts of product. Lancaster describes Fraser as ‘… widely regarded as the greatest ever
window artist …’; Lancaster believes the period 1909 to 1939 witnessed the assimilation of
American techniques into British department stores.68

When Selfridge advertised for a chief decorator for his impending London store, Briton
Edward N. Goldsman, who had worked with Fraser at Marshall Field’s, applied and was
accepted.69 Goldsman was well known in American display circles; during his time in
Chicago, he became both president and first vice-president of the American display
association (see Chapter 4). Goldsman was made a Selfridge company director, a highly
unusual move.70 Having staff members concerned exclusively with window and interior
display was a new concept for British retailers.71 Although described in 1930 as ‘one of the
best known window-dressing experts from London,’ historians have mostly overlooked
Goldsman’s importance to British display.72 Some accounts are inaccurate. Adburgham
incorrectly reports Goldsman as being summoned from Marshall Field’s by Selfridge in
1908.73 Outka characterises Goldsman as one of Gordon Selfridge’s ‘few American hires.’74
Gordon Honeycombe’s book on Selfridges also describes Goldsman as American.75
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New construction methods such as steel framework afforded Selfridges to install the largest
sheets of plate glass in the world.76 This enabled a generous window display space not
previously seen in Britain. There were twenty-one windows; twelve were twenty-two feet
long, from eight to twelve feet deep. Before the grand reveal, the drama of creating the
inaugural displays was visible to the public. Spotlights threw shadows through the silkcovered windows where Goldsman and his team were at work.77 A magnet for the curious,
ninety thousand visitors viewed the carefully considered open displays, transporting
commodities and viewers to a romantic garden setting [Fig. 15].78

Gordon Selfridge’s support of Fraser was well known. It was expected the new store would
have similar professional innovative displays.79 Goldsman described Selfridges’ windows as
‘dressed in much the same way [as] by the leading decorators in the principal cities of
America.’80 Gordon Selfridge invested a significant amount of money into his new store. The
display windows were no exception. Money was spent on props, lighting, and dedicated
display staff. Goldsman, who was well versed in American display styles, was head of the
large display department, the first one of its size in Britain (see Chapter 4). The techniques
came from a different country and culture but were launched with confidence in London. A
comparison of Selfridges’ fashion launch windows [Fig. 15] with those by Fraser three years
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earlier demonstrates they were highly evocative of his work [Fig. 16].81 Both featured
flowers. Mannequin placement was similar. The open display technique of leaving negative
space, drew the eye to focal points such as the central mannequins. Props were floral
arrangements, subtly selling the garment in a romantic setting. Limiting the amount of
products displayed removed emphasis from the goods and created the impression that there
was no desperation to sell.82 In other windows, goods on pedestals were lit with spotlights.
Although electric light was used in department stores since the late nineteenth century,
Goldsman used concealed coloured spotlights to create drama.83

Imitation was a practice that Goldsman was to rail against in the 1920s, when British
practitioners copied modern style German displays (see Chapter 2). In the case of Selfridges’
launch windows, Goldsman’s creativity may have been curbed by Gordon Selfridge’s desire
to show how American and forward-thinking the new store was. Nevertheless, the stores’
radical windows significantly impacted British display. In 1941, Richard Harman, past editor
of Display, observed how different the conception of display brought to London by Goldsman
was at that time.84 Harman noted: ‘[Goldsman] opened with a series of spectacular tableaux
the like of which had never before been seen in London. All his work had a high sense of the
artistic and he strived after the classical.’85 Selfridges received widespread publicity in Britain
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and America's daily and trade press.86 The introduction of Selfridges’ modern curated open
displays was the impetus behind some high-end department store’s shift from showing a
density of products in shop windows.

The 1899 description of open dressing by American window dresser J.W. Jungblut in The
Show Window (TSW) provided by Orr differs from the slightly different term, open display,
that was later used in Britain.87 Jungblut describes open dressing as turning ‘the process of the
window display into a show of its own,’88 where the display practitioner becomes ‘an actor in
the show himself.’89 The showing of the making of the skill needed in creating a window
display was in order to claim what art historian Ann-Sophie Lehmann described as
‘ownership over a certain technique, to create awe in the viewer, or simply to show off.’90 In
1920 Selfridges practitioner Harry Ashford Down supplied a British definition: ‘Open display
is the term employed to describe the more modern method of arranging merchandise in
groups or units within a suitable setting, thus enhancing the character of the goods displayed
and conforming to the laws and principles of art.’91 Goldsman reaffirmed Ashford Down’s
description in 1925, albeit using the American term ‘open dressing’ (see quote on p.82).92
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Therefore, in Britain, certainly in Selfridges, and feasibly in other countries, the latter was the
definition used. In 1923 Richard Harman pointed out that Germany was the first country to
discover the great value of open display.93

In open displays laws of perspective and eye-level focal points were principal elements, seen
in this example of a contemporary German open display by Stephani-Hahn [Fig. 17].
Forethought was given to the composition of the window, including negative spaces.94
Suitable backgrounds were subsidiary to, but capable of, emphasising the quality of the
displayed goods.95 A single central scheme ran throughout the windows. Rows of products
were gone. Items were either singular or arranged in groups, which was sometimes referred to
as the unit principle.96 Enhancing the product’s properties raised the consumer’s desire for
that single item.97 Fundamentals such as simplicity and unity of design, harmony, and colour
were observed.98 Open displays afforded adaptability. They could be turned around quickly,
allowing for quick reactions to events, such as changes in the weather or the arrival of new
fashions. Crowded displays were perceived as a waste of time and materials.99 Open methods
were appropriated in America before transpiring in Britain. Up until 1909, open display was
seldom seen in London, except for a few exclusive Regent Street or Piccadilly speciality
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shops and ultra-fashionable Bond Street establishments.100 Selfridges undertook open displays
on a much larger scale. In 1910 Goldsman’s advice for British shopkeepers was ‘One thing at
one time at one price in the window.’101

Open display required props for displaying the products, therefore shopfitting companies
experienced a small boom.102 They seized the opportunity to offer display stands, such as
pedestals, shelves, display tables, and draping forms.103 These fixtures eased the transition for
retailers from massed windows, aiding focal points, and height in windows.104 However, not
all stores introduced open displays. Three years after Selfridges’ opening, MRSW keenly
reported that fashion merchandise still hung from some window ceilings in Britain, appearing
as limp corpses.105 Open display methods would have spread faster throughout Britain if it
was not for the First World War; many practitioners left their display roles to join the fight
(see Chapter 5).

On a visit to America, Goldsman spoke at the 1920 International Association of Display Men
(IADM) convention in Detroit (see Chapter 5). Flattering the American audience, he observed
the development of British display and the influence of America:
Over in England they are slowly waking up…They still cling to their old
conservative ideas of display. It is only really since the advent of Mr Selfridge in
1908 that the representative firms in London commenced to sit up and take
100
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notice…Today a majority of the big stores in London are trimming their windows
in what we might term the American style.106
However, despite the introduction of open methods, and the spread of Selfridges’ display
practitioners throughout Britain in the 1910s and 1920s (see Chapters 4 and 5), some retailers
resisted change.107 Massed and open techniques co-resided in Britain until at least the mid1920s. The founding of the British Association of Display Men (BADM) in 1919 and the
launch of a dedicated journal increased practitioners’ confidence (see Chapter 5).108

In the early 1920s, the task of enlightening British retailers that shop windows were not
stockrooms fell mostly to Display: The Merchants and Window Display Record.109 Launched
in April 1919 by West End display man Jack Zwart, it was at the forefront of sharing
innovations and methods from its inception.110 Zwart was familiar with MRSW. Displays from
when he worked in Dublin were published in the American journal in 1915 and 1916.111
Display’s first edition proudly declared its affinity with the open method:
In making this – our first bow – we would like to point out that this Journal has
been primarily designed for the advancement of the art of attractively displaying
merchandise of every description…we advocate the Modern Open Window
Dressing with its greater attraction and selling power, the correct draping of
Materials, the proper grouping of Merchandise.112
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Zwart had an agenda. Shortly after Display’s launch, he established a display service offering
the requisite store equipment and props for open displays.113

The journal was a mouthpiece for the BADM. Like its American counterpart, it closely
followed the association’s interests. The editor, Richard Harman, and its contributors,
including Goldsman, played a major role in the development of British display as a
profession. Display gave practitioners a voice. Association members supplied the content,
writing about modern display styles, debating methods, and advocating new practices. In
November 1920, the journal became the ‘Official Organ of the British Association of Display
Men.’114 It increased in size in 1924 and was widely circulated abroad.115 From 1919 until the
1940s it harnessed its power as the main display media, fighting in the practitioners’ corner
and advancing their interests.

From their beginnings the BADM and Display pointedly supported open display methods.
Comparisons with what was happening elsewhere in the display world was a persistently
addressed topic.116 In 1920, BADM member, Loughlin Malachy Feery noted:
Window dressing has become a ‘fine art,’ and attains to a very high standard in
most European capitals and in America, where the traders are very much alive to
its potentialities as a business asset, but in this country…the recognition of
window display as a ‘fine art’ is slow, and of but recent growth.117
Most books on display fundamentals emanated from America. However, by early 1922,
British display practitioners considered themselves competent enough to publish. G. L.
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Timmins wrote Window Dressing: The Principles of Display.118 Feery’s Modern Window
Display: a practical guide for the shopkeeper had international reach; in its first year of
publication, it was translated into Swedish where it had an influential role (see Chapter 10).119
It was published in China in 1924.120

From 1922 the BADM ran a concerted campaign encouraging members to study art
principles, believing that art knowledge would lead to more practitioners using the open
method. Debates on massed and open displays at the BADM Portsmouth branch made it into
the local press.121 In April 1924, Harman’s lecture in Portsmouth on the merits of open style
versus massed windows was well-attended (see Chapter 5).122 However, the BADM and
Display’s persistent championing of open window dressing disgruntled some members.123
Correspondence from ‘Vitrine’ of Portsmouth was received by Display in September 1924.
The letter railed against the association’s stance of advocating open display ‘[the BADM
believes]…open display is the only form of display, and massed display is no display at all...a
result of a, perhaps, too great enthusiasm for art in display…I appeal to the leaders of the
BADM to leave their narrowness of vision before it is too late.’124 The previous display
manager at Lewis’s, Birmingham, Frederick T. Braund, replied in the November issue:
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… The idea of any display association should be to make the profession it
represents progressive in its science and art…The open style is the embodiment of
art and science – ‘Selling Power’… The open style is unquestionably the best
method for the development of…artistic selling windows...Twenty years ago
window dressing in this country was in its infancy…What does the BADM stand
for? To make the display man an indispensable accessory to progressive business,
and to prepare him for the greater vision of display which shall eventually be
acknowledged as the right way …’125
Despite some resistance Display continued to press for open displays. Debates regarding the
best type of window display portrayed a highly engaged profession. Practitioners took
ownership of their preferred method. Some dealt with management restrictions when making
changes perceived too modern for their customers. With the exception of Selfridges, stores
had established reputations and traditions. They needed to indulge customers’ expectations.
Even Goldsman, with his American expertise, had to deal with concerns of departmental
buyers, whose priorities were selling, not aesthetics. Goldsman described this as ‘… adverse
conditions under which the British display man has had to labour for many years – the
conservatism of buyers - petty interference of buyers - inadequate appropriation, and other
pin-pricking problems ….’126 The argument over open, massed, or stunt windows became
insignificant when the debate turned to modern styles a few years later (see Chapter 5).

Massed displays finally reached their demise in London in spring 1931 with the retirement of
a Mr McMorran. The long-time display manager of Bourne and Hollingsworth’s, McMorran,
was an exponent of massed dressing. During the 1920s, less enlightened firms advertised for
‘Window dressers ‘B. and H. style.’’127 The change in method from massed to open by the
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store was widely discussed in display circles.128 Display believed the loss of the leader of
massed displays was the impetus for other firms to change, ‘Whilst Bourne & Hollingsworth
stuck to top dressing, the advocates of massed dressing still had a leader. Now, however, top
dressing is discredited, and those dear old gentlemen whoever said, ‘We want our windows
like Bourne & Hollingsworth’ are confounded.’129 However, the journal was chided regarding
its comments disparaging older display professionals and forced to acknowledge their
contributions in the experimental stage of the discipline.130

This chapter’s contextual examination of display since its inception as a practice in the 1900s
has shown transnational influences on British display methods. In America, adoption of open
methods meant that curation of products, rather than showing all the offerings of the store,
came to the fore. The resulting display method was transcribed and used in Britain by
Goldsman. Open displays were a reaction against massed displays that could be installed
without much display knowledge. In open displays, art principles, such as composition and
rhythm, were adopted by professional practitioners as keynotes of display. Knowledge of art
was a driver in the professionalisation of display practice. The advancement in display from
massed and stunt windows, to open and then to modern styles, demonstrates that modern
display was a creative and informed practice.
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Fig. 1 1898 sculptural stunt handkerchief display for Marshall Field & Co. The Show Window
(November 1897): 19. This display bore remarkable similarities to those in Germany, below.

Fig. 2 Display of men’s braces. Hermann Tietz, Berlin, Leipzigerstrasse, Schaufensterkunst, 73.
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Fig. 3 ‘Original suggestions for Units and Grouping of
Haberdashery,’ Merchants Record and Show Window 18,
no. 2 (February 1906): 35.

Fig. 4 ‘This excellent window…won 1st Prize …’ Display 2, no. 10 (January 1920): 374.
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Fig. 5 Covers from Merchants Record and Show Window featuring window ideas.

Fig. 6 Selfridges draping display by Edward N. Goldsman The Koester School Book of Drapes (1913), 318.
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Fig. 7 Albert A. Koester, ‘Displaying Children’s Wear,’ Merchants
Record and Show Window 18, no. 1 (January 1906): 24.

Fig. 8 Elisabeth von Stephani-Hahn, Schaufensterkunst (Berlin:
Schottlaender & Co., 1919).

Fig. 9 Edward N. Goldsman ‘Advanced Display: Cubism-FuturisticRhythmic,’ Display 7, no. 9 (December 1925): 336.
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Fig. 10 Sketches of A. Wertheim window displays ‘Some Ideas from Germany,’
Merchants Record and Show Window 12, no. 5 (May 1908): 36-37.
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Fig. 11 ‘A Striking Display of Soap by Edward N. Goldsman for Selfridge & Co., London,’ Merchants
Record and Show Window 34, no. 34 (June 1914): 22.

Fig. 12 Whiteley’s Kimono display, The Drapers’
Record (April 17, 1909): 163.
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Fig. 13 A massed blanket display at the Bon Marché, Brixton, The Drapers’ Record (September 19, 1908): 799.

Fig. 14 ‘Examples of Modern Window Dressing,’ The
Drapers’ Record (September 12, 1908): 665-668.
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Fig. 15 A Selfridge launch display. ‘West-End Window War,’ The Drapers’ Record (Mar 20, 1909):
949.

Fig. 16 ‘A Display of Summer Gowns by A.V. Fraser for Marshall Field & Co,’
Merchants Record and Show Window 18, no. 6 (1906): 17.
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Fig. 17 A 1909 German open window by Elisabeth von Stephani-Hahn. Hermann Warlich.
‘Schaufensterkunst.’ Dekorative Kunst. 13, no. 9 (June 1910): 435.
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Chapter 2 Modern style display in the 1920s
This chapter considers the effect of modern style displays introduced to Britain from Germany
in the mid-1920s. This was a key period in British display professionalisation and identity
presenting practitioners’ display methods based on modern art movements. Awareness and
knowledge of abstract art further validated practitioners more as artists rather than as retail
workers.
[The] potent incursion came from Berlin…deprived of money and material
resources, displaymen had successfully evolved a new and striking technique. At
subsequent Leipzig Fairs this highly modern, compelling and inexpensive
approach gained favour in Western eyes. We were in a slump and expenditure was
at a minimum. Here was something to be adapted, something which could be
calculated, of mathematical precision and repetition…In the arts and architecture
it was the reign of cubism, horizontalism and chromium.1
Eric Lucking’s reflective 1949 quote is key to this thesis. Lucking succinctly explains the
impact of art movements, via Germany, on British display in the second half of the 1920s. He
was display manager of Liberty & Co., becoming chairman of the British Display Association
by 1951.2 This chapter also articulates the debates on modern style that took place. British
display practitioners, critics, and journals labelled modern art movements such as Cubism and
Futurism as ‘modernism.’ Although the phrase is vague, it was not necessarily a reference to
modes of aesthetic thought or artistic movements, but the hypernym used to describe new
display methods, an homage to German simplicity.3 In most cases, British adoption of the
modern display methods developed by German display practitioners and at the Berlin Schule
Reimann was a superficial and formalist appropriation of modern art movements. Although
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disadvantaged fiscally after the war, German display was progressive; it had the advantage of
the new teachings of the Bauhaus and a dedicated school of display in which new methods
could be developed and trialled. British display could only follow. By 1925 paramount
importance was placed on modern style display methods, shared via the BADM convention
and Display.

During the 1920s in Britain, the push for considering art fundamentals in display and the use
of open techniques shifted to an awareness of the principles of modern art movements. This
came about due to German display developments. Germany was the first country to adapt
geometrical simplicity to window display.4 Berlin, in particular, was considered notable for its
display advances.5 After the First World War, German practitioners were confronted with lack
of funds and materials. However, with their solid base of fundamental techniques, due to the
Deutscher Werkbund’s earlier reform (see Chapter 9), they could quickly translate modern art
movements into display concepts. This new display aesthetic was based on art movements,
including Cubism and Futurism.6

From 1923 Display shifted its stance from advocating American open methods to actively
promoting progressive German display methods. Editor Richard Harman featured images
from Stephani-Hahn’s Schaufensterkunst (1919) to press his point.7 He noted that German
drapery displays had progressed to follow rules of modern art. Harman was impressed with
abstract mannequin forms, particularly German sculptor Rudolf Belling’s ‘Berliner Engel,’
4
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[Fig. 21].8 During the 1920s the Berlin Schule Reimann adopted Bauhaus forms for use in
their practical display classes (see Chapter 9). Students designed simplified window
backgrounds [Figs. 96, 99, 101, 103, 107 & 108]. Having a display school such as the
Reimann was a considerable advantage to German display, allowing for exploration within
the confines of an academic setting. From 1926 Display identified Reimann students’ work as
an exemplar of modern display methods, regularly highlighting its student’s work.9 Reimann
students’ work also appeared Commercial Art.

Although not yet seemingly aware of the Schule Reimann, Goldsman was receptive to the
embracing of modern art into display as further validation of the profession. Knowledge and
use of art principles in display were skills that that could differentiate practitioners from those
working in other retail areas. In September 1925 he delivered a seminal lecture at the
BADM’s First National Display Convention, which concentrated on modern art techniques.10
It was published in Display.11 It also featured in Commercial Art. It was noted that Goldsman
introduced Cubistic and Futuristic principles into display, particularly the use of what he
defined as Symbolism and rhythm as vital display factors.12 Using the term Symbolism,
Goldsman meant Cubist abstraction, there were no hidden symbolic meanings within the
displays. Rather he referred to the simple, abstract two-dimensional shapes depicting natural
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forms. Goldsman discussed artist and graphic designer Edward McKnight Kauffer’s poster
designs and their application to display. Kauffer had designed a series of advertisements for
waterproof garments. One proposed an abstract geometrical three-dimensional window
display, demonstrated by a cardboard model [Fig. 18].13 Goldsman was particularly impressed
by Kauffer’s symbolic elements. As opposed to realism, abstraction better afforded the use of
the natural environment, such as clouds, sunbeams, and rainbows as inspiration.14

Goldsman admired Cubism's ruthless simplification, its move away from pure representation,
eliminating curves, and using primary forms.15 Although German and Swiss practitioners
successfully used abstract backgrounds, the only store to attempt abstraction in Britain thus
far was Selfridges in their 16th-anniversary windows in Spring 1925.16 Display hailed
Selfridges’ anniversary windows:
… [the windows] attracted thousands upon thousands of people everyday…These
displays were the talk of London and, therefore their advertising value was of
considerable value…we feel [they] will have far reaching effects on window
display generally, and act as a kind of stimulant in attaining higher standards and
more artistic displays.17
Goldsman also believed that use of Futurism could open up a new display horizon. Futurism’s
characteristics, combined with Cubism, offered an expressive and illuminating art.18 He
argued that progressive practitioners would do well to follow both. His lecture discussed
Selfridges’ windows. A raincoat display had similar abstract two-dimensional props as used
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by Kauffer; clouds, rain showers, and a suggestion of a rainbow [Fig. 19].19 Goldsman also
showed Futuristic style window displays by Zurich men’s outfitters PKZ Burger-Kehl & Co.,
c1923 [Fig. 20].20 One was an all-weather overcoat on a two-dimensional figure. Everything,
other than the garment, was abstract. Goldsman described it ‘In [my] opinion…one…of the
cleverest [displays] ever seen. This one is a great example of symbolism. The effect is gained
just by the streaks of rain and the way the wind has blown the skirt of the coat. What an
impressive display! To look at it one can imagine this stormy day.’21 The garment's
weatherproof qualities were featured on the diagonal rain ribbon in small, neat lettering. One
method modern display windows employed was linear directionality, apparent in Figures 1820. However, although the Selfridges’ background in Figure 19 was in the modern style the
coats were placed in a traditional and static way, while dramatic movement was given to the
coat in PKZ Burger-Kehl & Co [Fig. 20].22 It must be noted that the constructs of open
display, as described in Chapter 1, were still utilised, they served as the fundamental base on
which modern styles could be introduced.

Goldsman was an advocate of Futurist Giacomo Balla’s work, apparent in the acute angles of
the displays chosen to argue his point.23 Aware that not all practitioners would be able to
adapt to displays based on modern art principles, Goldsman continued to encourage open
display. However, receptive that a new style was imminent, he advised avant-garde
practitioners to keep an eye on Cubism and Futurism:
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Until some better method of display is found that will prove both an artistic
advance and of greater effectiveness in stimulating sales, the present style of open
dressing (introduced into England by the writer sixteen years ago), which mainly
consists of groups of merchandise into unit formation in conjunction with related
accessories, is likely to stay in the show windows of most up-to-date stores. At the
same time we cannot afford to overlook the continued progress in the art of
commercial display that is taking place in other countries…France, Germany and
… America. To the alert student of display most of these innovations betray the
increasing influence of the Cubic and Futuristic schools of design…24
The impact of the 1925 article and lecture was considerable. Fifteen years later, Figure 20 was
described as ‘the earliest example of futurist or expressionist display on record. It had the
widest influence and display men all over the world began to copy this means of
expression.’25 Goldsman’s lecture was premature. Its aim was to encourage practitioners to
study and gain knowledge of modern art movements. However, it unintentionally led to
imitation. This duplication was further enabled by the BADM connecting with the German
display association in 1926 and the swapping of their journals (see Chapter 7). From that year
Reimann students’ work regularly featured in Display.26 The first article on the ‘remarkably
well appointed window display school’ credited it with creating displays with a great deal of
artistic thought.27 It noted: ‘… the window display which is taught there represents the highest
level of training; and it is obvious that the tutors…are skilful [sic] artists and clever thinkers,
as well as window dressers.’ The balance of the Reimann student’s abstract display was
depicted as ‘absolutely perfect’ [Fig. 22].28 The display, referencing modern forms from the
Paris Exposition des Arts Décoratifs (1925), was ‘worthy of the closest study by all students
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of window display. We can say that it is indeed a masterpiece.’29 In discussing the
suitableness of the marble staircase for selling shoes; the article enthused ‘[there]is an
immense amount of thought behind this, although it looks very simple…it is safe to say that
such a masterly design has rarely, if ever, been seen before.’30

The argument for modern style methods was compelling. Three months later, a nearly
identical version of the Reimann window appeared in a Canterbury camera display, complete
with a central pillar, steps, and marble effects [Fig. 23].31 Although misappropriating the
design intention of the marble steps, relevant for shoes, not for cameras, Display described the
replica as being ‘designed along exceptional lines.’32 This was precisely what Goldsman did
not want to happen: misplaced imitation. The replication of modern German display styles
that filtered into Britain through Display highlighted the lack of knowledge of British
practitioners in the modern art movements they were emulating. Even experienced
practitioners seized the opportunity to showcase their modernity by copying the Reimann
students’ work, such as Charles Hutton Ward, display manager of Daniel Neal & Son shoe
stores [Fig. 24].33 Hutton Ward suggested creating modern window displays symbolic of the
ballroom and theatre for shoes, using ‘marble blocks and oblongs.’34
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The Reimann window continued to cause a commotion, defined as a German cubist display in
The Shoe and Leather Record.35 The accompanying article included Hutton Ward’s
symmetrical shoe window, which incorporated elements similar to the Reimann display [Fig.
25]. In 1926 Hutton Ward’s display caused a mild sensation at the time as ‘the first example
of a display on purely geometric lines.’36 Hutton Ward utilised the classical compositional
rules of harmony, proportion, and symmetry to create his geometrical display.

Although not credited until a later edition, Reimann students' work appeared in September
1926’s Display as examples of modern Continental display.37 The following year three
displays of shirt collars were described as readily recognisable as Continental because of their
vigorous lines and sharp angles [Figs. 26-28].38 Despite there still being a volume of products,
as in Figures 1 and 2, they were no longer transformed in undecipherable forms. Instead
Figures 26 and 27 contained geometrically arranged spatial volumes. Repeated products were
stacked in legible horizontal or vertical patterns. Upon seeing the images, Albert Reimann, the
Schule Reimann principal, informed Display they were his students’ work.39 A few months
later Figure 27 also appeared in Commercial Art, labelled as ‘Designed by Hans

35
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Kiesewetter.’40 Kiesewetter played an important role in bringing German display techniques
to Britain (discussed further later in this chapter. See also Chapters 9 and 11).

Although many British department stores still used massed methods, German techniques were
circulated through journal articles, and BADM lectures and demonstrations. German
practitioners’ use of modern art movements was seen as progressive, an approach encouraged
by the BADM. However, this was the Reimann’s interpretation of modernism, as advocated
by the Bauhaus. The Reimann also functioned as a place where new display methods were
trialled. At the time there was no British equivalent. British practitioners’ understanding of the
different art movements and their precise aesthetic influence on display was superficial.
Despite Display’s seeming endorsement of replication, the BADM was concerned. Hence, the
clamour for modern style display coincided with a push for practitioners to be educated in art
principles by undertaking original research in art galleries, museums and exhibitions.
Nevertheless, British practitioners continued to be exposed to Reimann methods. To further
encourage originality, the BADM and Arts and Crafts schools took on the task of art training
from the mid-1920s (see Chapter 10).

Goldsman was a close friend of Display’s editor, Richard Harman.41 In March 1926 they
joined forces to encourage formal art studies rather than imitation (see Chapter 10).42 Not all
association members were keen to adopt modern styles. During an animated discussion on
Futurist displays, some believed the British public was not likely to be impressed. One
40
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practitioner pointed out that Futurist displays would not be received any more favourably than
the Epstein panel in Hyde Park, an object of vandalism. Goldsman replied he was not
suggesting copying modern Continental display styles directly, but they should serve as a
groundwork on which a new British style could emerge.43 The association struggled with
trying to educate members in the use of art principles until at least 1929.

The endeavour to encourage study rather than imitation was difficult, and undermined by the
mixed stance of Display, which continued to show Reimann students’ work. Shortly after the
explosion of modernism in London’s windows in the spring of 1928, the journal featured a
Reimann student’s asymmetrical display of carpets based on geometrical patterns. The display
was the embodiment of German simplicity; rectangular, with geometrically arranged spatial
volumes [Fig. 29]. Described as ‘in the modern spirit,’ the design was by Hans Kiesewetter.
He had arrived in London the previous summer from Germany as Arundell Display Ltd.’s
chief decorator (see Chapters 9 and 11).44 Shortly afterward, Arundell Clark, the company’s
co-owner, organised a study group that met three or four times a week to learn modern display
under Kiesewetter’s instruction.45 The classes were a precursor to the Arundell School of
Display, which launched the following year. Goldsman also set up a school. Both schools
launched in London in early 1928 were based on German pedagogy (see Chapter 11).

The Arundell Display School of Window Decoration received publicity due to its instructor,
Hans Kiesewetter, being a Reimann graduate. Arundell Display Ltd sent an employee,
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Annand, to Berlin to study at the Reimann for six months.46 In 1928, Kiesewetter was
responsible for display at a London exhibition showcasing Arundell Display Ltd.’s services,
props, and shopfitting. The exhibition was described as a ‘Modernist’s Paradise.’47 Women’s
Wear Daily reported it demonstrated the ‘growth of modern art in England.’48 Commercial
Art noted that the Arundell exhibition once again raised the question of modern display
methods and their application in Britain.49 Although Kiesewetter’s display demonstrated a
fundamental technique – a triangle created height and a focal point drew the eye through the
display – there was a modern development.50 Minimal props were used. German display
developments were due to the fiscal situation after the First World War. Practitioners creating
displays with little funds were left with no choice but to adapt the methods of modern art for
their windows.51 Kiesewetter explained this evolution as an appropriation of simple principles
of design: rhythm, balance, and arrangement.52 These design principles aligned with curated
objects placed in functional relationships [Fig. 22]. At the time of Germany’s advancement in
display, the Bauhaus was active. Borrowed from the Bauhaus, primary forms – cubes,
spheres, and cones – centred interest on the products (see Chapter 9).53 In the windows of
Berlin, pedestrians viewed a third dimensional expression of modernism, which was a radical
departure from existing display methods [Figs. 2, 8, 10, & 17]. The Reimann featured more
predominantly in British media than did the Bauhaus. In 1924 The Architectural Review ran
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an article on the school; however, further references in British publications were limited.54
Architecture and design historian Alan Powers believes there were only two further Bauhaus
references, in 1928 and 1929. Powers notes that before 1934, ‘only fragmentary and
misleading information about the Bauhaus appeared in British publications ...’55

Due to the success of the Arundell exhibition and the impending Schaufensterschau in Leipzig
(see Chapters 7 and 9), Kiesewetter and Annand were encouraged to demonstrate German
methods at the 1928 BADM convention (see Chapter 5).56 Their techniques used to display
Coty products were a revelation to attendees.57 A discussion on the new methods followed.58
Annand stated they did not wish for the new style to be referred to as Continental display, it
was applicable globally.59 In support of modern style displays, the cover of Display’s Special
Convention issue featured a modernist display window by a Reimann student [Fig. 31].60 The
following year a Reimann installation from the Reklameschau (Advertising Exhibition) also
appeared on the cover of Display [Fig. 32]. British display practitioners were drawn to
Bauhaus-inspired German geometry and simplicity, which contrasted with window displays in
France. During the spring of 1928, when modernist displays appeared in London windows,
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Parisian Grand Magasins, such as Printemps and Galeries Lafayette, contained dull rows of
mannequins, albeit wearing the latest fashions.61

The Associations’ campaign for modern style display continued into 1927. Frank Trott, the
display manager of Wolsey, demonstrated Post-Impressionist, Futuristic, and Cubist displays
to the BADM’s Leicester branch.62 Display critic and champion of modernism, Holbrook
Jackson, pointed out that modern art was not passing but a natural outcome of the modern age
and the response of artists to modern-day life.63 British display managers visited Europe
seeking new ideas to implement in their stores.64 However, in spring 1927 some BADM
members felt it necessary to apologise to a visiting German practitioner for London’s poor
displays (see Chapter 7).65 Although not widespread, modern style window displays were on
show in Britain from the latter half of the 1920s. The Liverpool department store, Bon
Marché, renowned for its modern outlook, had drawn on Continental practices to create a
version of modern British display.66 The widely discussed displays received high praise for
their original design. One headline read: ‘Display Women Creates New Style in Fabric
Displays.’ [Fig. 33].67 They were endorsed by Professor Charles Reilly of the Liverpool
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School of Art, who believed that while art was slow to enter the home, it had entered the
city’s shops with the Bon Marché displaying better art than the Annual Exhibition at the
Liverpool Art Gallery.68

The person exalted for the displays, May Alcock, was an anomaly in the mid-1920s’ display
profession in Britain: a female display manager (see Chapter 8). On taking up her post in
1924, Alcock travelled widely on the Continent. Although inspired by modern display
techniques, Alcock considered colour the most critical factor.69 With a team of eight, Alcock
draped fabric using bold curves, angles, planes, and points from the floor to the ceiling. Her
displays saw Alcock credited with being the first to introduce long, free sweeping lines into
British display.70 The admiration these windows attracted was a catalyst for change in London
department windows in the spring of 1928. Alcock, described as a star window dresser,
designed an exhibition window at the 1927 BADM convention (see Chapter 6). The most
crucial factor of Alcock’s work was its originality, albeit with a Continental influence.71

The BADM encouraged the three hundred and fifty delegates at their 1927 Leicester
Convention not to miss Jackson’s lecture on ‘Modernism and Window Display.’72
Practitioners curiously examined modern developments. Display’s December 1927 articles on
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creating modern displays provoked heated debate.73 BADM vice-president Hutton Ward
advised practitioners to keep abreast of modern thought and requirements, and to discard
previously accepted theories and methods.74 His support of the modern style was an attempt to
raise the knowledge base, and by implication, the practitioners’ professionalism. Harry
Ashford Down, of the display suppliers Display Craft Ltd, also argued for modern style
display, placing the blame for lack of modernist displays on product designers for dated
goods.75

Arundell Clarke of Arundell Display Ltd asserted modern display was ‘the result of mentative
logic applied to conventional methods with the aim to produce the highest form of artistic,
psychological and commercial excellence, and has nothing to do with ‘Jazz’ or
‘Vorticism’…to say that the public does not appreciate it is not true, as our recent Jameson
display proved.’76 He was referring to the award-winning window display for John Jameson
Whiskey designed by Edward McKnight Kauffer and executed by Arundell Display for the
Advertising Exhibition held in Olympia, London in July 1927. Commercial Art declared:
…the modernist manner won easily when it was employed on the shop window
display of John Jameson’s Whiskey, and carried off the first prize in that
competition…[the voting] public [obviously] does not dislike modernism...’ [Fig.
34].77
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Display stated, ‘Advocates of the modern school of display art are highly delighted at the
result, as it shows that the public have demonstrated that they appreciate this kind of
window.’78 Display’s editorial took advantage of Kauffer’s win:
…McKnight Kauffer’s modernist display of John Jameson whiskey [has] won, by
public ballot…at the Advertising Exhibition, has once again opened up the subject
of modernism in window display…two years ago we first dealt with it in our
columns…Naturally, we should not have advocated this if we were not confident
it was correct, and we think it must be obvious to any thinking person that the
modernist form of art is going to influence window display to a very pronounced
degree. The chief and most severe criticism modern art applied to display has
received is that the public do not appreciate it. The result of the competition at the
Advertising Exhibition has, however, exploded this theory and definitely
established that the public not only understand a clever impressionist display but
that they favour it more than they do the ordinary type of window.79
Kauffer’s display, with its considered spatial composition, was hailed as ‘A triumph for
modernism.’80 This was a key moment in display, seen as a validation of the public’s
endorsement for a modern style.
Some BADM members were concerned regarding the push for modern style displays,
believing that in uneducated and unexperienced hands they could go awry. Ernest Willson of
Kodak Ltd argued there was, ‘no question that the display man should keep pace with any
movement of this sort. If he is wise he will tread the ground warily…examples I have seen
appeal in different ways, some…being extremely vulgar, while others are really beautiful
…’81 Deric St Julian-Bown, display manager of Holdrons, Peckham, agreed. He believed
aspects of modernism should be applied to display, such as logical lines expressed by
symbolism. However, chaotic masses, lines, and colour were ‘symbolic of lunacy.’82
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BADM president Harry Trethowan, of Heal’s, was concerned regarding misinterpretation of
modern art movements. He became the voice of reason and caution:
…Before embarking haphazardly to follow a new fashion, the whole matter has to
be carefully studied…As I view it, the underlying idea is that more attention shall
be given to the setting, and anything that will help in that direction I welcome
whole-heartedly. But I would insist that the full meaning of what modernism is,
has to be studied carefully…We are merely on the fringe of what possibilities
there are in the display world, and certainly this phase cannot be ignored by
progressive minds.83
While the BADM continuously strived to better display practice through education (see
Chapter 10), members took a mixed stance. In February 1928, Display engaged elder
statesman Goldsman to solve the debate on modern style backdrops.84 Goldsman received
many requests for his views on the modernist movement in display and eventually asserted:
…Modern life must be allowed to express itself in the way it chooses to express
itself. If we agree that this new art language is needed, then we canot refuse to
adapt it to the requirements of display.
It has a publicity value and IT POSSESSES DIRECTNESS OF APPEAL. It is
extremely adaptable to most kinds of display work. It requires fewer resources and
less time than elaborate pictorial exhibits to install…we must not forget that many
commodities are now put up in containers and wrappers, and boxed in packages
embellished with Modernist or Futurist designs…to display such goods in an
ordinary way would be incongrous. We do not as a rule put Jacobean furniture in a
Roman setting. In fact this last argument is so strong, that whether we like it or
not, we must swim with the current…85
Goldsman encouraged practitioners to look to the Continent, notably Germany and
specifically the Schule Reimann: ‘If there is one country more than other where the question
of modern presentation of merchandise display has reached a higher standard than another it
is in Germany…’86
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Aided by Kauffer’s prize-winning display, the cajoling by Display and the BADM towards
modern style display succeeded. Display’s March 1928 cover featured a modern Selfridges’
symmetrical shoe window [Fig. 35]. Modern displays with Cubistic mannequins, had
‘penetrated to the far north’ as seen in Aberdeen that August [Fig. 36]. Throughout 1928
London displays were described as outstanding. Vastly improved on previous years, with
simple settings using line and point. The windows at Selfridges, Swan & Edgar, and C. & A.
Modes were highlighted as ‘wonderful.’87 Selfridges’ Nineteenth Birthday Week celebrated
with geometrical displays. The hosiery display used repetition and linear directionality as
compositional elements [Fig. 37]. The perfumery window used the triangle and focal point,
lighting from below highlighted the products [Fig. 38]. The fabric display used similar
techniques to the 1927 displays of Liverpool’s Bon Marché [Fig. 39].88

As the influence of the 1925 Paris Exposition des Arts Décoratifs filtered into display,
backdrops and mannequins became more stylised. Due to Swan & Edgar’s location in
Piccadilly Circus, at the heart of London’s ‘Jazz Age’ nightlife, display manager Eric Fleming
designed displays to attract the theatre and club-going public's attention.89 In spring 1928,
thirteen large windows utilised 1,800 yards of pleated soft grey Viyella to create Art Deco
sunburst backgrounds [Fig. 40].90 Cubistic mannequins, supplied by the shopfitting company
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Sage & Co. matched each display’s colour [Fig. 41].91 When display professionals reflected
on the ‘Most Effective Window,’ St Julian-Bown recalled the impact of the Swan & Edgar
displays:
I must…award the laurels to the first ‘Modernist’ display of Messrs. Swan &
Edgar…One was compelled to stop, not by the blatant vulgarity…seen in some
other alleged ‘modern’ displays, not even by glorious colouring; there was no
motion; no ‘life appeal,’ not even the common ‘human appeal’ of wax figures;
there was in fact nothing pretty about those shows, yet with their very quiet,
dignified ‘greyness,’ by their purity of line in general design…held perfect
rhythms, they caught and held the attention.92
Display eagerly informed reluctant traditionalist practitioners that the Swan & Edgar modern
displays resulted in increased sales.93 In 1924, Fleming had lectured to London retailers on
massed displays. His change of stance to a modern approach four years later suggests the
advocation of modern display was effective.94

It was not only the BADM and Display that pushed for change. From its launch in 1922,
Commercial Art articles ranged from mere descriptions to pointers on display.95 From 1926 it
featured Reimann student’s work.96 The journal actively promoted modern style displays.97
The first article of 1928 was ‘The Displayman.’98 Jackson published a critical Commercial Art
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article in May 1928 on modernist windows. He believed that debate regarding modernist
techniques became a battle between old and new: ‘Display men are arguing about their work
as energetically and as dogmatically as any group of artists at the Café Royal in London, or
the Dome in Paris.’99 Jackson continued:
For the past ten years there has been a tendency in several parts of Europe to
introduce into the display of merchandise some elements of design…a conscious
and deliberate association with the modernist movements on painting and
architecture…Up till quite recently England has remained outside this influence,
and it is only in the last few weeks that anything more than a hesitating
compromise has been attempted. It is perhaps significant that the first deliberate
effort in the direction of modernist display was made, not in London, but at the
Bon Marché, Liverpool; but recent developments at Harrods, Swan and Edgars
and Selfridge’s prove that the new methods have at last aroused the attention of
the Metropolis.100
Jackson summed up modernist window display: ‘A modern display is like a poster; it tells its
story instantly to the man or woman in a hurry.’101 Commercial Art continued discourse on
modern British and German display.102

Eric Fleming of Swan & Edgar continued using modern techniques in autumn 1928.103 His
abstract displays with simplified tree forms and landscape were described as a ‘fantastic
example of modernism’ [Fig. 42].104 In January 1929, Jackson noted that since his
Commercial Art article of May 1928, chiefly featuring Continental displays, it was now
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possible to continue the debate using images from leading London stores.105 The first modern
style displays did not receive unanimous approval. However, open display techniques were
largely consigned to the same category as the ‘old-fashioned pictorial’ window, both
unsuitable for modern displays.106 Jackson defined the two essential characteristics of a
modern display – conceived in terms of design, with little emphasis on props or ambiguous
decoration. A prime example was Selfridges’ display of safety razors. The functional
mechanism was expressed in a well-designed, mostly symmetrical, geometrical concept that
contained repeated products [Fig. 43].107 Jackson included photographs of modern displays at
Selfridges, Swan & Edgar, Harrods, and Arundell Display [Fig. 124]. In the Harrods window
the promotional fabric appeared as a geometric background, thereby converting the display
into an abstract spatial presentation [Fig. 44]. While Austin Reed’s modern display using
repetition was described as a window that sold the goods [Fig. 45]. Jackson continued, ‘Those
engaged in the display work of the future will be designers rather than window dressers.’108
Jackson believed this was because modern displays required in-depth research and analysis to
align props and backgrounds to the product; methods promoted by Goldsman in his 1928
Display articles.109

By the end of the 1920s, some British displays showed notable features of Cubism [Figs. 4045].110 Modern display was characterised by geometrical simplicity, which was proving the
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most popular and effective display method.111 Simplicity was in direct opposition to the
massed window’s fussiness. In his opening speech, at the 1929 BADM convention Austin
Reed looked back on the previous twenty years:
…as much as possible was crammed into the window, and if the window had as
much as six inches clear he heard about it. But we have to-day achieved not only a
higher standard, but we have also achieved a greater variety of window dressing.
The time was when one came back from the Continent feeling very envious of the
very beautiful windows there, and I remember that not long since we were
inclined to hold up American cities as examples of efficient display. Well I do not
want to be self-satisfied, but I think we in this country can create displays which
in many respects are superior ...112
In spring 1929, reviewing window displays under a pseudonym J. B. Lunt in Display,
Goldsman declared, ‘… modern (how I am beginning to hate that word, but I cannot find an
alternative).’113 Goldsman encouraged modern styles in display yet paradoxically still
believed the British public was not ready for such radicalism. He made his argument clear in
August 1929. Despite steady progress and the increasing influence of modern tendencies,
Goldsman contended that most examples of foreign display were stamped with the country’s
idiosyncrasies, therefore unappealing to the populace.114 Further progress and development
might have been achieved had those who set display standards possessed more knowledge of
basic principles governing arts and crafts.115 Display and the BADM continued to promote
education on balance, composition, and colour (see Chapter 10). Goldsman felt it necessary to
repeat his advice for practitioners to study the fundamentals of modern movements rather than
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blithely copy others.116 He asserted the movement towards modern style displays in the 1920s
had failed to produce any outstanding examples of legitimate, purely British modern
display.117

Goldsman believed technical forms of German display were of an advanced type. Solidarity
and strength among German professionals were supported by technical skills and sales
psychology (see Chapter 9).118 Calling for a British display vernacular, Goldsman argued that
Britain was still in a state of transition. Most of the displays of large stores throughout the
country continued using ‘mass-semi-open formation, or the symmetrical balanced style of
layout, whose potentialities, even pre-war, had been laid bare.’119 Goldsman noted there were
few display practitioners who interpreted the new movement correctly or were qualified to set
up any sort of standard for the guidance of others.120 He was referring to the Arundell Display
School, launched in spring 1928 by late-comers to the display profession, albeit with German
influence under Kiesewetter. However, Goldsman finished his diatribe on a more optimistic
note, believing there were signs of the efficacy of sound logical and original presentations in
display with a potent selling force.121

This chapter has shown that during the 1920s modern style display methods were much
discussed and debated by practitioners. There was a shift by some progressive practitioners to
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consider aesthetics. However, although the study of modern art methods was advocated by the
BADM and Display, approval by most practitioners was slow. Instead, to the chagrin of
Goldsman and Harman, some British display practitioners reappropriated the modern style
methods refined in Germany. Nevertheless, this chapter has evidenced that due to the
Reimann influence, the British approach changed. Modern, sophisticated, and competent
display began to be seen. The year 1928 was seminal in progressive, modern style display.
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(October 1925): 235.
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Fig. 24 ‘Suggested designs for a display of footwear on modern art lines.’ C.H. Ward, the
display manager of Daniel Neal & Son, Ltd. ‘Applying Modern Art Methods to Window
Display’ Display 8, no. 9 (December, 1926): 350.
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Fig. 34 Window display designed by Edward McKnight Kauffer,
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Fig. 36 Modernist display in Aberdeen, Display 10,
no. 5 (August 1928).

Fig. 35 ‘This striking display of footwear won first
prize in Class 3, BADM Competition. By Mr. Le
Voi (Selfridge & Co., Ltd.),’ Display 9, no. 12
(March 1928).
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sense of design and emphatic result…Hosiery display by
Selfridge and Co., Ltd.’ H.T. Hutchinson, ‘Recent
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Fig. 38 ‘Perfumery window display by Selfridge & Co., Ltd … the merchandise…was
illuminated from inside the base of the pedestals,’ H.T. Hutchinson, ‘Recent Displays
at Messrs. Selfridge’s,’ Commercial Art 5, no. 25 (July 1928): 13.
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Fig. 40 ‘Two windows from the remarkable modernist series placed by Mr. Eric Fleming, Display Manager,
Swan & Edgar, Ltd.’ Display 10, no. 1 (April 1928): 10.
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Fig. 42 ‘A fantastic example of modernism from Swan and Edgar. Simplicity is here impressively blended with
an abstraction of a tree and landscape bordering on the grotesque,’ Commercial Art 6, no. 31 (January 1929): 3.
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Fig. 43 ‘A Selfridge display…a well-imagined design,’ Commercial Art 6, no. 31 (January 1929): 1.

Fig. 44 Harrods window display. Commercial Art 6, no. 31 (January 1929): 6.
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Fig. 45 ‘… Austin Reed’s Regent Street shop. The window is an example of modernism which
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Chapter 3 A British display style

This chapter examines British display styles in the 1930s. At the beginning of the decade, the
Great Slump caused an economic depression. Although display was not adversely affected,
the Bon Marché’s May Alcock called for display professionals to consider fundamentals: ‘…
does it create trade?... (1) aesthetic consideration; (2) symmetry; (3) order; (4) lighting and the
other constituents…At this period of trade depression, displays have got to be made strong
attractions to the passing public …’1 While practitioners perceived that Marshall Field’s ‘had
the finest displays in the world…conceived entirely from an artistic standpoint …,’ at the
same time, ‘the Germans…give the lead to the world in the modern movements.…’2 Display
reported on Selfridges’ autumn 1930 window which was ‘mostly geometrical, and definitely
inclined towards the German idea …’ [Fig. 46].3 However, ‘there was nothing “offensively
modern” about them.’4 Apart from the horizontal forms in the background, the display was
rather crowded without a definitive focal point and little attention paid to its overall
composition. Some British display professionals were growing weary of the modernist
emblem and its geometric simplicity. An agitated Goldsman, writing as J. B. Lunt, described
an angular Reimann display as:
… an interesting example of a German modernist display…While this example of
extreme modernist presentation may have functioned psychologically on the
minds of the audience it was created for…it is a question as to whether the placing
of the entire composition on an inclined plane of almost 45 degrees would not
entail the bending of the onlooker’s head to the same angle…and keep it there so
long as to cause discomfort [Fig. 47].5
1
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While Goldsman rallied for an authentic British style, in spring 1930, Harman and Hutton
Ward published a debate on modern display methods.6 Hutton Ward was president of the
renamed display association, the National Display Association (NDA) (see Chapter 6).
Harman and Hutton Ward agreed geometrical display had been at the fore for quite a while. A
new style was overdue. Harman queried why British practitioners claimed to be modern yet
were slow to introduce new methods. Hutton Ward argued that the British awaited the natural
evolution of things, pointing out Continental extremes of geometry had become
unintelligible.7 Figure 47, which had previously been pointed out by Goldsman, is an example
of this; the diagonal lettering and props were not correctly aligned. Harman believed a
reaction to geometric formations and straight lines would result in the introduction of curves.8
A topic Jackson had discussed earlier that year, when advising practitioners to be prepared by
studying what was happening in the art world:
Triangles, squares, rectangles are now the fashion, so it is quite probable that
curves will be the fashion when the next fashion comes along…In the future,
when the next new movement comes along, you must be prepared for it. There is a
way of making yourself prepared. In the history of display the influence has not
come from the merchandise but from the artists, who know nothing of the
handling of the merchandise. We do not know whether the next movement will
spring from art or from the shops.9
London's 1931 spring windows were of an unusually high standard.10 Due to the influence of
American streamlining, curves made an appearance in Swan & Edgar and Gamage’s.11 The
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receding perspective arches in Swan & Edgar were simplified [Fig. 48].12 However, the
abstract curved tree and contemporary curved wall background in Gamage’s were somewhat
let down by using a medieval door and traditional lamppost [Fig. 49]. Nevertheless,
distinctive display styles were occurring to a degree in London and some other cities, notably
the Bon Marché, Liverpool; Rowntree, Scarborough; Lewis’s, Birmingham; and Garlands,
Norwich. Practitioners were encouraged to create better displays and discover an individual
style.13 Austin Reed was cited as a representative of a British display style [Fig. 50].14
Although using geometry, the use of the oversized scissors harked back to the props used in
the Great Exhibition of 1851.

Goldsman’s jaded view of copying modern German methods came to the fore in an address in
February 1932.15 He continued his appeal to establish a distinctively British style of display,
one that compared favourably with international methods without feebly copying.
Nevertheless, Goldsman still regarded Germany as ‘unquestionably the foremost exponent of
the best type of display.’16 Although Goldsman disparagingly compared Britain’s display
methods with other nations, he noted there was sufficient talent to improve. He was
disappointed to find so few worthwhile displays in the Buy British campaign of 1932, ‘the
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style of display used with tobacco, shoes, tailoring, and clothing is ordinary, mechanical,
monotonous, and inconsistent with modern conditions …’17

Between October 1932 and October 1933, four Berlin window displays featured on Display's
cover, including one by Reimann tutor Georg Fischer (see Chapter 9).18 However, from 1933
Germany suffered a blow in setting definitive display standards.19 Although the economic
troubles of the early 1920s had led to the development of modern-style windows, the fiscal
situation of the early 1930s was worse. Aligned with the uncertainty of the political situation,
German display suffered a setback (see Chapter 7). In 1933, display attention turned to the
‘Century of Progress’ exposition in Chicago. The exposition marked a faith in the progress of
the streamlined machine age that followed on from Art Deco. Although America went
through an economic cyclone, it barely affected display, ‘America is…still full of energy and
ideas…Particularly this can be said of display…the principal stores have shown a good,
almost optimistic face, while the displays have been of a higher standard than ever before
…’20 As in Germany in the early 1920s, the Depression required skills to compensate for lack
of budgets and sales. Simplicity used in Continental methods influenced nearly every
American city. New York display luminary, Henry Callahan, described his time starting in
display as a young man in the early 1930s ‘… everything was very much influenced by the
Bauhaus. The windows were white with chrome bands, the mannequins were studied, they
were done with a very cubistic quality, made in Paris. The whole thing was very, very, stark
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and very simplified …’21 However, by the mid-1930s American display professionals did not
dutifully follow the ideas of the Continent, instead they ‘… developed a modified form of
modernism, thus creating a definite modern American style …’22

From the early 1930s display practitioners looked towards America and the film industry for
inspiration. There was an obvious influence between display and the cinema screen. These
displays drew visual references from films to create windows that looked like movie stills,
complete with film-star-like mannequins. It was hoped that the merchandise would sell if it
were associated with the glamour of Hollywood. In 1934 J.A.C. Baker-Harber of Garlands,
Norwich, used streamlined curves in his prize-winning display for fabrics, from which
garments could be made to emulate those worn by Hollywood starlets [Fig. 51].23

Distorted primary forms were also in evidence in London. Stagg & Russell use machine-age
geometry for a striking effect in an architectural setting [Fig. 52].24 By 1936, streamline
aesthetics had reached British display with the introduction of curved props by Sage & Co.,
shopfitting suppliers [Fig. 53].25 In awe of German architecture and design, in 1936 British
manufacturer Alex Simpson employed Bauhäusler László Moholy-Nagy as creative director
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of his modernist men’s store Simpsons of Piccadilly.26 Moholy-Nagy was part of the exodus
of designers, artists, and architects who left Germany in response to the persecution of Jews
and ethnic minorities. Moholy-Nagy was responsible for Simpsons’ displays. However, a
display ‘expert’s’ caustic view described the windows as ‘disappointing.’27 By 1937 Display
argued the display axis ‘moved from Berlin to Stockholm, from Stockholm to Paris, and it
seems that it is now likely to find a location in the United States…New York.’28 Despite a
diversity of trends, including Surrealism,29 the main flux was towards the romantic: hair was
swept up and hemlines down.30 Fashions softened, boyish figured mannequins became more
rounded. New York was perceived as offering display education beyond the austerely brilliant
Germans or ingenious Swedes.31 After the Depression, America had developed a strong sense
of design. Despite being ruled by the Third Reich, German display was also softening (see
Chapter 7). Baroque was seen in Berlin's windows in March 1937, six months before being
echoed in Harrods.32 The Royal Academy’s Baroque Exhibition of 1938 provided further
stimulus for British displays.33
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There was a clamour for a British display style. Although Harrods windows featured in
Display during the 1920s, updates from the store were subdued due to the display manager
Lawrence Wilson’s minimal interaction with the BADM.34 However, the store came to the
fore in the mid-1930s, with its particular display style. Edward W. Grieve brought about this
change.35 Grieve had progressed to be in charge of display at Robert Maule & Son in
Edinburgh by 1925, but realised he needed to move to London to advance his skills and gain
more experience. After a stint in Harrods, he went to Swan & Edgar for a year, returning to
Harrods as display manager in 1931.36

Grieve was not a prominent BADM member. He became highly regarded due to being
thoroughly invested in his Harrods career. On George V's death on January 20, 1936, he
returned early from a Continental holiday to change Harrods’ nearly one hundred windows to
a simplified classic concept redolent of mourning within 48 hours [Fig. 54].37 Display
considered Grieve, ‘a young man who has always shown great enthusiasm for his work. At
Harrods, he has made considerable progress…we shall look with considerable interest to the
windows…in the future.’38 He did not disappoint. With a nod to America, Grieve’s window
schemes were notable for their bold simplicity. An all-white scheme featured on Display’s
cover. The background consisted of quilted satin, props of antique furniture were painted
white [Fig. 55].39 The products on sale contained only one colour, that year’s new shade of
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maroon. Grieve’s display appeared in Art & Industry. They considered Grieve, along with
Tom Lee of Bonwit Teller, New York, a ‘display leader.’40 Although Lee was an advocate of
Surrealism, both created an air of luxury with simple but dramatic installations.41 The article
declared, ‘… probably in London there is to-day no other store within striking distance of
Harrods.’42 Grieve’s 1938 display ‘Symphony in White’ looked to American film sets; the
draping reminiscent of the bedroom scene in 1935’s Top Hat [Fig. 56].43

Grieve’s displays were again featured on the cover of Display in March 1939.44 Forty Harrods
windows held Regency-inspired gigantic white fans for the visit of the French President.45
Harrods also made the cover of April 1939’s Display for, ‘which we can make no apology.
Most notable of displays in town last month, this scheme combined extreme aesthetic appeal
and display value with quintessence of topicality …’ [Fig. 57].46 Grieve devised a particular
British style of display, restrained and dignified. In 1940, at the age of thirty-eight, Grieve
was honoured by the Council of the Royal Society of Arts, one of seven new appointments for
the distinction of Royal Designer for Industry.47 During the Second World War when
Harrods’ display department's staff was depleted, Grieve kept the displays simple. He
continued in the role until 1953.48
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The period of late 1938 and early 1939 was just as progressive as 1928. After the ‘Continental
invasion,’ to which British display owed a considerable debt, there was no longer a ‘blind,
slavish following of style leaders.’49 Continental influencers were considered ‘the incursion of
German and Scandinavian rhythm, allied to the finesse and colour sense of the best of the
French designers, played a deciding part in bringing display in this country into its own.’50
British display had finally matured and began 1939 in a good position. By mid-year, display
professionals returned to matters thought left behind in 1918. However, Display called for bad
news to be left to the media and for windows not to be filled with mannequins wearing gas
masks.51 They encouraged the concept of summer in windows – sunshine, and flowers.
‘Display men will earn the thanks of the community if they ensure that over the fragrant and
fascinating picture they can create, the shadow of a bomber never falls.’52 The chapter has
shown that the appropriation of foreign display practices, firstly from America and then from
Germany, progressed from uninspired copies to the inception of a creative British style.
Creative concepts were adopted and adapted for a British audience. Different artistic and
design movements in the decades researched impacted on the work of display practitioners
and their debates. Display developments discussed in this section demonstrate the growing
professionalisation of display from a drapery assistant task to a specialised creative practice.
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Fig. 46 Selfridges’ autumn window of 1930, Display 12, no. 7 (October 1930): 421.

Fig. 47 ‘Criticisms by J. B. Lunt,’ Display 11, no. 12 (March 1930): 671.
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Fig. 48 Arched backgrounds in Swan & Edgar’s
spring windows in 1931.

Fig. 49 Gamage’s spring window display 1931.
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Fig. 50 ‘One of the daring shows….’ Display 13, no. 4 (July 1931): 195.

Fig. 51 A display by Baker-Harber of Garlands, Norwich. This image featured on the front cover of Display 16,
no. 7 (October 1934) and in Hilda Gibson The Art of Draping (London: Blandford Press, 1936), 65.
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Fig. 52 ‘Attractive Scheme at Stagg & Russell’s Leicester Square,’ Display 16, no. 1 (April 1934): 31.

Fig. 53 Advertisement for Sage ‘Multishapes,’ on
the back cover Display 17, no. 11 (February
1936).
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Fig. 54 Grieve’s sombre windows on the death of King George V, Display 17 no. 12 (March 1936): 658.

Fig. 55 One of the smaller ‘all-white’ windows in Harrods,’ Display 19,
no. 8 (November 1937).
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Fig. 56 ‘Symphony in White,’ Art & Industry 24, no. 141 (March 1938): 107.

Fig. 57 ‘Display Entente,’ Art & Industry 26, no. 155 (May, 1939): 196.
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Section Two: Professional Display Associations in Britain 1920–1939

Chapter 4 Formally professionalising display

Chapter 1 examined external influences on British display aesthetics in promoting competent
and professional window display. By the 1920s adoption of considered display techniques,
based on knowledge of art and design principles, rather than imitation, was advocated by the
British display profession, as explored in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 considered the rise of a
particular British style of display. This chapter, and the following chapters of this section,
document the beginnings of display as a recognised professional practice. Following design
historian John A. Walker’s definition, of the origins of design practice as a collection of
‘assumptions, concepts, theories, methods and tools employed’ this chapter demonstrates his
theory is relatable to display practice from the 1890s.1 Sociologist Paul DiMaggio’s
hypothesis that professionalisation occurred with the production of trained experts, creating a
body of knowledge and the organisation of professional associations, can be applied to
American display practice from 1898.2 Display publications, education and associations
occurred in America well before Britain, and impacted on British professionalism.

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries intrepid Britons travelled to America in
search of display jobs.3 Some went to study display (see Chapter 9). Unlike Britain, there was
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full-time employment as window dressers. By 1897 many of the ‘best window-dressers’ in
America had come from England after serving drapery apprenticeships.4 Britons could work
primarily in display, rather than as general drapery assistants. There were also reasonable
salaries on offer. From its inception in 1898, the American display association, named the
National Association of Window Trimmers of America (NAWTA), had ‘Trimmers’ in its
title, a term not widely used in Britain.5 The term ‘window dresser’ also appeared in MRSW
throughout the 1900s. According to Emily M. Orr the phrase ‘window dresser’ became an
option in American census profession boxes in 1880.6 By 1897, those at the top could earn
sixty dollars a week.7 A rapid rise in demand for practitioners led to rival retailers luring
window dressers by advancing their salaries to a ‘ridiculous sum.’8 In 1889 a typical
practitioner’s annual salary was $2,000,9 nearly four times the average 1890 American salary
of $483.10 With limited numbers of experienced practitioners, they could set their price.
Wilson Marriot’s 1889 manual for small shopkeepers offered advice for displays ‘…which

4
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could not [otherwise] be obtained without the employment of professional window dressers,
the expense of which was greater than they would be justified in incurring.’11

Early American display practitioners required multiple skills. Described by Marriot as ‘an
artist and a designer; he must have an eye for color…a scene painter, a gasfitter, a plumber, a
tinner, a carpenter, a signwriter, a dress draper, a wax figure maker…and something of an
electrician.’12 By 1919, wages for American display practitioners had not exponentially
increased. Salaries were $30 to $50 a week, increasing to $50 to $75 for chief decorators in
stores with many windows requiring organisational ability.13 They were still much higher than
the average salary of $13.55 for a 45-hour week.14

The Alien Contract Labor Law of 1885 legislated against increasing streams of immigrants to
America.15 With penalties of $1000 for each offence, the Act was to protect skilled American
citizens from alien competition. However, it allowed the importation of skilled labour if the
skill was new to America and needed to become established.16 In 1891 the law was amended
due to a case involving an unnamed English window dresser. In an action brought before the
Supreme Court, an American retailer had ‘imported’ a window dresser from England. This
was ostensibly someone who had undertaken basic display training as part of their drapery
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apprenticeship. While the declaration was held defective, the court proceeded to discuss the
distinction between skilled and unskilled labour:
…The occupation [of a window dresser] does not necessarily require any manual
labor at all…But it evidently requires experience with good taste and judgment. If
such a person is not an artist, he should at least have intelligence with an artistic
taste and judgment…It was not this kind of service that Congress sought to shut
out…It would be absurd to suppose that Congress intended that persons employed
in trade or business requiring intelligence or skill…should be sent back to the
nation from whence they came. It has always been the policy of congress, as well
as the states, to encourage immigration of the better and more intelligent class.17
Because of this decision, an amendment was added to the law allowing ‘…persons belonging
to any recognized profession.’18 The amendment to the Act was a catalyst for the promotion
of window display as a white-collar career (see Chapter 9).19

Until the 1880s in America, window display was not highly skilled; it was mostly left to
employees considered artistic, but without formal art training. However, by the late nineteenth
century, journals and manuals offered a source of learning to budding full-time display
practitioners eager to earn decent salaries (see Chapter 9). Early display literature was the first
step in professionalising the practice and was prior to professional associations (see Appendix
B). The well documented Lynam Frank Baum was the recognised authority on window
display in America following the 1893 Chicago World Fair.20 The Fair inspired Baum to
begin two new ventures; writing children’s fantasy books and publishing the first window
display trade journal.21 Correctly gauging the zeitgeist of Chicago retailing, in 1897, Baum
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launched a journal, The Show Window: A Journal of Practical Window Trimming for the
Merchant and the Professional (TSW).22 The abundance of new trimmers hired to work at the
Fair moved into retail, providing the journal with a ready-made audience and potential
association members.23

The first issue appeared on November 1, 1897, and within months, circulation grew to tens of
thousands.24 Readers included retail owners, managers, sales staff, and display practitioners.
Gordon Selfridge subscribed on behalf of Marshall Field’s.25 Baum used TSW content to
publish a more detailed handbook in 1900, The Art of Decorating Dry Goods Windows and
Interiors (TAD).26 It was not, as suggested by Leach, the first book of its kind (see Appendix
B).27 Nevertheless, the instructions were clear and it was visually engaging, containing over
five hundred photographs and sketches of window displays with detailed instructions.
Inventive, if abstract, ideas appeared, such as Easter flowers on a conveyor belt and revolving
Christmas trees.28 Between TSW and TAD, the seeds of a display pedagogy emerged. TAD
would have featured more strongly in Baum’s biographies were it not published in the same
year as the Wizard of Oz. Due to his children's book's generous reception, Baum resigned

windows-of-oz Baum used his retailing prowess while writing The Wizard of Oz; ‘the Emerald City is a
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from the journal’s editorship in October 1900.29 TSW had served its purpose, providing Baum
with an income. In 1903 The Show Window became Merchants Record and Show Window
(MRSW).

Baum observed in the February 1, 1898, TSW editorial:
So many people from various parts of the country have suggested the advisability
of an organization of window trimmers that we are led to believe the idea both
practical and inevitable in the near future. We are preparing a plan for such an
organization, which we shall soon present to our readers.30
During the next two months, Baum enrolled twenty-seven practitioners, resulting in the
foundation of the NAWTA. The majority were from Chicago and Illinois.31 Some were of
British origin. All were male. The emergence of associations like this one were crucial to the
professionalisation of design practices. This thesis has defined professionalisation in relation
to the members of professional associations that emerged in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Elective selection and monitored membership afforded the articulation
and overseeing of standards and codes of conduct. Furthermore, associations identified and
instituted clear professional routes, considered means of assessment, and facilitated
networking and gatekeeping. Members were enabled to create a meaningful and authentic
identity. For display practitioners, becoming a member of a display association legitimised the
practice, and differentiated them from sales staff. They interacted within a social field,
labelling themselves within a community of practice, bound together by a desire to raise their
profile, standards, and salaries.
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The NAWTA granted practitioners access to interweaving contemporary display techniques
and knowledge through annual Conventions and the MRSW. It monitored standards;
practitioners required a minimum of three years’ experience to become full members. Those
less experienced were eligible to become honorary members while completing their service.
Gatekeeping rules included a written recommendation and a $1 initiation fee.32 Members
shared modern display methods. British-born Ben J. Millward, display manager for
Mannheimer Bros., St. Paul, Minnesota, and later president of the renamed International
Association of Display Men, recalled the first meeting:
…some twenty-two years when I attended the convention when there were, I
think, fifty-nine members present the first day, and I think we had eight or ten
come in the following day…Have you ever stopped to think what this
organization has been in the evolution of window display from the overcrowded
window with the spectacular backdrop up to the present dignified, efficient,
sales-making displays as we have today? ...Not only have the newer methods of
display brought better results financially, but they have elevated and beautified
selling by creating a desire for better things in life, and that is our job, and we
are putting it over; we are putting it over in every city.33
Orr points out that definitive distinctions were made between small-store amateurs and
display professionals’ work in department stores with large budgets.34 The display field’s
development in North American cities, particularly Chicago, was parallel with the larger
culture of professionalisation that took hold in the late nineteenth century. In this period,
benchmarks and principles of professional status and institutions developed, including textile
design and interior decoration. The steam-age saw machines outputting items previously
hand-crafted by artisan workers. Therefore, designers chose to practice as professionals,
partly to safeguard their survival against the increasing mechanisation and mass production of
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material goods and services.35 The Association initiated a considered combination of practice
and theory. The importance of quality dominated discourse, subsequently transforming
display practice into a well-paid, white-collar pursuit. Once established, the NAWTA
immediately promoted itself through annual conferences and competitions. The competitions
featured in TSW, drawing national and international entrants (see Chapter 1). By 1900 the
NAWTA had members in almost every state.36

Education was an integral part of conventions. Accomplished practitioners gave practical
demonstrations and lectures, including émigrés Austrian Jerome A. Koerber and German
Albert A. Koester (see Chapters 1 and 9).37 Goldsman discussed the impact of émigré
practitioners on American display in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century:
In America the art of window dressing was making considerable advance. The
constant influx of emigrants from the mother country [Britain] and Germany
brought many window dressers who sought an outlet for their talent in the New
World. Their new ideas greatly influenced the quality of American window
display and led to the establishment of window display as a skilled profession.38
In the 1910s, contrasts with European counterparts were common.39 Arthur V. Fraser,
Marshall Field’s chief decorator, visited Europe for two months in 1913 seeking inspiration.40
Sending their chief decorators to Europe became popular among up-market American
stores.41 That year, Koester lectured to approximately seven hundred attendees on:
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…the latest developments of display in Europe compared with
America…American window display is the best in the world, but it must be
conceded that there are some things that they do better abroad. Mr Koester will
handle this subject with the view of showing how we may improve our work by
adopting some of the best ideas of the European decorators.42
At the 1914 Convention, the Association was renamed the International Association of
Display Men (IADM), perceived as a more comprehensive title, yet excluding women.43 In
1915, with America not at war, 2,000 practitioners attended the annual Convention. Display
managers were presented with a list of skills it was advised they cultivate:
No. 1 - Originality
No. 2 - Progressiveness
No. 3 - Initiative
No. 4 – Must be diplomatic
No. 5 – Know the merchandise
No. 6 – Understand how to display the goods to their best advantage
No. 7 – A good knowledge of art colors, etc.
No. 8 – Possess ability of a most versatile nature.
No. 9 – Must have a good disposition.
No.10 – A knowledge of how to obtain ideas both for settings, sales and proper
display of the merchandise.44
New ideas were persistent Convention topics. Practitioners were encouraged to be aware of
the latest display methods. Conventions also offered business networks and social arenas that
largely consisted of white, middle-class males.45 There were few female practitioners in
America during the early 1900s.46 Nancy McClelland of Wanamaker’s, Philadelphia was one
of the few display women active in the early 1900s.47 Some high-profile Association members
42
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deemed women not suitable for a display career, considering them ‘hardly qualified to do the
squirrel act of climbing tall step ladders…’48 Moreover, without:
…the strength to stand the strain of several weeks of great physical and mental
work before the Holidays and kindred special events that some of the trimmers are
subject to… [display was] hardly a field that the women will be apt to get much of
a foot hold in, and thus, there is not the danger of their cheapening the labor and
crowding out the men as they have done in many professions.49
So believed George J. Cowan, a Koester School tutor and author of display textbooks.50 By
1919, the IADM was still referring to its members as ‘display men’ when calling for
membership.51 Yet, there were exceptions, women who had display careers in Britain are
discussed in Chapter 8.

A Briton who travelled to America as a young man c1890 was Edward N. Goldsman. After
working in various retail stores, he became display manager of the prosperous Sanger
Brothers department store in Dallas.52 By the turn of the century, Goldsman worked at
Marshall Field’s in Chicago. He became the second NAWTA president and held the first vicepresidency in 1906. Goldsman was to hold the first presidency of the British display
association in 1919 (see Chapter 5). He was described as ‘an old and active member of the
association. He has worked hard and long for the up building of the organization. He has for
years been one of the foremost figures in the window trimming world and his work is known
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from one end of the country to the other…’53 Goldsman contributed articles to MRSW.54 After
returning to England as Selfridges’ display manager in 1908, he revisited America,
accompanied by his wife, to speak at the 1912 Chicago Convention.55 MRSW reported on his
impending address:
…an international reputation as a window expert…will compare and illustrate the
methods employed in the best stores in England and America… Goldsman will
have a large and varied collection of stereoptic views, showing views of English
and European window displays and stores. This is the first time such a collection
has ever been exhibited, and it will prove highly interesting.56
Goldsman’s well-received speech stated that American display was far in advance of
Britain’s. His speech validated his work in Selfridges, where he was responsible for
introducing American techniques to London. Nevertheless, Goldsman conceded there were
gradual changes in Britain.57

The First World War curtailed Goldsman’s transatlantic trips. He revisited America in 1920
as one of over a thousand delegates to attend the 1920 IADM Convention. The Convention
was described as ‘the greatest educational event in the history of this great organization.’58
Goldsman, considered one of the ‘world famed artists’ attending, was invited to speak (see
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Chapter 5).59 He was enthusiastic regarding the affiliation of the recently launched British
Association of Display Men (BADM) with its American counterpart. Close cooperation was
necessary to develop and extend the profession’s influence.60 Other attending window display
luminaries included Fraser of Marshall Field, Herman Frankenthal of B. Altman & Co., L. E.
Weisgerber of Lord & Taylor, and Jerome Koerber of Strawbridge & Clothier [Fig. 58].61
Fraser was honoured as ‘…the greatest display artist of all time’ by fellow practitioners.62

Seventeen years later, Fraser paid an impromptu visit to London.63 He was well known in
Britain. Marshall Field’s windows appeared in Display throughout the 1920s and 1930s.
1930s’ articles featured Fraser.64 Thirty of London’s top display professionals honoured the
doyen of display at an impromptu lunch. These included BADM past presidents Goldsman
and Ernest Willson, Display founder Jack Zwart, Richard Harman, and Harry Ashford Down.
Basil Marriott, a representative of the newly opened Reimann School in London, also
attended (see Chapter 11) [Fig. 59]. After many years, Fraser and Goldsman, friends of over
thirty-seven years, who had not seen each other for some time, greeted each other in ‘a
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scene…which those present will not be likely to forget.’65 Goldsman spoke in honour of
Fraser, describing him as:
…the foremost display man of all…throughout my own career, the inspiration
behind it was primarily engineered by me first meeting with [Fraser]…When I
first approached him about thirty-seven years ago in America, in fear and
trembling, for advice he handed it out to me with both hands…I have looked up to
him as the leading display expert of the world…66

In the nineteenth century British display was underdeveloped compared with progress in
America and Germany. Nevertheless, some nineteenth-century British retailers realised that
display was a skill they required in new recruits. In 1841, British job advertisements sought
drapery assistants with ‘…good experience in Window Dressing.’67 Four years later, a ‘firstrate Window Dresser’ was advertised as a necessary drapery assistant skill.68 Advertisements
for window dressing proficiency continued throughout the latter half of the 1800s. The term,
window dresser, appeared as an option in the British census in 1881, just one year later than
America.69 In 1883, the British publication, A Guide to Window Dressing noted that many
firms kept ‘young men to do nothing else but dress windows.’70

Business historian Jeannette Strickland is currently conducting research on nineteenth-century
archival material on window display.71 In a recent conference paper, Strickland suggests that
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the use of the terms ‘window dresser’ and ‘window trimmer’ across the British census from
1841 to 1911 reveals ‘an incremental growth of window dressing as a trade, from just one
man in 1851, to twelve individuals in 1891, 121 in 1901 and 490 by 1911, reflecting the
increasing professionalisation of the role.’72 However, the statistics indicate only those who
stated they were window dressers. Many others also installed displays within the broader role
of a shop assistant. The exponential increase of those working in full-time display roles at the
turn of the century was afforded through access to books, journals, manufacturers’ display
manuals, and correspondence courses (see Chapter 9). Although repeating the displays
advocated by the available media, these early practitioners were the first to utilise specific
display techniques and were, therefore, inaugural display professionals. In 1905, London
drapery establishments advertised their wares as ‘now displayed by an expert Window
Dresser.’73 Cultural historian Erika D. Rappaport states that at the opening of Selfridges in
1909, ‘there were numerous well-known and well-trained English window dressers.’74

There were dedicated display departments in Britain before Selfridges. Kodak, an American
company founded in 1888, opened a display department in London in 1908 under the
direction of Ernest Willson (see Chapter 6) [Figs. 71 &72].75 However, Selfridges was the
first British department store with a highly trained and organised display department.76
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Department stores were fertile ground for display to develop into a profession. As the
twentieth century progressed, store owners required certain display standards, and therefore,
modern display developments were closely associated with department store business
requirements. Under Goldsman display operations moved from a subsidiary activity within
the store to becoming an independent department with a manager, dedicated staff and
budget.77 Previously, individual departments in large stores were responsible for their own
layout and window display, mostly resulting in department store windows using clashing
display techniques causing a ‘visual mishmash.’78

To allow for the open method (defined in Chapter 1 p.60), displays became less improvised.
Concepts were researched, planned, and prepared. Practitioners visited museums and libraries
for inspiration.79 Gordon Selfridge approved scale drawings. Department heads were
informed in advance if their merchandise was required. Props and stock were prepared in the
large studio and carpenters’ workshop on the sixth floor.80 Installations took place outside
trading hours whereas previously, displays were installed at any time of the day. Goldsman
classified Selfridges’ window displays under four headings:
Individual, where permanent backgrounds remained unaltered and no other
window was involved; Co-related, where each window was linked to an
overall concept, as at sales and seasonal celebrations; Topical, when windows
related to such events as the races at Royal Ascot, Henley Regatta and Bank
Holidays; and National, when displays celebrated royal events like a
coronation or such as the end of the war.81
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Gordon Selfridge fully realised the power of press advertising, spending approximately
£36,000 on the store’s launch.82 Further innovations included unison between display and
advertising. Instore departmental displays aligned with window concepts.83

Under constant pressure to keep Selfridges ahead of the competition, Goldsman occasionally
appeared domineering when opposed or felt his authority was questioned.84 He did not
entirely get his way; certain department heads demanded the use of price tickets and extra
merchandise in the windows. However, the founding of a display association in 1919 went
some way in granting practitioners’ autonomy (see Chapter 5). In 1926 Goldsman
acknowledged the role of Gordon Selfridge in allowing him the opportunity to use Selfridges
to develop window display, observing:
We have seen during the last twenty years the evolution of the modern display
man…The change was revolutionary, although it progressed by clearly recognised
steps, in the manner of all evolutions, from the first stimulus given by Messrs.
Selfridge to the ubiquitous and versatile display manager of today, whose
importance in the complex and sensitive organisation of modern retailing is now
unquestioned.85
There was a cultural difference in attitude toward trade and commerce in America and Britain,
seen as resulting from revered hard work in the former but disdained by the latter's upper and
middle class. This distinction is one of the causes of the rise of window display as a welldefined activity in America well before Britain. However, the sophisticated approach of the
open window treatment introduced on a broad scale by Selfridges led to London department
stores requiring specialist display staff to work in efficient and well-run dedicated display
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departments. This strong demand led to some practitioners requesting salaries of up to £5 to
£6 a week.86 According to Goldsman, contemporary display practitioners needed the
‘imagination of a novelist, the creative genius of an Edison, the temperament of an artist and
the patience of Job.’87

Most of Selfridges’ early display staff undertook general drapery apprenticeships, including
those who were to have major impact on the profession, such as Lawrence Wilson, Frank R.
Stapley, Cecil C. Tullberg, and Harry Ashford Down.88 On Selfridges’ opening, Wilson was
appointed Goldsman’s first man, remaining for three years before taking his expertise to
Harrods as display manager.89 He resigned from Harrods in 1922, shortly returning to the role
until the appointment of Edward Grieve in 1931 (see Chapter 3).90

Ashford Down started his career in 1902 as a drapery apprentice; his creative ability saw him
singled out as a window dressing assistant.91 He realised an ambition in 1914 when he joined
Selfridges’ display department.92 Other early twentieth century display personnel came to
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window dressing through the family drapery business, including Frank R. Stapley.93 On
completion of his apprenticeship, Stapley joined Selfridges in 1913. After a brief stint at
Harrods, Stapley returned to Selfridges, where he was responsible for exterior decoration. In
the early 1920s, he became the display manager for Catesby’s, Tottenham Court Road.94

Despite those coming through the apprenticeship route, in the 1910s there was a shortage of
British practitioners capable of dressing windows to Selfridges’ required standard. This led to
a supplementary ‘floating population’ of international display men, hoping to spend a few
months gaining experience at the store.95 A well-travelled German, H.H. Tarrasch came to
Selfridges via department stores in Berlin, Switzerland, and Paris.96 Tarrasch had trained
under Elisabeth von Stephani-Hahn in window display at the A. Wertheim store in Berlin and
reported that, ‘the way in which merchandise is handled in that city [Berlin] can not be
excelled in all Europe.’97 On leaving Berlin, he spent two years in Switzerland before
becoming display manager of the Bon Marché, Paris. However, Tarrasch believed the display
department spent their budget on special event instore displays rather than on their windows.98
Somewhat stifled, Tarrasch left the Bon Marché, becoming an assistant to Goldsman. He
believed Selfridges was where he had a ‘real chance to show whether I was destined to
become a real display man.’99 Shortly before the First World War, Tarrasch, a German,
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departed Britain for America, making a mark with his ‘modernistic’ displays in St. Louis in
the 1920s.100

Selfridges’ display department was a pocket of professionalism. Acting as an unofficial
training ground, it set professional standards as practised in America. As the display
practitioner's role evolved, most migrated between department stores, not only in London’s
West End but in provincial towns and cities. The display community gained experience and
moved on. For several, it was an opportunity to hone their craft. For others, it was necessary
to gain a managerial role or an increase in salary. W.J. Hudson, one of the foremost British
display practitioners of the 1910s and 1920s, when reminded of the proverb, ‘A rolling stone
gathers no moss,’ replied, ‘A standing stone gathers no experience, but only gets sat on.’101
By the mid-1920s, most display practitioners holding prominent positions had received their
training from Goldsman.102 In early 1926, Goldsman pointed to the qualities needed to hold
down an important display position:
1st. By putting actual work in the shop window and its routine work.
2nd. By long and careful study, and learning everything possible relative to the
many different lines of goods he has to handle.
3rd. By possessing the common sense, tact, diplomacy, or whatever you like to call
it, that is essential in carrying out the business policy of the firm who employs
him, and to sell their goods.103
Goldsman was progressively artistic. He believed art studies allowed practitioners to create
displays that attracted attention, showed formal unity, and had decorative and psychological
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appeal and memorability.104 One of his favourite designs was a backdrop for vases, a
photograph of which he had enlarged and hung on his wall, ‘…designed and planned at
Selfridge’s many years before geometric settings became everyday’ [Fig. 60].105 In 1913, a
drawing of Goldsman appeared in the staff magazine The Key of the House.106 In the
‘Selfridge Gallery of Heroes’ he was depicted as a knight in shining armour [Fig. 61], with his
horse on a display pedestal, his prize-winning medals displayed on the harness. Concurring
with the work of DiMaggio and Less Maffei on design professionalisation, this chapter has
shown that organisations such as the display associations were crucial to the growing
professionalisation of design and the practice of display.107 The NAWTA established
considered approaches to practice and theory, undergoing a deliberate process of
professionalisation.108 This chapter has evidenced that under the direction of Goldsman, the
approach of American department stores, with influence from the NAWTA, shaped the
Selfridges’ professional display department. Dispersal of display professional practice
occurred when Selfridges’ display staff migrated to further their careers as display managers
in department stores around Britain.
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Fig. 58 Edward N. Goldsman, sitting second from the left, next to him is Herman Frankenthal,
known as the ‘Dean of the Profession’; Arthur V. Fraser was in the centre (sitting) and Jerome A.
Koerber sitting second from the right. ‘The IADM Convention: Twenty-third annual meeting,’
Merchants Record and Show Window 47, no. 2 (August 1920): 26.

Fig. 59 Display professionals gather to honour Fraser, Display 19, no. 5 (August 1937): 232.
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Fig. 60 Goldsman’s avant-garde display c1920. Richard Harman, ‘E.N. Goldsman: The Man
who laid the foundation of British Display,’ Display (February 1941): 253.

Fig. 61 Goldsman depicted in a 1913 cartoon in
The Key of the House Selfridges staff magazine.
Richard Harman, ‘E.N. Goldsman: The Man who
laid the foundation of British Display,’ Display
22, no. 11 (February 1941): 254.
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Chapter 5 Organising British display

This chapter considers the rise of display as a career in Britain, and the launch of the British
Association of Display Men (BADM) in 1919. It examines key events that furthered the cause
of professional display, such as associations, competitions, exhibitions, conventions, and
lectures. The initial driving force of the BADM was the identity of the profession. For many
working in display before the war, self-governance and autonomy were lacking. Apart from
Selfridges and some larger West End stores, display was perceived as a subsidiary of the daily
business of a department store. Practitioners dealt with store owners, department managers,
and buyers. As noted by Orr, professionalisation differentiated display practitioners from
other easily replaceable department store employees.1 Second to this was development.
Unlike America, Britain did not have a professional display organisation. Post-war Britain
was generally conservative. By banding together, practitioners were empowered to become
agents of change.

From 1909 display roles had increased in Britain. In 1915, display assistants’ wages ranged
from £2 10s to £4 per week. For those involved in creating concepts, described by Goldsman
as ‘capable of occasional brainwaves,’ this rose up to £5.2 That year Goldsman informed the
IADM that a British professional organisation was mooted and hoped to affiliate with its
American counterpart.3 He reiterated his desire for an ‘Association of Window Dressers’ in

1

Orr, ‘Designing Display in the Department Store,’ 41.

2

Proficient practitioners could demand salaries of £1,000. Compton Penrose, ‘Artists and Business: Windowdressing as a Profession,’ Drawing 2, no.8 (December 1915): 40.

3

Merchants Record and Show Window 37, no. 2 (August 1915): 72.
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October 1916.4 However, the First World War stalled any association developments.
Restricted travel prevented the international supply of workers, paradoxically creating better
working conditions. Nevertheless, due to a shortage of practitioners those who had not left for
war developed a feeling of independence.5 Remaining skilled practitioners bonded together,
their ideas became increasingly bolder. They demanded reasonable salaries. Those less
proficient were afforded a chance to pursue display as an occupation and improve their
techniques.6 Rudimentary practitioners keen to increase their knowledge made a point of
viewing competitors displays weekly. Rather than taking an antagonistic stance, they engaged
in friendly exchanges.7 One large department store attempted to claim exemption from the
draft for their window dressing ‘artist’ on the grounds he was irreplaceable. The claim was
rejected by the court.8 The scarcity of experienced practitioners saw posts filled by staff from
the stores that encouraged display. It also allowed some female drapery apprentices to
specialise (see Chapter 8).

Many practitioners fought in the war. Some were severely injured, a few lost limbs. Lawrence
Wilson of Harrods served in the navy.9 Howard Coad’s apprenticeship involved working at
numerous stores before settling at his father’s drapery business. Discharged from the army
after losing his right leg in 1916, Coad did not return to the family firm. Instead, he went to
Swan & Edgar in Piccadilly, responsible for ‘many notable displays.’10 By 1921, Coad

4

‘Window Dressing,’ The Reading Observer, October 16, 1916, 3.

5

Stapley, ‘Back to the Beginning.’

6

Ibid. 6-7.

7

Ibid.

8

‘Worldly Wisdom While You Wait,’ The Graphic, September 13, 1919, 30.

9

‘Biographical Notes: Mr. L. Wilson,’ 280.

10

‘Biographical Notes: Mr. W. Howard Coad,’ Display 1, no.11 (February 1921): 438.
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oversaw three hundred feet of windows at Eldred Sayers & Sons, Ealing.11 A.R. Garrett lost a
leg and badly damaged an arm yet resumed his display manager role at Handleys, Southsea,
co-organising the first provincial branch of the BADM.12 On his return from the Western
Front, W.F. Bower of Selfridges oversaw display at Stagg & Mantle, Leicester Square.13 Jack
Wilson, BADM vice-president from 1920, was wounded in France.14 Harry Ashford Down of
Selfridges and the founder of Display Craft Ltd contracted malaria during the war, which
periodically recurred.15 Cecil C. Tullberg of Selfridges joined the army in 1915. After the war,
Tullberg accepted a post at Newell’s, Dublin, where he oversaw twenty windows.16 It was
observed, ‘…he introduced to [Dublin] a style of modern display that had not been seen there
previously.’17 However, while Britain was settling down after the war, Ireland was in turmoil.
The Irish War of Independence between the Irish Republican Army and British forces took
place from 1919 to 1921. When the Gramophone Company launched a campaign for a
suitable display manager in London in February 1921, Tullberg was glad to secure the
position.18

Once the war was over, new and returning West End practitioners realised the potential of a
display career. By 1919 there were at least three window dressers in London earning salaries

11

Ibid.

12

‘A. R. Garrett: Winner of our 24-Guinea Silver Trophy,’ Display 2, no.4 (July 1920): 158-159.

13

‘Who’s Who in the Display World: Mr. W. F. Bower,’ Display, 156.
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‘Reflections,’ Display 3, no. 10 (January 1922): 424.
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‘Prominent Display Men and Their Work: Mr. C.C. Tullberg (Gramophone Co. Ltd) 114-117.
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Ibid.
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of £1,000 per annum.19 Newly confident practitioners believed there was an urgent need to
promote display while catering to their interests.20 There developed a sense of, mostly male,
camaraderie.21 In early 1919 display practitioners held an informal get-together to discuss
forming an association. Invitations were issued to a formal meeting, where the BADM was
formed.22 An attendee, Jack Zwart, a West End practitioner, promptly announced the timely
publication of a display journal, named Display (see Chapter 1). Zwart offered its pages as a
medium for association news.23 Goldsman, previously president and first vice-president of the
American association, was elected president [Fig. 62].24 He was frustrated with the difference
in the level of prestige he had experienced between America and Britain, and saw the
Association as an opportunity to increase his standing and that of the profession.25 In America
display practitioners were revered, some becoming well-known and earning high salaries. In
Britain, working in commerce was traditionally perceived as a lower-middle-class profession.
William George Rowe of Dickins & Jones became vice-president.26 Rowe and Goldsman had
worked in America. Rowe had graduated from the Koester School in Chicago (see Chapters 9
& 11). At the time, Goldsman was fifty-three and affectionately known as the ‘Old Man.’ He

19

Display 1, no. 2 (May 1919): 60. Average earnings in England in 1920 were £164.1, Gregory Clark, ‘Average
Earnings and Retail Prices, UK, 1209-2017,’ accessed October 27, 2020,
https://www.measuringworth.com/datasets/ukearncpi/earnstudyx.pdf
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3-7. Courtesy of the British Display Archive.
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was a pragmatic leader and an irritation for some committee members. Nevertheless, he was
considered a display enthusiast, ever probing innovative methods.27

The BADM were responsible for key events during the 1920s that furthered the cause of
professional display, such as competitions, conventions, lectures, and exhibitions.
Competitions had taken place in Britain since at least 1889, usually promoting trade during
‘shopping weeks’ and in the run-up to Christmas.28 Despite articles in British trade journals
regarding display composition, use of colour, and lighting, early competition displays mainly
consisted of stunt or novelty windows.29 Competitions were an integral part of the American
associations events. When he was principal of the International Correspondence School
window display course (see Chapter 9), Goldsman’s 1904 faculty biography claimed him to be
the most successful contestant in over ninety percent of window-dressing and decorative
contests in America at the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.30 Therefore,
under Goldsman’s presidency one of the first duties of the BADM was to organise annual
competitions. These were vastly different from previous ‘shopping week’ and Christmas
displays, judged on novelty. Instead, BADM competitions were divided into categories that
only practitioners would comprehend, indicating the professionalism of those taking part.

The First Annual Contest took place from April 28 to May 9, 1919.31 Subsidiary retail
companies donated trophies, including Drapers’ Organiser, Frederick Sage shopfitters, the

27

Ibid.

28

Strickland, ‘Thought piece – a window on advertising archives.’

29

‘Chambers’s [sic] Journal, Shop Windows and Cooperation,’ The Warehouseman and Drapers’ Trade Journal
(January 3, 1874): 1.

30

‘The Faculty,’ Glimpses of the Largest Educational Institution in the World, Scranton, P.A. (International
Textbook Company: Scranton, PA., 1904), 27.

31

‘First Annual Contest of the British Display Men’s Association,’ Display 1, no. 1 (April 1919): 30-31.
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National Cash Register, and advertising agent William Crawford (later Sir).32 There were
substantial cash prizes of £250–£300. The inaugural competition was challenging due to the
BADM’s endorsement of open displays and the preference of older retail establishments and
some practitioners towards massed windows. The distinction between open and massed
displays necessitated duplication of entry classifications. In an indication of the BADM’s
stance, open displays were categorised as Class A, employing ‘modern display methods...the
merchandise arranged on the grouped unit system on pedestals and shelves.’33 Top Dressing
and Mass Display, with suspended merchandise from the ceiling, as exemplified in most
British department stores at the time, was consigned to Class B.34

Mainly progressive practitioners entered. Traditionalists abstained. Consequently, many more
open display entries were received, necessitating category reclassification.35 Whether there
were any female participants is difficult to discern. However, all winners were male.36 An
essay competition proved unpopular, requiring an extension to the deadline. One eventual
winner was Ashford Down of Selfridges with ‘The Merits of Open versus Massed Display’:
As a window dresser who has (like most other English window dressers) been
formerly trained in the school of massed display methods…I am…wholly in
favour of open display, and my position with Messrs. Selfridge & Co. has perhaps
given me greater opportunities of testing the value and efficiency of more modern
methods of display…37

32

‘Second General Meeting of the British Association of Display Men,’ 76.

33

Ibid.

34

Ibid.
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Ibid.
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Down won 2nd Prize Essay in the BADM Contest, 1919. Ashford Down, ‘The Merits of Open versus Massed
Display,’ 388.
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Classifications for the second window contest were extended and more specific to avoid
repeating the massed and open confusion.38 First place in four out of nine categories went to
past and current Selfridges staff [Fig. 63].39 W.G. Rowe, who had studied at Chicago’s
Koester School, won Class 3 for his fabric draping at Dickins & Jones [Fig. 64]. ‘Top
Dressed’ class entrants dropped from forty in 1920 to zero in 1923, a signifier of massed
dressing giving way to open style.40 Competitions took place annually throughout the 1920s.
As the practice became professionalised, being triumphant in BADM competitions validated a
practitioner’s worth, usually indicating how modern their style was. The Association regarded
competitions as an outstanding feature of their activities, one that generated keen and
vigorous rivalry among practitioners [Fig. 65].41 Entries waned through the 1930s. However,
despite various discords, the Association continued to run competitions until 1938.42

Towards the end of 1920, the BADM set out its fundamental purpose:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

38

To advance the art of artistic and effective displays of merchandise.
To encourage modern and convenient arrangements of stores and show
windows.
To study economical and effective methods of lighting.
To increase the public interest of display advertising.
To encourage the exchange of ideas.
To give assistance and encouragement to our members.
To inspire and develop the powers of efficiency in the individual members.
To hold an Annual Convention which will be exceedingly valuable to all those
who can attend.

‘Particulars of British Association of Display Men Contest for 1920,’ Display 2, no.10 (January 1920): 392.

39

H. Chapman, Cecil C. Tullberg, Frank Stapley, and Harry Ashford Down, ‘BADM Notes,’ Display 2, no. 3
(June 1920): 124.

40
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(1929): 3-4.
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•

To bring members of the profession together in closer relations and to further
good fellowship.43

The Association operated on a national level, encouraging regional branches. Based on the
IADM, the BADM’s ideology was to establish display as a profession and raise display
standards by disseminating new ideas through competitions, lectures, conventions, and
Display.44 The BADM was similar to other professional organisations, creating an elite which
could increase the organisational salience of professional display practice. It provided display
practitioners with an identity and networks. Gatekeeping standards and modes of education
were agreed upon at regular meetings. The president’s roll call in 1929 is a list of display
luminaries in Britain during the 1920s:
.. the first President was Mr E.N. Goldsman, then display manager for Messrs.
Selfridge & Co., Ltd. He was followed by Mr Ernest Willson, display manager for
Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., who held the office for over six years. In 1927, Mr Harry
Trethowan, display manager for Messrs. Heal & Son Ltd., was elected President
and he was followed by Mr Eric Fleming, display manager for Messrs. Swan &
Edgar, Ltd., and Messrs. Stagg & Russell, who still leads the Association.45
Goldsman was instrumental in gaining financial backing for the Association from Selfridges
and Harrods. Other retailers offered rooms for lectures and demonstrations.46 To encourage
membership, Goldsman travelled the country delivering lectures and showing slides of prizewinning displays.47 In September 1920, on his return from speaking at the IADM Convention
Goldsman was in high spirits when giving an address encouraging a local BADM branch in
43

‘Editorial,’ Display’ 2, no. 9 (December 1920): 333.

44

‘In the early days of pioneer activities, the BADM desires to emulate their elder brother, the IADM dignity
and high repute earned for their association by the displaymen of America,’ Letter to the IADM from the BADM
‘Twenty-Third Annual Convention of the IADM,’ Display 2, no.6 (September 1920): 232.

45
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Stapley, ‘Back to the Beginning,’ 7. Stores such as Swan & Edgar lent rooms for BADM demonstrations, see
‘BADM Notes,’ Display 2, no.9 (December 1920): 361.

47

‘BADM Notes: Interesting Lecture by E.N. Goldsman (President of the London Association) at the Southsea
Branch of BADM,’ Display 2, no. 4 (July 1920): 162-164; see also Stapley, ‘Edw. N. Goldsman-Display
Manager,’ 255.
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Brighton.48 A week later, Ernest Willson of Kodak took the chair at the BADM general
meeting, announcing that Goldsman was forced to resign both his positions at Selfridges and
BADM presidency, citing ill health.49 Called to speak, Goldsman explained he was extremely
sorry to give up his work.50 These swift decisions were undoubtedly difficult. Goldsman was
grieving his wife. He returned to America on November 3, 1920.51

Despite Goldsman’s departure, by autumn 1920 the BADM had made giant strides. The
London Headquarters was firmly established. The Portsmouth branch outgrew all
expectations.52 A Leicester branch launched at the end of the year.53 Frank C. Lawrence,
responsible for Selfridges interior displays, was reluctantly elected Honorary Secretary at the
BADM General Meeting in March 1921. Lawrence had attended the gathering to call upon
Association officials to resign. His plan backfired. When no one volunteered for the position
of secretary, it was proposed Lawrence take on the duties, as ‘...he has been telling us a good
many things that ought to be done, and he then would have an opportunity of carrying out that
work.’54 Lawrence’s appointment was a crucial point in unveiling British display to a wider
audience. Despite being prevailed upon to accept the position, Lawrence was dynamic. He
immediately set about increasing the exposure of professional display by introducing

48
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shopkeepers, merchants, and businessmen to its possibilities and organising for them to
address members.55 This resulted in prominent businessmen and industry luminaries
immersing themselves in Association happenings, and their opinions and speeches being
reported in daily newspapers. These included advertising executive Sir Charles Higham, R. J.
Sykes of the London Press Exchange, art critic Holbrook Jackson, and historian and
educationalist Sir Michael Sadler.56

The involvement of prominent outsiders in the BADM’s doings drew attention to The First
British Exhibition of Commercial Display from May 24 to June 1, 1922 [Figs. 66 & 108].57
The Exhibition was possibly inspired by the British advertising agency's industry showcasing
exhibition two years earlier.58 Combining education, commerce, and entertainment,
exhibitions were a means of communication. Display was still a mystery to many, as reported
in the Dundee press:
A novel kind of exhibition…to encourage the development of the art of windowdressing retail shops by means of examples of fine goods ideally displayed …the
public will be given an unique opportunity of learning something, from behind the
scenes, of an art which is no means too well understood even by many of its
practitioners.59
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The First British Exhibition was significant because of several factors. First, it provided a
space in which practitioners could gather, affording realisation of the value of a collective
identity and shared values. Second, the BADM could present what it did to multiple audiences
at once. The Exhibition exposed the modern workings of display to retailers and the public.60
Third, as a mouthpiece, it was the first large-scale event to deliver a series of lectures and
demonstrations to practitioners on the latest practices.61 Fourth, MRSW devoted considerable
space to the event, therefore raising the profile of the BADM to its American counterpart.62
BADM president Willson appealed in the American journal for participants, resulting in the
IADM president Ben J. Millward travelling to London to attend.63 Uniform stands surrounded
a central kiosk, from which prominent display practitioners and businessmen addressed the
daily opening ceremony.64 The Exhibition enjoyed prominent patronage. Speakers included
Sir Woodman Burbridge of Harrods, Gordon Selfridge, solicitor and newspaper magnate Lord
Riddell, and Millward.65

It was considered a huge success. However, it left the Association heavily in debt of £1,300,
losing almost a further £1,000 in the venture.66 This became a persistent issue at BADM
meetings. It was a negative factor discouraging practitioners who may have otherwise joined.
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Association officers were criticised for ill judgement.67 It probably led to the disassociation of
the Portsmouth and District Display Association (PDDA) from the BADM, the catalyst of
provincial branches becoming individual associations, rather than BADM branches. It was not
until 1926, after an out-of-court settlement, that the BADM became debt-free. It was a further
three years before the London branch had funds to host the National Annual Convention.68
Shortly after the Exhibition, Lawrence resigned as secretary. His legacy was commerce's
engagement in the doings of the BADM.69 The BADM relied on advertising executives,
businessmen, and prominent members of the display profession to provide lectures and
demonstrations throughout the country.70

Goldsman was not involved in The First British Exhibition of Commercial Display.
Nevertheless, he had visited Britain from America in September 1921.71 Later that year, he
was appointed display manager for the upcoming Empire Exhibition at Wembley Park, taking
place from April 23 to October 31, 1924.72 By June 1923, Goldsman was no longer on the
staff.73 This was possibly due to an official enquiry into the exhibition’s excessive cost.
£1,000,000 had already been spent by February 1923, with the likelihood this amount would
double.74 Goldsman was used to extravagance. His previous exhibition role was for the St.
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Louis World Fair in 1904, which cost $20,000,000.75 Despite the Empire Exhibition’s
financial problems, during 1923 excitement built among BADM members for ‘the most
wonderful commercial event the world has ever seen.’76 Held over six months the Exhibition
was a critical event in the promoting of display to a wider and bigger audience. It was
perceived as a key opportunity for practitioners to show their skills. Display coined the
widespread slogan ‘The Empire’s Shop Window.’77 Despite losing his role at the Exhibition, a
revitalised Goldsman returned from America in early 1924, promptly delivering a timely
lecture to BADM members on decorating for special events such as exhibitions. It was the
first feature published under Goldsman’s nom-de-plume ‘Capax’ in Display.78 Prior to the
Exhibition there was also demand from regional associations for talks on the latest window
dressing developments (see Chapter 10). Many practitioners used their Easter holidays to
dress stands,79 including Goldsman.80 From 1923 Display had reported on German modern
style display.81 This influenced display service providers, such as Display Craft to design
modern style exhibition stands [Fig. 67].82
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In February 1923, at a meeting to raise funds, BADM life membership was offered to
members for £5 5s upwards.83 For many, this was a week’s salary. Seen as London-centric, a
Governing Council consisting of presidents, vice-presidents, and secretaries from each branch
was formed allowing regional branches to have an equal share in the Association’s running.84
Every February, the Council elected an Executive Committee that met quarterly.85 In March
1924 Goldsman was elected the BADM Honorary Organising Secretary. In a bid to broaden
the association’s activities, he compiled competition entry photographs into lantern
slideshows for monthly meetings, thereby disseminating the best work. Goldsman’s opinion
mattered. The BADM declared, ‘no other man has the same influence and personality as Mr
Goldsman in the display world, it is hoped that big things will result. Any display man who
attempts to adopt an attitude of apathy towards any display movement will find his errors
convincingly dealt with by Mr Goldsman.’86

Further increasing his salience in the British display world, Goldsman became a regular
contributor to Display from autumn 1923.87 For the following six years, he was the technical
editor.88 Although publishing features in his name, Goldsman also drafted articles under
‘Capax’ and the critic ‘J. B. Lunt.’ The nom-de-plume ‘Capax’ had appeared in MRSW in the
1900s.89 This was plausibly Goldsman. ‘J. B. Lunt’s articles typically analysed and criticised
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five or six windows in detail.90 The criticisms could be brusque. One led to a provincial
display association protesting on behalf of a belittled member.91 Goldsman continued to write
for Display until 1939.92 He was also a prolific contributor to the British journal The Shoe and
Leather Record and occasionally Commercial Art.93

Bolstered by the Empire Exhibition and the growth of provincial associations, in summer
1924 there was a call for annual display conventions. Display conventions had been taking
place in America for at least twenty years. The PDDA hosted the First National Display
Convention September 14–16, 1925.94 This same year, advertising established conventions as
an annual fixture.95 The convention’s premise was to represent the latest, most up-to-date,
practical display methods.96 That it took place outside London was significant. Display
professionals gathering in a location away from the perceived capital of display boosted the
credence of provincial associations. Nevertheless, speakers were mostly display managers
from London West End stores, other than Frank S. Trott of Wolsey, an LWDA member.97
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Educational programmes were a critical aspect of conventions (see Chapter 10).98 But more
than that, conventions created crucial junctures in British display. With the clamour for
modern styles, they were particularly effective vehicles. At the First National Display
Convention at Portsmouth in September 1925 the BADM radically shifted their stance from
open displays to the influence of modern art movements. Furthermore, at this Convention
Goldsman delivered his seminal lecture on Symbolism (see Chapter 2).99 According to the
BADM president Willson, ‘To talk of complete success would not be adequately expressing
the result…The effect of the Convention will be far reaching.’100 In conveying displays’
modernity, practitioners were visually introduced to up-to-date techniques.

Two years later at the 1927 Convention May Alcock was invited to install an exhibition
window due to her revered modern style fabric displays that summer (see Chapter 3) [Fig.
33].101 This was the year practitioners were told not to miss Holbrook Jackson’s lecture on
‘Modernism and Window Display.’102 At the 1928 September Convention display
demonstrations included Annand and Kiesewetter’s ‘Continental Methods’ (see Chapter 2).103
This was a timely demonstration, as the Schaufensterschau, an international exhibition of
display at the Leipzig Grassi Museum in October 1928 was due to take place the following
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month (see Chapters 7 & 9). The final Convention of the 1920s saw Goldsman return as a
demonstrator and speaker after a four-year absence [Fig. 68].104 A comparison of attendees
between the 1925 and 1929 Convention photographs indicates the female cohort quadrupled
from five women [Figs. 69 & 70].

Despite exhibitions, conventions and meetings all was not plain sailing for the Association. In
November 1924, Display reported that Portsmouth practitioners had decided to ‘paddle their
own canoe,’ under the title of Portsmouth and District Display Association (PDDA).105 There
was no clear reason for the dissociation. Richard Harman’s previous spring address in
Portsmouth on ‘Window Dressing Development’ had been heavily attended, therefore any
railing against the BADM’s open display stance was unlikely the cause.106 The discord may
have had something to do with distancing the provincial branch from the massive debt
incurred by the BADM for The First British Exhibition of Commercial Display. The PDDA
may have decided their membership takings were not for paying off a BADM debt.

Display's backing of the modern style reinforced the BADM's viewpoint that professional
practitioners needed to stay abreast of the latest methods. To allow for this, Display called for
branches and associations in every town and city.107 Galvanised by the PDDA, the decision to
become individual associations rather than BADM branches proved popular. By 1926,
associations included the BADM, the PDDA, the Oxford and District Display Association,
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Leicester Window Dressers’ Association (LWDA), and the Middlesbrough Association of
Display and Salesmanship. The second Convention in September 1926 provided an
opportunity for discussion around extending the movement.108

After Willson, Harry Trethowan became BADM president in October 1927.109 Known for his
displays at Heal & Son, Tottenham Court Road, Trethowan was well regarded in the art and
design world. He was a member of the Design and Industries Association and a Fellow of the
British Institute of Art.110 Trethowan’s presidency began with optimism, hoping for close
cooperation between the London Headquarters and provincial associations.111 However, in
January 1929, Trethowan announced a different outcome.112 The shortcomings of association
cooperation were two-fold; the rise of the display service industry during the 1920s and the
ascent of the advertising industry. Advertising competed with display for retail budgets,
leading to display service suppliers’ preferential alignment with advertising over retail display
(see Chapter 6).

After the 1931 Convention, Display opined that the justification of holding conventions be
reviewed.113 Subjects covered had barely changed in seven years. Display argued conventions
consider future needs rather than provide superfluous elementary demonstrations of display
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techniques.114 It wasn’t until 1934 that convention contents expanded to include more
complex issues, such as ‘Manufacturers’ Display Problems’; however, talks still included
those on fabric draping (see Chapter 6).115 In 1935 the resignation of the Association secretary
and the difficulty of finding a replacement was cited as one of the reasons a Convention did
not take place.116 Notwithstanding Display’s earlier appeal that conventions be reformed, in
August 1935 it declared: ‘… In many circles it is regarded as extremely unfortunate that this
very important annual event has been allowed to lapse…through misunderstanding in the
display movement…’ (see Chapter 6).117 After an Association regrouping the 1936
Convention took place in London from August 31 to September 2, with Higham as a
figurehead president.118 Due to the launch of the reorganising ‘Three-Year Plan’, explored
further in Chapter 6, neither a convention nor a competition took place in 1937. The following
year the NDA joined with the Association of Display Producers and Silk Screen Printers
(ADP) to hold sessions on display at the prestigious Fourth International Advertising
Convention in Glasgow.119

This chapter has shown that British display associations characterised display as a distinct
profession from 1919. This chapter has also evidenced that display became a learned
profession. The BADM allowed practitioners to develop and share contemporary display
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techniques and knowledge through annual competitions and conventions, exhibitions, and
with the support of Display. This chapter has conveyed that during the 1920s, provincial
organisations contributed to the expansion of the BADM, and the number of professional
practitioners prospered. By professionalising display, practitioners were afforded autonomy in
their work and acquired a professional identity. The push for modern styles caused internal
struggles, but ultimately benefitted modernisation of display practice. However, from the mid1930s the Association lost its footing. There were schisms among regional associations
causing annual events to be abandoned. The reasons for this are discussed further in the
following chapter.
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Fig. 62 ‘The inaugural meeting of the BADM in 1919. In the centre of the front row E.N. Goldsman, the first
president, is recognised by the folding paper in his left hand. To the right can be recognised Jack Wilson, W. F.
Bowers (now in South Africa), W. G. Rowe, E. Fleming.’ Frank R. Stapley, ‘Back to the Beginning,’ Display
21, no. 1 (April 1940): 6.
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Fig. 63 ‘The display which merited 1st prize in Class 1 of the British Association of
Display Men’s recent competition. The trimmer was Mr H. Chapman (Messrs.
Selfridge & Co. Ltd.),’ Display 2, no. 2 (May 1920): 52.

Fig. 64 ‘A very remarkable window’ by W. G. Rowe, winner of Class 3, BADM Competition,
Display 2, no. 3 (June 1920): 52
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Fig. 65 ‘A group of 1922 BADM Annual Competition prize-winners; left to right; C. C.
Tullberg, G. Timmins, A. Jackman, E. Labussiere, C. Walmesley, C. Andrews, F.
Parker, N. Dumaresq, W. Evans, G. H. Hancock.’ Display 4, no. 8 (November 1922):
320.

Fig. 66 ‘The Opening Ceremony on the first day of the Exhibition, performed by Sir
Woodman Burbridge. Sir Woodman is seen standing in the centre of the kiosk, with Mr
E. Willson, President BADM, on is left, and Mr B. J. Millward, President IADM, on his
right,’ Display 4, no. 4 (July 1922): 130.
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Fig. 67 Display Craft’s modern style exhibition stands. Double-page supplement,
Display 16, no. 1 (April 1924).

Fig. 68 ‘The Convention: Record Attendance at a Record Conference,’
Display 11, no. 7 (October 1929): 366.
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Fig. 69 The attendees of the First National Convention, including Goldsman who is in the second row, third from
the left. Display 7, no. 7 (October 1925): 243.

Fig. 70 A group photo taken after the Tuesday afternoon session. Note the row of female members. Goldsman is
to the far left. Display 11, no. 7 (October 1929): 374.
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Chapter 6 Display service providers
This chapter considers the display service providers that burgeoned in Britain during the
1920s and ‘30s and their alignment with advertising. The rise of the display profession created
an acute demand for auxiliary resources and several companies formed offering
complementary utilities. Services included freelance window dressing, provision of store
equipment, and supply of display props, encompassing everything from artificial flowers to
wax mannequins. Jack Zwart established such a firm in 1919, the same year he
launched Display.1 Company founders were mostly display practitioners from prominent
department stores, such as ex-Selfridge employees, Harry Ashford Down, and Frank C.
Lawrence. Ashford Down was head window dresser at Selfridges from 1920 until 1923.2 He
resigned to launch Display Craft Ltd, partly funded with his £100 first prize winnings from a
window dressing competition held at the International Advertising Exhibition at the White
City in 1920.3

Apart from supplying practitioners with materials, display services provided ready-made
displays. During the following two decades the commercial success of this business branch
divided the industry. Practitioners felt the provision of ready-made display stands to retailers
demeaned and undercut their practice. Display expertise was not required for installation.
Ashford Down exacerbated the issue when he suggested that manufacturers could link
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window displays with their advertising programmes to aid running specialised campaigns.4 In
1922, he discussed the benefits of ‘scientific’ methods:
Old methods are being scrapped, and more efficient and scientific [methods] are
taking their place…we stand upon the threshold of a new era in our work, and
with reviving trade will come improved methods and new opportunity for the
display man...5
The use of ‘scientific’ in this context refers to statistical analysis of the effect of the window
display on the passer-by, noted by sales.6 The term, and the use of analysis, reinforced the
idea of display professionalism and set practitioners apart from others within the retail sector.
Scientific methods also encompassed psychological studies of the consumer. Market research
was becoming an established practice in the inter-war period. The consideration of scientific
factors in display was based on advertising principles as proffered by advertising executive
Sir Charles Higham.7 Higham became involved in display in the 1920s. During this period,
American advertising agencies used regular consumer surveys.8 Higham was acutely aware
of the development in emphasising the ‘psychological’ aspect of advertising. He hoped
window displays would synergise with newspaper advertising by repeating slogans and using
the same decorative theme. There were debates regarding which should come first.
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Some provincial organisations pointedly pinned their mast to advertising being the more
important, particularly the Leicester Association, of which Higham, since c1927, was
president. During the 1920s, earlier than in America, advertising became an established
industry in Britain and agencies thrived.9 Advertising was considered higher on the hierarchy
of commercial art, subsequently receiving more company funds. After the War, press
advertisements became more visual with less text, emphasising modernity. Agencies realised
the value of the retail market.10 Two of the most prominent advertising executives, William
Crawford and Higham, were connected to the BADM. This was due to the association seeking
industry sponsorship and because of Frank C. Lawrence’s ploy of encouraging commercial
engagement in the BADM’s activities in 1922 (see Chapter 5).

Crawford was an admirer of Germany’s development of commercial art and from 1926 his
agency applied German modernist design principles.11 Higham had spent time in America,
returning to Britain in 1908 to introduce American advertising methods.12 Although both
agencies operated internationally, Higham aligned with the American William H. Rankin
agency.13 Both their agencies gained prominence for their First World War propaganda
campaigns. Both men received knighthoods for their service. They dominated British
advertising in the inter-war years, the ‘golden age of advertising.’14 During this period,
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department stores faced growing competition from multiple chains. Unlike multiples, they
could not quickly expand by opening other branches. Smaller stores without in-house
advertising staff could commission agencies.15

Display and advertising usually worked both ways. In 1925 Goldsman spoke of the
interaction between window display and advertising in his lecture on Symbolism, concluding
that the abstract elements in two-dimensional poster design were applicable to threedimensional display (see Chapter 2).16 Advocating good design, the journal Commercial Art
compared the dedicated advancement of German displays with those in Britain. They noted
German practitioners borrowed ideas from contemporary art, thereby unifying their displays
more effectively with store advertising.17 Economic historian James Taylor has suggested that
in the 1920s, the advertising industry also turned to utilising exhibition display as a means of
communicating the power of advertising to multiple audiences.18 This relationship was
highlighted by Edward McKnight Kauffer winning a prize for his three-dimensional modern
display at the third Advertising Exhibition at the Olympia, London in July 1927 [Fig. 18].19
The public’s endorsement of Kauffer’s design was a key moment for British display (see
Chapter 2). The Exhibition overall was described as ‘one of the most successful displays that
we have ever seen. This is not empty praise. The results prove it. Sir Charles Higham was
able to announce a profit of £10,000.’20 The event had underlined the benefit in combining
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display and advertising as an opportunity to make money. The later work of Martha Harris at
the Advertising Exhibition at Olympia in July 1933 was a prime example of this alignment
between display and advertising (see Chapter 8) [Figs. 82 & 83].

Due to Higham’s advertising role, the Leicester Association ardently educated its members on
the importance of linking window displays with print advertising, holding lectures on the
topic.21 Higham presided over the third BADM Convention in Leicester in September 1927.22
Using it as a business opportunity, he advised an integration of marketing communications to
the three hundred and fifty attendees.23 A novel advertising idea was the thirty plus exhibition
windows around the Convention hall, opened to public viewing on the last day.24 The
following year the BADM affiliated with the Advertising Association, further linking the
two.25 However, by the end of the 1920s, the display profession was becoming divided.

In 1929, Eric Fleming of Stagg & Russell and Swan & Edgar was elected BADM president.26
Fleming was considered fitting on account of his ‘brilliant [display] work’ of the previous
year [Fig. 40].27 Cecil C. Tullberg was elected vice-president.28 It was hoped that under his
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presidency, Fleming would considerably influence the Association’s progress. In his
acceptance speech he addressed the concerns of members and pleaded for unity between ‘the
productive as well as the operative side, the service and manufacturers’ section as well as the
individual window dressers’ section…With all sides of display work represented there is no
room for prejudice or partiality.’29 At the same time, the LWDA, with Higham as president
and Frank S. Trott as Honorary Secretary, encouraged by the success of their 1927 convention
announced they were making efforts to form a National Display Association, ‘…independent
of any other organisation.’30

Behind Trott’s and Higham’s proposal, was their belief the LWDA was doing much to
stimulate an interest in better display, locally and throughout Britain.31 They felt that Wolsey,
a Leicester-based menswear textile manufacturer, under Trott’s direction, had a major impact
on national display. Wolsey and many other large firms such as Kodak, Big Tree Wines, The
Gramophone Company, and Columbia Company operated display departments offering
services and props to their retail suppliers.32 Under the guidance of Ernest Willson, Kodak’s
large display department consisted of 2,500 square feet in Holborn, London from which
displays were designed and manufactured for their retail shops and dealers.33 Described as
pioneers of modern display methods, Kodak were progressive in their manufacturing,
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investing heavily in machinery to mass produce props [Fig. 71].34 Before new schemes were
rolled out nationally, they were tested and appraised in a dummy window; which was the
exact proportions of the Kodak store on the Strand, London [Fig. 72]. Illustrated pamphlets
included a few simple step-by-step instructions on setting up the display, a list of the materials
provided and a note on how to repackage them for return.35 Manufacturers of extensively
branded products realised the benefits of linking their advertising with window schemes.
Associating both made their advertising appeal stronger, delivering more effective results. For
most of these products, sales were dependent not only on their outward appearance but also
on their practical use. Therefore, displays needed to demonstrate the purpose and possibilities
of the product.36

Alongside Kodak, Wolsey was one of the first manufacturers to realise the impact of
combining advertising and display windows, holding nationwide competitions from the
1900s.37 Under Trott’s guidance, Wolsey loaned specialised display props to retailers to
showcase their products, perfecting this on a large scale in the early 1920s. The ready-made
props gave Wolsey displays a professional standard, raising the quality of the products in
consumer’s eyes, therefore benefitting sales.38 It also meant the products featured
predominantly in small-store display windows. Retailers took advantage of the free or low
cost stands to present professional windows. In autumn 1927, Trott oversaw the installation of
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over 2,000 retailers’ windows. These were in addition to those entered in the Wolsey annual
window dressing competition.39 The Wolsey competition applied to displays installed in a set
period, during which the company also ran their most extensive advertising.

With their new association in mind the LWDA contacted other provincial associations.40 Trott
argued this was not antagonistic towards other display associations.41 The renamed Leicester
Display Men’s Association’s (LDMA) proposal for a new association came to a climax at the
BADM’s September 1929 Convention session.42 Fleming’s earlier plea for unity fell on deaf
ears. It was proposed by E. Timson of Woking, and seconded by Trott, that the Association
adopt a working arrangement outlined by the Leicester association:
1. That the BADM remain a National body, but that London should form a local
Association.
2. That the BADM should be formed by equal representation from each
Association, irrespective of membership.
3. That the officers of the National Association be elected at a meeting composed
of an equal number of delegates from each Association. Voting may be done
by proxy.
4. That all working fees and national matters be arranged by National Council.
5. That all matters of National importance shall be controlled by the BADM as
re-organised.43
The proposition was carried unanimously. The moving away of the NDA from being London
centric was considered as a step forward by the American association, ostensibly because it
was based in Chicago, rather than New York, the American capital of fashion.44 It was
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proposed that each association put forward at least two delegates by September 30, 1929, to
attend a special meeting to prepare plans for a new association.45

London practitioners immediately sprang into action. Most had been members since the
BADM’s inception. At a meeting in September 1929, it was unanimously decided to form a
London Display Association (LDA). Whether or not BADM president Eric Fleming attended
is unknown. However, he was not a committee member.46 Relative newcomer Deric St JulianBown was elected the LDA president, with Harry Cundall as vice-president.47 BADM
stalwarts Goldsman, Richard Harman, Frank C. Lawrence, and Frank R. Stapley were among
eleven committee members.48 Location seemed more important than individual views, as the
LDA was a rather strange mix of display supplier supporters, Harman and Lawrence, and
retail display advocates, Goldsman and St Julian-Bown. At the first council meeting of the
National Display Association (NDA) held in London in late 1929, Charles Hutton Ward was
the president (see Figs. 24 & 25 for examples of Hutton Ward’s displays).49 Regional
associations were represented on the council.50 Trott suggested publishing an NDA ‘official
organ’ separate from Display.51 This view was frowned upon and discouraged by the journal.52
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Despite Trott’s suggestion he shared the 1930 annual Convention platform in Cheltenham
with Display’s Richard Harman.53

In a diversion from the political debates, in early 1930, some NDA members set up a new
order, ‘the Golden Fleece.’54 Operating purely on a social basis, only a few privileged
practitioners were members. They possibly included those described as ‘leading specialists’
who published The Art of Window Display in 1931.55 The volume was a significant work on
British display. Contributors were mostly Association members. Ashford Down was editor.
G.L. Timmins supplied six chapters.56 Individual chapters were supplied by luminaries –
Goldsman, Trott of Wolsey, Willson of Kodak, NDA president Charles Hutton Ward, A.E.
Hammond, and Harry Trethowan of Heals. Rising star and LDA president Deric St JulianBown, Holbrook Jackson, and architect Joseph Emberton also contributed.

How long the ‘Golden Fleece’ order ran for is unknown. In October 1934, the Liverpool
Display Association called for an association ‘strictly confined to bona fide managers of
repute.’57 A suggested title was The British Display Managers Association, and that it be the
parent body of a new National Display Association. This motion was not passed at the next
NDA AGM, resulting in the Liverpool association declining to join the NDA.58 However,
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perhaps acting on the Liverpool association’s suggestion, shortly afterwards leading London
display managers developed a club in 1934. The ‘Initial’ Club was an ‘exclusive assembly of
leaders in display.’59 Past BADM presidents Goldsman and Ernest Willson were members. As
were Frank C. Lawrence and A.C.F. Woods.60 Subscription was expensive. Membership was
by invitation only from an existing member and limited to twenty, granted only to those
occupying higher positions.61 The order embraced advertising; Sir William Crawford attended
an Initial Club dinner as a guest in November 1937.62 Martha Harris, who freelanced for
Crawford’s Advertising Agency, was the only display woman to attend an Initial Club
dinner.63

The Great Slump in Britain in the early 1930s, was a period of national economic downturn.
Although the general picture for the economy was grim, the depression’s effect was uneven.
Industrial areas were significantly affected while London and the southeast of England were
relatively unscathed.64 This national inconsistency led to further Association problems.
Disbanding the BADM and establishing the NDA had already destabilised the Association,
resulting in a decline in membership and enthusiasm. The decision to highlight ‘scientific
advertising’ factors in Display and national conventions caused a further negative shift in
Association dynamics.
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Additionally, tensions arose due to the perception of advertising professionals having more
prestige and larger salaries. According to economic historians Peter Scott and James Walker,
during this period, the range of media used in retail to draw in customers were under four
headings: ‘press advertising; direct mail; other advertising [vehicles, cinemas, theatre
programme and exhibitions]; and store windows.’65 Combining these media allowed stores to
create a brand image. However, it allowed display to become a sub-set of advertising and
branding. During the Great Slump, advertising benefitted over display. Retail display
departments vied with other media for promotional budgets. The comparison between display
and advertising pointedly appeared during the 1931 NDA Convention in Portsmouth:
Display could well follow the example of the advertising industry profession,
which, by co-ordinated effort, has won every recognition it sought, and obtained
greater dignity for its members…The Convention gives display men the
opportunity to show that they are as much concerned with business as they are
with displaying goods.66

Independent display suppliers identified with the display departments of large companies,
such as Wolsey and Kodak. From the early 1930s, Display referred to display suppliers as
‘national display’ providers. They claimed to use ‘immediate psychological connections’ in
their ready-made displays.67 From March 1934, Display included a specialised section, titled
‘National Display.’68 The display profession was divided more than ever. On one side were
those who worked in retail display, and on the other the national display providers who linked
with advertising and supplied displays for multiple stores, such as Woolworths.69 Department
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store and freelance display practitioners were uneasy that funds were being diverted to readymade displays. Martha Harris’s 1934 display unit for ‘Daks’ trousers, designed in
collaboration with Crawford’s Advertising Agency, is a prime modern example [Fig. 73]. A
combined advertising campaign and the display promoted the features of the garment.70

BADM past presidents felt it necessary to make their voices heard. Kodak’s Ernest Willson
considered the importance of synchronising national display campaigns and advertising.71
However, Willson argued that national display campaigns should be bestowed directly to
display firms rather than to advertising agencies. Willson’s opinion sparked debate among
advertising agency executives, the majority believing they were capable of handling display.72
Harry Trethowan, called for practitioners and national providers to unite. Together they could
demand large salaries as per the advertising profession.73 Trethowan queried, ‘What part are
display men playing as a united and powerful body in the necessary work with a singleness of
purpose? Something needs to be done quickly. Who is going to do it?’74 Display’s editor,
Richard Harman, was pointedly on the side of the national display providers. He called for
practitioners to take a broader view, blaming those ‘who ought to be leaders of their
profession’ for creating the stasis by refusing to let the profession move forward.75 A unified
display movement was called for.76
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By 1934 retail reports were up, and unemployment was down.77 However, in February, A.R.
Garrett, an association member since 1919 and the presiding NDA president, resigned.78
There were ongoing contrasting opinions between London and northern provincial
associations. Associations were considerably more robust in the North, leading to some
insisting on a regional grouping of the NDA.79 Vice-president Trott stepped in and was
officially elected president in April.80 Other factors also upset the Association’s workings at
the end of 1933 and beginning of 1934, including the resignation of the secretary I.B. Wright
due to business pressure.81 The internal schism continued. It was soon to reach a point of
intensity.

The Tenth NDA Convention in London, September 3–5, 1934, was organised by the LDA.82
LDA president Harry Cundall encouraged attendance.83 NDA members argued that
conventions existed mainly for educational purposes. They believed that although the
Association had been doing valuable work, it did not represent all their interests. The NDA
promised improved content in an attempt to bond practitioners:
Those who have been responsible for its programme have borne in mind the fact
that the Display Convention is no longer the occasion for propounding elementary
theories and policies. It has developed into an important business function, and at
the Convention the executive as well as the technical side will be dealt with.84
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There were only two hundred attendees. However, it was considered successful, with the
content well received.85 Nevertheless, an extraordinary event at the Convention was the
resolution taken to reform the NDA, a decision later referred to as ‘the 1934 fiasco.’86

There were a series of events that caused this decision. One was the concerns of retail display
practitioners that multi-display suppliers would ‘seize the initiative and the display man
proper would find himself in a secondary position.’87 Another factor was the ongoing
impression of provincial associations that they were considered branches of the NDA (a
leftover from the founding of the BADM). There was a call for display to reorganise. It was
suggested that all the associations be involved in drawing up a new constitution, placing all on
equal footing.88 The NDA Annual General Meeting, chaired by St Julian-Bown, carried a
resolution: ‘THAT THE NATIONAL DISPLAY ASSOCIATION AS AT PRESENT BE
DISBANDED TO ENABLE A MORE TRULY NATIONAL ASSOCIATION TO BE
FORMED.’89

Trethowan believed the lack of unity was due to self-isolation and what he described as
general apathy.90 Rather than apathy display had shifted and become divided. By 1934, Art
and Crafts schools held display classes throughout Britain, leading to qualifications (see
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Chapter 10).91 Winning display competitions was no longer seen as an endorsement of one’s
competency, reflected in the low numbers of entries for the NDA 1934 annual window
display competition. Some categories received no entries. One entrant won a quarter of all the
prizes.92 When questioned if the contest was a failure, Display replied that the ‘failure was a
fault of no one but display men themselves. We deplore the lack of interest in the
movement.’93

In October 1934, display providers broke away from the NDA. A new Association of Display
Producers and Silk Screen Printers (ADP) was formed.94 H. Turner Widgery of Display
Makers was president. Members included prominent BADM members Richard Harman,
Ashford Down, and Frank C. Lawrence.95 The ADP perceived itself as a more professional
body than the NDA. Their statistical research included how many people passed by a window
installation over a fortnight allowing comparisons between display costs and print
advertising.96 From December 1934, Display sought to remove itself from an Association in
turmoil and no longer declared itself the ‘official organ of the National Display Association.’
However, the journal’s content remained the same.

Frank Trott was the elected NDA president before the decision to reform.97 However, Trott’s
interest had turned elsewhere. He resigned from Wolsey in spring 1935, joining A.H. Leach &
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Co., a Yorkshire photo works, to develop the display portion of the business.98 With a lack of
engaged leadership, it was decided the NDA would be absorbed within the London branch.99
Although the Association met monthly throughout 1935, the proposed September Convention
did not take place.100 Few Association activities took place that year. By November, the NDA
was on the wane.101

Due to lack of direction within the association, in 1935, a summer school took place instead
of a Convention (see Chapter 10). Provincial associations other than Liverpool and Leicester
showed little sign of life. Display asked in November 1935, ‘What has happened to the
Display Association?’102 Despite this gradual disintegration of the organised bodies, display
achieved recognition and a significant expansion of its influence. This anomaly was due to the
rise of display classes at art schools. Since 1930, art schools with facilities supported by the
Board of Education offered tuition in display (see Chapter 10). These classes were considered
equal to, and generally better than classes offered by the NDA. The editorial explained, ‘that
actually the display movement is still very much alive whatever may have happened to the
display association-it has merely been transferred from a mutual society to a Governmentaided institution.’103 Despite this, there was still a call for ‘a special organisation of display
men.’104
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Display was at a crossroads and in danger of being submerged under advertising. Harry
Cundall announced that 1936 would see the NDA carry on ‘on somewhat different lines’ with
a Convention and annual contest.105 One practitioner wrote: ‘Without [an association] no
progress will be made, and the ultimate end will be that display people will find themselves
entirely under the direction of the Advertising Department. Whither “DISPLAY?” ’106 The
American association was driven to offer to extend its activities to include the NDA and
provide assistance and help it to reorganise.107

In early 1936 the NDA regrouped, albeit in a small way. Twenty practitioners attended an
Extraordinary General Meeting in February108 during which Higham accepted the figurehead
role of presidency.109 The reformed body was to be confined to safeguard and promote
interests of practitioners, and not to arrange lectures or demonstrations.110 The eleventh
Convention was held in London from August 31–September 2, 1936.111 It aimed to address
the purpose of the Association. Higham argued that the NDA had a ‘two-fold objective-to
promote the art of merchandise display, and to further the knowledge and professional
interests of its members.’112 It was hoped the Convention would comprehensively bring
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practitioners together in a spirit of cooperation.113 At the time streamlined aesthetics had
reached Britain (see Chapter 3). In an attempt to encourage attendance, the well-known
architect and designer Misha Black was a new addition to the events programme.114 That year
Black was appointed in a high-profile role as a display consultant to the Gas, Light & Coke
Company.115 He had attended the Arundell School of Display in 1928 (see Chapters 11 and
12). At the Convention, another advertising figurehead, Sir William Crawford, took over the
president’s role from Higham.116

In spring 1937, the Executive Committee of the National Display Executive called a Special
Extraordinary Meeting under the chairmanship of St Julian-Bown. In a veiled reference to the
Initial Club, the Committee stated their aim was to rid the Association of the conservatism
that considered display managers on a higher plane, which placed junior and small-store
practitioners at a disadvantage.117 Action was needed to deal with the friction that had
thwarted attempts to have well-organised national and provincial organisations.118 The
Committee took a grass-roots approach aiming to include display juniors and those working in
smaller establishments.119
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The Committee presented a ‘Three-Year Plan’ to NDA members at a Special Extraordinary
General Meeting on June 7, 1937.120 The all-embracing plan, drafted by St Julian-Bown,
proposed to redefine the NDA’s aims.121 It embodied actions considered essential in a display
movement. It sought to consider all those involved in display, from national display providers
to display trainees. The plan proposed a comprehensive outlook and a broad study of display
problems and resolutions, consideration of other sections of the distributive industry, and
study of consumer reactions.122 One of its most critical factors was regulating the inflow of
newcomers into the profession, so they could be provided with practical training. Another aim
was a systematic drive for one thousand members in the first year. However, the total
minimum membership for the Association to function was envisaged as double that figure.
Regular monthly meetings were proposed. Two out of three speakers were to be from outside
the Association, allowing for awareness of broader topics. In the interests of provincial
members, an important proviso was the issuing of a quarterly review of activities, with
verbatim publications of all addresses, allowing every member, whether able to attend
meetings or not, to have a complete record.123

During a further specially convened NDA Extraordinary General Meeting, Harry Cundall
moved the plan to be adopted the following month. It was carried unanimously.124 NDA
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president Crawford sent a letter of encouragement.125 A special Education Committee was to
examine and report on existing facilities for display students and explore the value of
establishing a training organisation. It was planned that the scheme would be up and running
in 1938.126 An Executive Committee of twenty-five was established, including various coopted members in addition to the elected standing committee. A series of smaller committees
were formed, the most urgent of which was the organisation of the Annual Competition.

The first NDA meeting under the Three-Year Plan took place in July 1937.127 The main topic
of discussion was the drifting apart of national advertisers and display providers from retail
store display practitioners. The former advertised nationally through mass production and
standardisation, while the latter ran their businesses under branded lines. This caused much
debate between display suppliers and retail practitioners. However, despite the good
intentions and the adroit plan, it did not come to fruition. There were not enough membership
takings to hold events. Neither the proposed 1937 Annual Competition nor the National
Convention took place. In April 1938, TDR commented: ‘strange when it is realised that
display generally has now achieved more recognition than ever before and a great expansion
of influence.’128 TDR lamented the loss of the: ‘active and flourishing display associations in
almost every important centre in the country’ from six or seven years ago.129
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The reasons behind the failure of the NDA are multiple. By the late 1930s, display
expenditure in central London and the West End had dropped to 0.31% of net sales, while
print advertising was 1.72%.130 However, despite rising competition from multiples, major
department stores managed to retain their profitability.131 They increased turnover by
extensive advertising and holding promotional events. Nevertheless, it was difficult to fill
display posts, practitioners were drawn to advertising or moving into exhibition design. The
NDA also found it challenging to fill Association roles. Added to this, war loomed. In June
1939, display sessions resorted to taking place under the umbrella of the British Advertising
Convention at Blackpool.132 The well-received talks, including one by Black, were considered
successful due to excellent press reports and considerable interest.133 By July 1939, NDA
activities were suspended.134 The secretary had resigned. Display departments lost young
male staff to the Forces. West End stores carried on with a fraction of their former
employees.135 At the end of 1942, A.H. Learner of D.H. Evans, a Three-Year Plan exponent,
became a Major in the Royal Ordnance Corps.136 St Julian-Bown was promoted to the rank of
Flying Officer in the RAF in the winter of 1943.137
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Display materials such as plywood for props were hard to come by.138 Windows were used for
factual purposes. The Ministry of Information synchronised fortnightly displays of press and
radio campaigns such as ‘Immunisation Against Diphtheria.’139 Display practitioners took on
other roles. W.R. Oliver was appointed the BBC Northern Ireland’s Publicity Officer.140 In
1941, display staff shortages were so severe that one London display manager spent every
afternoon training new and raw recruits, 141 necessitating some practitioners to come out of
retirement.142 By the beginning of 1943, the Association was referred to as having a ‘still,
small voice of an artificially respirated NDA.’143

‘There Must be a Display Organisation to welcome them back and, if need be, to give them a
helping hand,’ declared Display’s August 1943 editorial.144 Fifty practitioners met on October
20, 1943.145 Richard Harman was Chair, Ashford Down and display book author A.E.
Hammond attended [Fig. 74]. Several women were present, a contrast to the inaugural BADM
meeting of 1919 [Fig. 62]. A new British Display Association was formed. Nine committee
members were given the remit of creating a post-war display policy.146 A constitution was
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drawn up and published the following month.147 The Association returned to the fundamentals
of what it had hoped to embody from its inception in 1919. The display association once again
took on the role of educator and promoter of the discipline. The Association still exists today,
known as the British Display Society.148 This chapter has demonstrated that the demand for
ready-made displays to be manufactured and distributed on a grand scale caused discord
between manufacturers and practitioners. This was an issue that was unable to be resolved. In
the 1930s, the renamed NDA experienced a downturn, including the loss of provincial groups.
The Association became divided and a new association, the ADP, formed. However, after the
1930s and the Second World War turmoil and devastation, the display association was quick
to reestablish its purpose and it re-emerged in 1943.
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Fig. 71 A Section of the Kodak studio, showing the use of the latest machinery.
Display 8, no. 5 (August 1926): 162.

Fig. 72 A corner of Willson’ office showing part of the dummy window. Display 8,
no. 5 (August 1926): 162.
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Fig. 73 Martha Harris’s unit B for displaying Daks trousers.
Display 16, no. 4 (June 1934): 169.

Fig. 74 The inaugural meeting of the British
Display Association featured on the cover
page of Display and Signs (November 1943).
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Chapter 7 International connections

Another method of developing skills was through the Association’s international connections
examined in this chapter. As explored in Chapter 2, Display and the BADM ardently
campaigned for American methods of open display during the first half of the 1920s. From
1925 modern style methods were espoused, and there was a decisive turning to Germany for
contemporary display methods. Display associations existed in Germany since 1913, when
part-time Schule Reimann tutors, architect Ernst Friedmann and graphic designer Julius
Klinger, launched the Verband künstlerischer Schaufensterdekorateure (Society of Artistic
Display Window Decorators).1 In 1926, the Bund der Schaufensterdekorateure Deutschlands
(German Association of Shop Window Decorators),2 founded the year previously, contacted
the BADM to exchange ideas and their periodical, Schaufenster-Kunst und Technik, with
Display.3 The BADM replied that many British practitioners believed the first competent
displays originated in Germany. The correspondence concluded with the trade of journals,
exchange of images, and an invitation to the Bund to visit Britain.4 The swapping of journals
brought the work of the Schule Reimann to the attention of the BADM (see Chapter 2). By
summer 1926, the BADM had a circulating library containing Continental and American
journals.5
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With the growth in international display interest, in December 1926, German and Dutch
associations discussed forming an International Association of Display Men. The BADM and
its provincial associations received a request to join.6 Despite the word ‘International’ in the
suggested title, the Association’s premise was to confine it to European associations and those
within the Dominions. Display wryly considered the position of the American association,
their title being the ‘International Association of Display Men.’7 Whether the proposal went
any further is difficult to ascertain, and there was nothing further mentioned by the BADM.
Nevertheless, by 1929 ‘International communities of interest’ were listed in SchaufensterKunst und Technik. These included the Czech Republic, Sweden, France, Austria, Britain,
America, and Australia.8

Display was advertised in the French display journal Revue: internationale de l’étalage from
1922.9 However, both Revue and Parade: journal de l’étalage et de ses industries, which
commenced in 1927, were French-centric, containing mostly images of French displays, with
a modicum of images from America. Although the BADM and a collection of London
windows featured in Parade in 1927, any proposed connections between the two countries as
regards sharing display ideas did not seem to materialise.10 Instead, British, and German
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connections intensified. A Bund member, Kirschling, visited London in spring 1927. His
modern window displays for Leiser's silk store in Berlin featured notably in Display’s January
and March 1927 editions [Fig. 75].11 Kirschling met prominent BADM members, including
Richard Harman and John Arundell Clarke. On escorting Kirschling around the West End,
they felt it necessary to apologise that there was nothing particularly good to show him.12
Harman criticised the ‘…lack of proficiency … evident in so many of our present-day
displays.’13

Bruno Seydel, a colleague of Stephani-Hahn at the Reimann display department through the
1910s,14 was the president of the Bund in June 1928 when he visited the BADM to promote
the Schaufensterschau (see Chapter 9) [Figs. 76, 106, 107 & 108].15 Display actively
promoted the exhibition:
…a wonderful exhibition of window displays is to be held at the Grassi Museum,
Leipzig, Germany. In all there will be 150 windows, representing different phases
of Continental display, and made by display men from such countries as
Germany, Holland, Austria, France, etc…This exhibition, will, indeed, be a
marvellous event in the history of display, for it will consist of displays made by
the picked display men of Europe...We sincerely hope that the British Association
of Display Men will be represented at Leipzig on this occasion.16
In conjunction with the Schaufensterschau, the Bund convened the first International

11
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Congress of Window Decorators.17 It attracted delegates from England, Holland,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Belgium, and Austria.18 Robert W. Shorter, display manager of
Austin Reed, attended on behalf of the BADM. Despite previously being a Prisoner of War,
Shorter was impressed.19 To join the Bund, practitioners had to prove their ability. Their work
was judged on three window displays, on which practitioners were either accepted as
members or rejected until such time their work improved.20

Display's December 1928 editorial lauded Germany’s vision of seeing the immense
possibilities in display and developing it to a ‘really amazing stage.’21 The Bund set a high
standard, one which was continuously developing, with Berlin at the centre of the display
movement.22 How far the Germans had succeeded in their plans could: ‘be gathered from the
fact that whereas one time we in this country watched American developments, now place
that country in a back seat, and say, ‘What’s the latest from Germany?’ Not only this country,
but America and France, are influenced by German methods of display design.’23

However, due to the economic situation from 1933 Germany suffered a blow in setting
definitive display standards. Visiting that year, Frank C. Lawrence, display service supplier
Display Centre, observed that money was not available for basic displays.24 German display
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suppliers were affected by the downturn and spent little on developing new lines. What
business they had mostly came from Britain and America.25 German practitioners borrowed
figures, fittings, and stands, placing notices acknowledging suppliers. Lawrence continued:
‘We have, in this country, read of the hostile attitude taken by the political party with power,
towards certain Jewish-owned concerns. Under such conditions stores have not the
encouragement to make displays even if they were prepared to go to the cost…’26 In Berlin, it
was only at A. Wertheim, a Jewish-owned store, that displays approached the usual high
standard.27 A decree was issued that all Jews cease their display association membership.28

Under Goebbels, Minister of Public Propaganda, the state controlled all advertising.29 Display
practitioners were under the guise of the Reichschaft Deutsche Werbefachleute (German
Advertising Experts).30 They were no longer known as Schaufensterdekorateur but as
‘Gebrauchswerber’ (Applied Arts Worker).’31 The 9,000 Gebrauchswerbers needed a
government-recognised qualification and an identity card with proof of the same to practice.32
Identification cards came with a list of rules. Stress was laid on display’s cultural and social
aspects, the objective being the Reich’s well-being.33 The unwitting NDA vice-president
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A.C.F. Woods admired the route taken by German display. He visited the German association
in Berlin in summer 1934, bestowing honorary NDA membership on its president, Herr
Lorz.34 In 1935, with the British Association in flux, Display admiringly reported that the
government-organised display association was working successfully.35

In 1936 the German association suggested a World Conference and an International Display
Exhibition to take place in Berlin during the Olympic Games.36 The proposed conference did
not happen. Instead, Arthur J. Symes, Display’s associate editor, visited German display
headquarters.37 Symes regarded the German display organisation as an: ‘excellent example of
trade organisation in active practice.’38 He believed compulsory membership protected ‘bonafide’ practitioners from undesirable competition, granting them recognition as members of a
large and active advertising department.39 The association was empowered to control
‘undesirable’ forms of publicity and ‘ugly or badly executed display work.’40 Symes
considered this as positive, noting: ‘Whilst there is no official coercion on the part of the
advertising body, full persuasion is exercised, particularly in the display section, with the
object of reaching a stage where every user of display right down to the smallest shopkeeper
will place his windows [in the hands] of the officially recognised “werbers”.’41
Gebrauchswerbers or ‘Werbers’ were required to report retailers who carried out substandard
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displays to the Reichschaft Deutsche Werbefachleute, who alerted manufacturers to inform
the retailer that they would withhold products if their displays did not improve.42 Symes
continued to laud the enormous but perfectly co-ordinated windows in Berlin showcasing the
Olympic Games, commending the widespread use of correct principles.43 Sixty percent of
budgets for advertising went on display. There was ‘…no doubt that in [Germany] display is
recognised as the most important and the largest department of advertising.’44

In April 1936, Bauhäusler László Moholy-Nagy took a well-paid part-time position as
creative advisor for Simpsons’ innovative Piccadilly store (see Chapter 3),45 including
responsibility for the window displays. The migration of a German designer to London and
his role in display was largely overlooked by the NDA at the time.46 In hindsight it is difficult
to understand the BADM’s stance, but at the time they were unaware of German political
events and their effect. As the National Socialists rose to power, independent schools such as
the Reimann were perceived as a political threat and were closed by the new government. In
1936 the Reimann prepared its move to London (see Chapter 11). Meanwhile, the German
association ran a school closely linked with a psycho-advertising institute (see Chapter 9).
International relations between British and German display continued until 1938. In
September, H. M. Geiger, founder and editor of Gebrauchswerbekunst, was a guest of honour
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at an Initial Club dinner.47 Display even drew attention to the Evening Standard’s serialisation
of Mein Kampf, believing from Hitler’s ‘intense understanding of people; display men can
learn something from what he says.’48 From towards the end of the year, there was a large
influx of German practitioners who flowed through Britain to either move on elsewhere or to
look for work.49 Some expert German practitioners had arrived nearly two years earlier to
teach at the Reimann School in London (see Chapter 11). Hans Kiesewetter was active in
British display from 1927, and another German, Hertha Schultze worked for Arundell Display
Ltd. in 1930.50 This chapter has shown that cooperation with international associations, such
as the IADM, and in the latter half of the 1920s, the Bund, led to the dissemination of modern
international display approaches. Visits to Britain by German practitioners and vice versa
through the 1920s and 1930s led to a sharing of display practice. Nevertheless, some British
visitors enamoured of Germany’s previous display prowess were blind-sided to the reality of
the turn that German practice had taken from 1933.
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Fig. 75 ‘A startling effect with modernist mannequins arranged in rhythmic order and each beautifully draped. A
more sensational window it is hard to imagine, and we are informed it created a great attraction,’ Display 8, no.
12 (March 1927): 474.

Fig. 76 Bruno Seydel and Harry Trethowan,
Display 10, no. 4 (July 1928): 186.
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Chapter 8 Women in the display profession

This chapter focuses on the women who made display their career in Britain from 1919 to
1939. In Britain and America, women working in display during the 1910s and 1920s were
exceptions. Unlike interior design in the early twentieth century, display was perceived as a
male occupation.1 Interior design was a domestic occupation, whereas working in a
department store was a commercial activity. Although women were employed as sales staff
and targeted as the predominant consumer. Meanwhile in Germany from the 1900s, female
practitioners worked alongside their male counterparts in department stores and training
schools (see Chapter 9). Berliner, Elisabeth von Stephani-Hahn published a highly regarded
textbook in 1919 [Fig. 8].2 Nevertheless, as early as 1891 in Britain, window dressing was
described as ‘A New Occupation for Ladies.’3 In the 1891 census, out of the twelve people
who defined themselves as window dressers, one was a woman.4 In 1892, drapery stores were
advertising for ‘Young Ladies’ who were good saleswomen and window dressers.5 In 1899,
Webb & Co. Central Drapery Stores in Truro advertised for an ‘Experienced Young Lady,’
with the only criterion being that they were ‘…a competent window dresser.’6 As explored in
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Chapter 2, most of those who considered themselves display practitioners in the 1900s and
1910s came through the drapery apprenticeship route. In the 1901 census, out of one hundred
and twenty-one people, thirteen women put ‘window dresser’ as their occupation.7

Growth in the number of female practitioners occurred after the war. However, even then,
when female practitioners were encouraged by those outside the profession, such as William
Crawford, they were not necessarily approved by those within it. At the BADM’s 1921 winter
session, Crawford commented on the ‘…fascinating women who know their work. Is it not
wonderful the change the war brought?…I am very proud that women have come forward in
this society, and I hope next year we will have thirty of them…’8 Although display roles had
gone to women during the First World War, female practitioner numbers were minimal. The
BADM’s title was exclusive. Women did not find it easy to enter design practice; this was
even more acute where professional organisations were concerned.9 Design historian Grace
Lees-Maffei points out that the case studies of women who negotiated their way as
professionals, a term generally applied to men, are important and particularly revealing.10

There were exceptions, and some of these women can be highlighted.11 In 1921, Selfridges
display practitioner, Gladys Parker, was described as a ‘lady window dresser.’12 Parker
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married a colleague, Frank R. Stapley, in 1919.13 Unlike her husband, who had a long display
career, Parker moved to sales, becoming a women’s underwear department manager.14 On
Loughlin M. Feery’s resignation as BADM assistant secretary in spring 1923, Miss J. C.
Chenery took on the role (Chenery had joined the Association in 1921).15 That year, the press
and women’s journals debated on display as an ideal and suitable profession for women. It
was suggested those with artistic temperaments may be better at display than men and could
receive ‘extraordinarily large salaries.’16 Display's editorial disagreed, believing apart from a
few exceptions, women were unsuccessful at display, justified by claiming that they lacked
natural creative ability.17 Display intoned, ‘That the display staff of [West End] stores is
composed almost entirely of men, shows that the stores are convinced by experience that men
are in the greater part best for this work.’18 Although the journal claimed it welcomed women,
it believed many left the profession due to their displays lacking in strength and character.

Ethel Wimhurst was one of the women referred to in Crawford’s 1921 address [Fig. 77].
While a draper’s apprentice in Chichester, she found had an aptitude for display. For her, it
was the most exciting work in the store. After six years in the provinces, Wimhurst moved to
Pratts of Streatham, London. In 1919 she was appointed the top display assistant at Derry &
Toms, Kensington.19 One of Wimhurst’s novel displays featured in Display’s second edition
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was described as an ‘exceptionally well-handled display of Trimmings…’ [Fig. 78].20
Wimhurst was a competent and accomplished display practitioner. Although excelling at
fabric draping, she could wield hammers and saws, splice electric wires, and renovate
mannequins.21 By 1922, Wimhurst was one of the first two women elected to the BADM
committee.22 The other was the wife of BADM member and author G. L. Timmins, one of
Britain’s first freelance practitioners.23 Like her husband, Mrs Timmins had display
experience on both sides of the Atlantic. The Timmins were prominent display judges for
shopping carnivals around London. Mrs Timmins could ‘pick out the merits and demerits of a
display as quickly as any man…’24

Wimhurst had read the 1923 editorial in Display on ‘Women as Window Dressers.’ Eight
years later, she recalled its prejudice. She believed it was generally acknowledged that women
were not as good as men in display roles, and as a result, contended against the odds.25 In
1925, Wimhurst’s ‘splendid display’ won first place in Display’s Christmas Window Contest,
winning a trip to Paris; no mean feat considering the significant number of entries [Fig. 79].26

In 1929 Wimhurst held one of the most prominent display positions in Britain. She was the
first woman appointed as display manager of a West End store, Derry & Toms, overseeing
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forty windows.27 This was a position she arrived at ‘after slogging hard at nothing but window
display for twenty years, right from the days of my apprenticeship.’28 Goldsman described her
work as being of outstanding merit.29 By 1937, Wimhurst was head of the display department
at Robinson & Cleaver, Regent Street.30

May Alcock, with her modern displays, was more radical than Wimhurst. As examined in
Chapter 2, Alcock’s 1927 fabric windows were ‘distinctive, original and modern…’ [Fig.
33].31 Surprise was expressed that the person responsible was a woman.32 Employed at the
Bon Marché, Liverpool for nearly three years at the time of the installations, Alcock became
the display manager, responsible for twenty-four windows running two hundred feet long.33
Alcock and the other female attendees had to listen to Sir Charles Higham’s patronising
speech at the 1927 Convention:
I am told that one of the star window dressers of this country is a lady, present in
this room. There must be a field for women in window dressing. Why, it is their
natural function. First they dress themselves so that we like them. They put on all
those little things (laughter), and they are usually the best window dressers in the
world. They don’t always put their goods in the shop window (laughter), but they
do attract attention…They should be able to dress a window, for they know what a
woman wants.34
27
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Towards the end of 1929, two women were on the Liverpool Display Association’s
committee of nine. Alcock was vice-chair, and Miss Clare of C. Freeman & Son was a
member.35 Alcock gained new insights through regular visits to the Continent, which provided
her with stimulus for taking displays in modern directions. Nevertheless, she was aware that
the goal of display was to create trade: ‘…To make a person want to buy goods…is the true
object of display.’36 Alcock’s prowess was to create a distinctly British style of modern
display.

Supportive of women in display roles, in July 1929 Goldsman wrote a two-page spread titled
‘Enter – The Display Manger-ess.’37 He pointed out a growing list of capable display women
coming to the fore in a quiet, unobtrusive way. Many national advertisers, wholesalers, and
manufacturers engaged qualified display women who were ably and satisfactorily managing
their display departments.38 Goldsman particularly highlighted the confectionary displays at J.
Lyons at the Corner House, Oxford Street, and Maison Lyons. The display department was
under the supervision of Florence Watson, who made simplified modern arches for Swan &
Edgar’s spring windows in 1931.39

The 1930s saw a decisive increase of women in display areas such as management, display
services, and design. Some women employed in display roles during the 1920s progressed to
managerial positions. Hilda Gibson became the display manager at Rowntree & Sons, a large
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Scarborough department store. Previously in sales, Rowntree’s offered her a full-time display
appointment in 1928, the year that modern style displays made a widespread appearance in
Britain’s windows (see Chapter 3) [Figs. 35-40]. Known for their elaborate interior
decorations, Gibson also had charge of Rowntree’s thirty-six windows. Support for her
designs and introduction of the latest modern ideas for each department's display came from
Rowntree’s art studios, staffed with carpenters, joiners, painters, and electricians.40 She also
toured the Continent, gaining first-hand knowledge of leading display experts and
familiarising herself with their methods.41

Anniversary schemes, primarily based on local history themes, were highly popular in British
department stores. Gibson’s 50th-anniversary windows for Rowntree in 1932 were considered
‘the best of their kind’ [Fig. 80].42 Her 1934 spring windows featured on Display’s cover [Fig.
81].43 That year, Gibson was also charged with running the advertising department.44 She was
not a fan of the modern style tendencies of the late 1920s and early 1930s, observing: ‘We’ve
survived the growing pains of modernistic or art modern (to give this horrible phase its most
horrible name) style of display and have emerged into something sensible, simple, but to a far
greater extent dependent upon the use of imagination, that most important essential in the
make-up of the modern display man.’45 Gibson was a master of draping, publishing the
successful The Art of Draping in 1936 [Fig. 51].46 From 1940 until 1942, she was joined in
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her endeavours by the Russian émigré, Natasha Kroll, a graduate of the Schule Reimann (see
Chapter 11). Kroll left to return to London in 1942, taking a post at Simpsons of Piccadilly. In
the autumn of 1942, Gibson was appointed to Rowntree’s Board of Directors.47

In the 1930s, Martha Harris and Katherine Pearce were behind two successful national display
companies. On completing her journalism studies at Harvard, Harris moved to London in
1925, working in publishing, where she became interested in editorial publicity work.48
Deciding that London’s display windows offered a more creative field, Harris initiated herself
into the role by designing book launch windows.49 Harris returned to America just as the
Depression hit. She became the interior display manager for a large New York department
store.50 While there, Harris studied the American treatment of store windows.51 Harris
returned to London circa 1930.52 She contacted Margaret Havinden, a Crawford's Advertising
Agency director, who gave Harris her first London commissions for Jaeger's fashion house
that year.53

Finding it challenging to align her modern concepts with the available conventional bust
forms and influenced by her fashion journalism studies, Harris used a method drawn from
newspaper and catalogue fashion illustrations. Similar to fashion drawing, Harris showed the
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goods flat. Pinning the garments emphasised their fashion points [Fig. 82].54 Harris used her
two-dimensional cut-outs rather than full-form mannequins to display clothes for clients such
as Jaeger in Oxford Street and H. J. Nicoll & Co., Ltd, Regent Street.55 She referred to her
method as ‘the revolution in window dressing in the Jaeger shops.’56 Display gushed over
Harris’s treatment of the garments, ‘She is doing with the actual article what the fashion artist
does with pencil and paper.’57

Jaeger’s concerted campaign to modernise itself involved a new fashion floor, contemporary
designs, and Harris’s window displays.58 The modernising of Jaeger was a joint effort
between Harris and Crawford’s, who were responsible for the advertising campaigns.59 Harris
followed up her two-dimensional figures with an ambitious design to promote Jaeger’s 1932
autumn range. She devised fifty percent of human-scale figures, showing the entire collection
in one window [Fig. 83].60 Due to making the outfits and mannequins on a smaller scale, the
cost was considerable. However, the money spent by Jaeger was worth it. The press
considered Harris's designs as introducing ‘“modern” display.’61
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Combining the two-dimensional and miniature figures designed for Jaeger, Harris used bas
relief as the basis for Crawford's stand at the Advertising Exhibition at the Olympia in July
1933 [Figs. 84 & 85].62 Harris’s ambitious exhibition design showed ‘Mr. Industry’ visiting
Crawford’s different advertising departments.63 The design by Harris was considered ‘A very
original idea. Almost without colour and therefore restful to the eye and yet striking.’64
After her well-received designs, Harris addressed the NDA Convention in September 1933.
She boldly stated that in hindsight she wished she had taken the sensible option of studying
the advanced methods of display at the Schule Reimann.65 Highly ambitious, Harris’s motto
was to ‘trust nobody,’ particularly those who provided the display equipment for her
grandiose displays.66 Harris dismissed the work of the in-house display workshops and
display service companies as ‘untidy and slapdash,’ also describing the trained window
dressers arrangement and placement of products in the windows she designed as ‘appalling.’67
In January 1934, one month after giving birth, Harris launched a collection of affordably
priced display figures and window settings.68 By the mid-1930s, Martha Harris Ltd offered
services such as ‘National Display Campaigns, Complete Window Treatments, Exhibition
Stands, Display Units for Counter and Window, Millinery Heads & Display Models.’69 The
company undertook brand window installations in department stores.70
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Harris could come across as having stepped on the toes of display professionals. However,
Harry Trethowan was an admirer. She contributed a chapter, ‘The Need for Design,’ to his
1935 publication, Selling Through the Window.71 Harris also lectured with Trethowan and
Oscar Lundkvist from Sweden at the Lowestoft Display Summer School held in June 1935
(see Chapter 10).72 Harris was the only woman to attend an ‘Initial’ club dinner.73 On being
questioned on why she worked in the field, Harris described the satisfaction of her work as,
Not for the money alone-because none of us are rich, yet! But because, when a
whopping great window is finished, when the last brawl about the quality of the
work has quietened down, when the neighbourhood clocks strike the wee small
hours, and you go out into the street to see the result of your work, you get a
thrill of satisfaction and pride and boundless enjoyment that few other
experiences in life can touch. It is almost as satisfactory as being in love-and
who can say more than that?74
Towards the end of the 1930s, Harris escaped the Second World War with her three young
children by moving to Canada, remaining there until 1950.75

Katherine Pearce was born in Ireland and educated in England. After art studies at Chelsea
and other schools of art, Pearce designed stage sets.76 In November 1933, Pearce featured in
the British and Irish press for making:
…quite a reputation for herself in Art circles by reason of her clever modernist
designs for window displays…Mrs Pearce’s idea in using for all her designs
chromium painted metal and tubular steel has received much commendation from
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critics. She is the only woman display artist and manufacturer doing works of that
nature in England…77
Pearce believed that the vast sums of money spent by retailers on press advertising, hoardings,
and posters missed an opportunity for free publicity afforded by their windows. Therefore,
Pearce started a business offering display services [Fig. 86].78 For window displays to achieve
their aim as a publicity medium, Pearce urged the consideration of the psychology of the
target market, a contemporary trope in debates among display practitioners.79

In spring 1937, an installation by Pearce for photograph paper at an exhibition at the Olympia
featured on Display’s cover [Fig. 87].80 Towards the end of that year, Pearce took part in an
NDA debate with Harry Trethowan on the topic of ‘Women in Display.’81 She believed more
stores should employ female display managers, which she argued would result in ‘more
colourful, intriguing and imaginative windows.’82 This chapter has shown that women made a
significant contribution to British display during the 1920s and 1930s. Despite obstacles, they
persevered in their display roles, some becoming display managers of prominent stores. In the
1930s, display service providers founded by and run by women were adroitly promoted.
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Fig. 77 ‘A Display Woman: Miss Ethel
Wimhurst (Derry & Toms, Ltd.),’ Display 8,
no. 1 (April 1926): 32.

Fig. 78 ‘A special Spring show of Trimmings. Exceptionally
well-handled display of Trimmings dressed by Miss E.
Wimhurst for Messrs. Derry & Toms…’ Display 1, no. 2
(May 1919): 66.

Fig. 79 Ethel Wimhurst’s prize-winning display. ‘Our Christmas Competition,’ Display 7, no. 11 (February
1926): 396.
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Fig. 80 ‘The background of this
window was yellow, with orange
striped cushions, a drape of gold lace
and orange crepe. The shoe rests
were sprayed yellow and orange,’
Display 14, no. 10 (January 1933):
598-599.

Fig. 81 Rowntree’s display by Hilda Gibson.
Front Cover Display 16, no. 3 (June 1934).
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Fig. 82 Harris’s two-dimensional window for Jaeger. Display 14, no. 3 (June 1932): 32.

Fig. 83 ‘Made in Miniature,’ Commercial Art 14, no. 80 (February 1933): 48.
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Fig. 84 Harris’s bas relief figures for Crawford’s Advertising Agency. ‘Die Olympier,’ Gebrauchsgraphik 10,
no. 9 (September 1933): 26.

Fig. 85 Harris’s ‘Mr. Industry’ observing the work at Crawford’s Advertising Agency, ‘Die Olympier,’
Gebrauchsgraphik 10, no. 9 (September 1933): 27.
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Fig. 86 Advertisement for Pearce and Company,
Display: incorporating National Display 16, no.
8 (November 1934): 601.

Fig. 87 A stand for photographic paper at
the Olympia by Pearce & Co., Display 18,
no. 12 (March 1937).
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Section Three: Raising Standards: schools and training 1890s–1930s

Chapter 9 Display education in America and Germany

This chapter examines the influence of international education on British display teaching.
First it considers turn-of-the-century correspondence courses in America, whose didactic
approaches were accessible internationally and studied by British practitioners in the 1900s.
Second it reveals that while American correspondence and training schools impacted on
British display from the 1900s until the mid-1920s, German teaching had a more profound
and lasting influence on British display methods. The need for modern display in fin-de-siècle
America and Germany saw display education happen well before Britain, driven by awareness
of the importance that display work had at the Chicago World Fair in 1893.

In the early twentieth century American correspondence schools offered instruction in
window dressing. Step-by-step textbooks provided methodological and systematic
approaches. Those who enrolled sought not only new and improved skills but rapid
socioeconomic mobility. Correspondence courses enabled workers to enter a white-collar role
without a full-time classroom-based education.1 Others undertook such courses to depart from
their current employment and to gain new skills.2 Founded in 1891, the International
Correspondence School (ICS) in Scranton, Pennsylvania was the largest single educational
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institution in America. It was both keenly aware of the type of skills sought by employers, and
of the proficiency required by workers seeking to increase their salaries.

By 1907 the ICS offered over 370 courses in thirty-one schools.3 The most prominent
correspondence course was on mercantile decoration and was introduced in Britain in 1900.4
Successful study allowed students to attain a Diploma.5 Four ICS textbooks were the first to
demonstrate systematic display methods on a large scale.6 Their advantage lay in the step-bystep instructions, written in plain language, and backed up with good quality photographs.
The textbooks outlined required techniques and areas of specialisation, these systematic
techniques were an early step in the professionalisation of display practice. Explicit folding
methods of gloves, hats, handkerchiefs, linens, and house furnishings turned products into
‘bird and plant designs’ [Figs. 88 & 89].7 Suggestions included a mise-en-scène boudoir
window and a massed display for white sales [Fig. 90].8 However, rather than offering
tuition on art and design principles allowing for original concepts, the textbooks promoted
imitation.

Briton Edward N. Goldsman was principal of the ICS Window Trimming and Decoration
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course from 1904 until his return to London in 1908.9 Under his supervision, the school
promised students a quadrupling of their salaries on completing the ‘up-to-date’ course [Fig.
89].10 The accompanying image of graduates’ work was a methodical symmetrical display of
corsets, a tried and tested technique. The school philosophy was based on preparing its
courses from a utilitarian standpoint, aimed at men:
…the reason the student is taking one of our courses is that he desires to put the
knowledge obtained into immediate practical use. We are not aiming to train the
mind, but to give the student such information regarding the principles, theory,
and practice as he can use with the position he is aiming to fill.11
Throughout the 1900s and 1910s the ICS advertised a myriad of programmes in the British
press.12 The display textbooks influenced Briton Arthur Maitland Keddie, whose awardwinning displays for the family store in Southend were the embodiment of British stunt
windows. Keddie had time and financial backing to indulge in three-dimensional creations.13
From approximately 1902, Keddie used his prop-making skills to make ‘erupting volcanoes,
knights on horseback, Spanish bullfights, aqueducts, warships, and special animated effects.
‘“Vesuvius in Eruption” was complete with faux molten lava.’14 Although there are no images
available of the latter idea, it appeared in a 1903 ICS textbook, of which Keddie’s display was
likely an imitation [Fig. 92].15
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In May 1908 the efficacy of correspondence education for display was questioned by the
MRSW. Its editorial gave an emphatic ‘NO’ to display teaching by this method:
There are many things that can be taught by mail but window trimming is not one
of them…it is a view held by practical window trimmers…and, in fact, everyone
who knows anything whatever about window dressing…Window trimming is an
art that can readily be learned from personal instruction or it may be picked up
from experience and study in actual window work…yet hundreds of young men
every year are deluded by plausible advertising and glib solicitation into spending
their hard earned dollars and working nights in the hope of qualifying for lucrative
positions…16
The cost to study window dressing in an unnamed correspondence school (that appears to be
the ICS) was $40.17 In return for fees, students received printed instructions, ‘written years
ago when window dressing was largely a matter of carpentry and cheesecloth puffing…Like
everything else, window dressing progresses - styles and methods change and a window that
was considered a masterpiece five or six years ago would be laughed at to-day.’18 MRSW
continued its scathing attack ‘…he could no more learn window trimming by correspondence
than he could learn to swim by looking at a picture of a bathing suit…’19 It suggested there
were only two ways for a ‘young man’ to learn window display, either ‘go to a good school
where he can get personal training under a competent instructor’ or ‘work as an assistant or
helper under a good window trimmer in a good store.’20

There were practical schools of display. Shortly after his display role at the Fair, in 1897
German émigré Albert A. Koester founded a window display school in Germany, declaring it
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the ‘first school of window dressing’ (see Chapter 1) [Fig. 93].21 Koester’s claim was feasibly
correct.22 In 1904 he launched the American school (albeit with a German influence) that
most impacted on British display, the Koester School of Window Dressing in Chicago.23 The
school provided students with mock windows, and an array of stock and fixtures [Fig. 94].
Courses varied from two to eight weeks, depending on students’ prior knowledge.24 In 1912
the school boasted of its international attendees, including students from Britain.25 Koester
stayed abreast of European progress, and in 1913 he lectured at the American display
association’s annual convention on the latest European developments (see Chapter 4).
Goldsman’s work at Selfridges featured in the school’s 1913 publication [Fig. 6].

According to Emily M. Orr, during the 1910s, American schools advertised their keeping
pace with modern art movements.26 A shared language gave American schools a distinct
advantage in Britain over their European counterparts. In 1911 Briton William George Rowe
travelled to study at the Koester School [Fig. 95].27 In 1919 he became the BADM vicepresident (see Chapter 5).28 Rowe briefly joined forces with Goldsman to open Goldsman’s
School of Window Display in 1928 in London (see Chapter 11). The American
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correspondence and physical schools of display intertwined with the American associations
and school tutors demonstrated at annual conventions. The Chicago Koester School
maintained its high profile throughout the 1920s, and display classes continued until at least
the 1950s.29 While Goldsman lived in America from 1920 to 1924, his son studied display
there.30 The school may have influenced Goldsman’s decision to open a display school on his
return to Britain in 1924 (see Chapter 11).

It is important to consider the Berlin Schule Reimann, it performed a seminal role in British
display education. Goldsman was highly approving of the Reimann’s teaching. Therefore, it
is feasible that Goldsman’s School of Window Display, opened in 1928, was a blend of
Koester and Reimann pedagogy. Both originated in Germany. Reimann’s teaching methods
also influenced the other school of display launched in Britain in 1928, The Arundell Display
School of Window Decoration (see Chapter 11). The Arundell’s main tutor was a Reimann
graduate, Hans Kiesewetter. As explored in Chapter 2, from 1926 Reimann students’ work
was promoted by the BADM and Display as exemplars of modern display style and
professional practice. The Reimann’s growth and reputation resulted from a concerted effort
to reform display in Germany in the early twentieth century.

As early as 1896, prominent German sociologists, historians, and architects articulated
fundamental attitudes towards the rapid social changes in German society, with a discourse on
window display.31 Similar debates did not occur in America or Britain. The value of display
29
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as an educator of taste for the masses continued with window reform as part of the Deutscher
Werkbund’s remit from 1909.32 Further developments occurred with the Schule Reimann’s
assimilation of Bauhaus fundamental techniques to display in the 1920s. These developments
affected display education in Britain, through German display pedagogy in the latter half of
the 1920s.

German window display reform provided the Werkbund with the impetus to launch a window
display training school in Berlin in 1910, the Höhere Fachschule für Dekorationskunst
(Higher Technical School for Decoration Art).33 Else Oppler-Legband, a student of Belgian
Art Nouveau architect Henry van de Velde and the German architect Peter Behrens, was
commissioned to set up the school.34 The Fachschule was incorporated into the Schule
Reimann on January 1, 1912.35 After Oppler-Legband’s resignation, Elisabeth von StephaniHahn steered the display department through the 1910s alongside colleague Bruno Seydel.
Stephani-Hahn continued her full-time display role at the Berlin department store A.
Wertheim. Seydel became president of the German display association, the Bund der
Schaufensterdekorateure Deutschlands visiting Britain in 1927 (see Chapter 7).36 As a private
school, the Reimann could quickly respond to trade and society changes. As its reputation
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grew, Berlin companies engaged graduates.37 A 1913 survey of former students revealed that
more than twenty percent of graduates went abroad.38

Building on the methods encouraged by the Werkbund, 1920s display teaching in Germany
was in turn influenced by modernism. Georg Fischer, a protégé of Stephani-Hahn’s at
Wertheim, became Reimann’s chief decorator from 1924 until 1935.39 Taking principles from
Constructivism, Fischer applied them to the simplified display techniques previously
encouraged by the Werkbund. Art historian Ana Dahlgren believes display methods also came
under the influence of Constructivists Vladimir Tatlin and El Lissitzky, their rebuttal of
figurative art inspiring Fischer’s teaching.40

Historian Hans Werner Klünner claims the Reimann pointedly implemented the fundamentals
developed by the Bauhaus for use in window display.41 This can be seen in Schule Reimann’s
student work of the 1920s. Due to the economic troubles of the early 1920s, Fischer
appropriated the Bauhaus's adopted forms – elemental geometric shapes, squares, rectangles,
and circles – to design two-dimensional props for use in practical classes [Fig. 96].42 Metal
cylinders provided height. Combinations of two-dimensional shapes and three-dimensional
products produced radical window displays. Two-dimensional planes evident in painted
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artworks were given a third dimension [Fig. 97].43 Fischer admired Bauhaus Masters László
Moholy-Nagy and Oskar Schlemmer.44 Moholy-Nagy’s paintings of intersecting lines and
circles from the early to mid-1920s were appropriated as a basis for modern display. Bottles
placed in a linear way utilised planes reminiscent of Moholy-Nagy’s Komposition Z VIII of
1924 [Figs. 98 & 99].45 Oskar Schlemmer’s earlier works, such as his Three Profiles paintings
of 1920, were borrowed to display cosmetics and swimwear [Figs. 100 & 101].46

During the 1920s, Reimann’s teaching staff of approximately sixty mostly worked as parttime teachers while engaged in professional practice.47 Moriz Melzer, a founding member of
the Expressionist November Gruppe, taught composition. Melzer’s two-dimensional elevation
highlighted the use of composition to articulate space [Fig. 102].48 His recommended layouts
bear strong similarities to De Stijl’s favouring of right angles. The vertical and horizontal
lines of his elevation were evident in the simple arrangement of Reimann student’s work of
1928 [Fig. 103].

Classes took place in studios fitted with dummy windows [Fig. 104]. Well-equipped
stockrooms provided students with products to display [Fig. 105]. The school’s reputation
reached Britain shortly after its opening in 1910, described in The Queen as a ‘novel training
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college’ with teaching by ‘several women with artistic abilities and systematic training.’49 The
article considered the school as ‘…open[ing] up pleasant careers for a large number of
women.’50 However, it was still uncommon for women to be employed in display in Britain
during this period. The article continued: ‘…The art of decorating shop windows, as it is
practiced to-day, is by no means an old one, and it is therefore not surprising that so-far there
exists no recognised system for training window dressers…’51 It was a further eighteen years
before any such school opened in Britain.

Klünner suggests the Reimann functioned as a ‘multiplier’ taking avant-garde ideas which it
‘spread.’52 After the First World War graduates from Russia, Sweden, Denmark, Britain,
America, and Japan dispersed Reimann techniques.53 Graduates worked on modern displays
at Saks Fifth Avenue, New York, with designers Donald Deskey in 1927 and Kiesler in
1928.54 Kiesler’s Contemporary Art Applied to the Store and Its Display (1930) featured
Reimann students work, alongside work by the Arundell School of Display in London [Figs.
126 & 127].55 Reimann graduate, Hans Kiesewetter moved to London in 1927 to design and
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teach. Hertha Schultze, a German woman, worked for Arundell Display Ltd in 1930. Schultze
(Schultze-Holmberg) was plausibly a Reimann graduate; she later taught at the London
Reimann School [Fig. 144].56 Much of the notoriety of Berlin's show windows came from the
Reimann's teaching, the impact of its fundamental basics, and its student output.57 The esteem
in which the Reimann was held is demonstrated by the contributions of critic and art historian
Adolf Behne, Bauhaus Master Walter Gropius, and art historian Paul Westheim to a 1926
debate on art, craft and the machine in the school journal Farbe und Form (Colour and
Shape).58

The Schule Reimann took part in the much-promoted Schaufensterschau from October 14 to
November 18, 1928, at the Leipzig Grassi Museum.59 For the first time window display was
the sole focus of an international exhibition.60 Practitioners from Germany, Holland, Austria,
and France installed 150 displays.61 The Bund’s Bruno Seydel, and Professor Graul, from the
museum, visited the BADM in London to encourage participation (see Chapter 7). Although
Display had actively promoted German methods from 1923, and interest in attending the
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exhibition,’ Dieter Brusberg, Einleitung. The Reimann Schule 1902-1943 (Brochure from an exhibition at the
Galerie Brusberg, Berlin, 2016): 1.
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show was high, no British practitioners exhibited.62 They were slow to adopt the modern
style; by not taking part British practitioners demonstrated a lack of confidence in exposing
their skills to international criticism. It was not until spring 1928 that modern style displays
were seen throughout Britain (see Chapter 4). Nevertheless, a British delegation, led by John
Arundell Clarke, travelled to view the exhibition.63 He reported that the show overall did not
live up to expectations, apart from the Schule Reimann’s work.64 Despite Arundell Clarke’s
mixed review, the progressive Schaufensterschau was generally viewed as successful.

Under Fischer’s direction the Werkbund window reform had progressed and modernised.
Reimann students installed eighteen modern windows in a streetscape within the exhibition
arena [Fig. 106].65 Although fundamental display techniques, such as grouping, colour, and
creating rhythm were used, Fischer’s class applied Constructivist methods. Emphasising
diagonals and oblique surfaces demonstrated a rational abstract aesthetic that highlighted the
products’ function.66 Constructivist arrangements particularly lent themselves to hard
consumable products such as homeware and machinery. In the examples shown, the display
of Bosch cycling accessories demonstrated wheel lights diagonally on large plain circles [Fig.
107]. Motor products were labelled and presented in rows [Fig. 108]. The American
publication Display World (a follow-on publication from MRSW) contained dispatches on
cutting-edge European trends, including those at the Schaufensterschau.67 The following year,
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the Reimann display department presented at the Reklameschau, an international trade fair
and congress in Berlin, the largest specialist exhibition in the advertising industry.68 Student
work from the Reklameschau featured on Display’s cover in October 1929 [Fig. 32].

Display and Commercial Art extolled German display education over anything that was
happening in Britain. In May 1928 Holbrook Jackson indicated the importance of Reimann
teaching:
Schools of display are being founded in all the principal German cities. The
display section of the Reimann School at Berlin is turning out display men and
display women in considerable numbers. They have all been schooled in the new
technique and the new methods and they are beginning to carry the gospel into all
the cities of Europe, and some of the Reimann graduates have already reached this
country.69
Jackson was referring to Reimann graduate Hans Kiesewetter, who had been brought over
from Germany to teach at The Arundell School of Display in London [Figs. 27 & 29].70
Shortly after the launch of his school in 1928 Goldsman wrote an article on the Reimann. He
was highly impressed by Fischer’s ‘modernist style’ and his pedagogy.71 Richard Harman
noted the German attitude towards display education:
…ever realising the value of education and training, as no other country does,
display schools were established everywhere, under the auspices of the [Bund]
association, to teach the craft (and the newly developed modernist style in
particular), with one great school in Berlin; and it is at this school that all the
research and experimental display work goes on and new fashion are set.72
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He further commented in 1931, ‘A very high standard of modern display is to be found in
such countries as Holland, Norway, Denmark and Sweden. All these countries show German
influence.’73 Harman further noted:
Display in Germany was well organised, and in developing their particular style of
display, the display man acted in unison; they agree upon the style to follow. It
has been explained that this modern, or geometrical form of display is
psychologically correct. Before it was put into practice it was thought out from a
scientific standpoint. It is said the use of geometrical shapes such as the circle, the
triangle, the square and the line are ideal forms to use in settings or decoration,
isomuch [sic] that being least interesting of all shapes to the human eye, they are
the least likely to attract the attention from the merchandise. At the same time they
supply the setting, colour and form, but sink into insignificance when used in
combination with the merchandise.74
Due to the Reimann, modern style display was seen as intrinsically German. Fischer’s work in
industry was also highlighted in Britain. It featured in Commercial Art in July 1928.75
Display’s October 1932 cover was a window by Fischer.76 From 1930 until 1936 Fischer coauthored a journal Neue Dekoration (New Decoration).77 Published in German and English,
issues contained images of window displays by Reimann students and Berlin stores.78 The
journal was available in Britain.79

From 1933 display practice in Germany was taken under state control (see Chapter 7). In
1935 a ‘Nazi organisation of German advertising men and women, which was planning its
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own college, applied for the closure of the [Reimann] department of window design on the
grounds that it did not teach the “essentials of German advertising.”’80 In summer 1936,
Arthur J. Symes, Display’s associate editor, visited the school (see Chapter 7).81 The German
association had opened a school with a modern suite of classrooms and studios [Fig. 109].
Lecture rooms displayed a portrait of Adolf Hitler and a swastika [Fig. 110]. Symes enthused
about the school, describing it as ‘organised on exceptionally extensive and progressive
lines.’82 He was particularly impressed by its studies of psychological effects of advertising
undertaken in a fully equipped laboratory.83 Students had access to two hundred periodicals
devoted to the science of display and advertising. Staff were ‘chosen experts.’84 During this
period the Jewish-owned Schule Reimann was planning its transfer to Britain in 1936 (see
Chapter 11).

This chapter has shown that British display profession from the 1900s to the 1930s was
influenced by transnational pedagogy. American correspondence and practical display schools
were crucial to early British display practice. Along with the advent of Selfridges,
correspondence courses led to the use of open display methods. While American schools
impacted on British display from the 1900s until the mid-1920s, German display teaching
influence on British display became evident from the mid-1920s. In the 1900s the Deutscher
Werkbund focused attention on applied arts education. This afforded the founding of a
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training school for applied arts offering instruction in shop window display in 1910. As a
result, a new window display doctrine emerged; the education provided had a far-reaching
effect on developing the fundamentals of the discipline. From the mid-1920s the Reimann’s
teaching, adapted to post-war economics, profoundly influenced the call for a modern style in
Britain.
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Fig. 88 Folding techniques for handkerchiefs. A Textbook on Mercantile Decoration
(Scranton, PA: International Textbook Co., 1903), Section 28, pp. 26, 27.

Fig. 89 Bird and plant designs for handkerchief displays. A Textbook on Mercantile Decoration
(1903), Section 29, pp. 20, 22.
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Fig. 90 A boudoir window and a systematic display. A Textbook on Mercantile Decoration (1903),
Section 27, pp. 20, 22.
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Fig. 91 Advertisement for the International
Correspondence Course in window trimming,
Merchants Record and Show Window
18, no. 1 (January 1906): 46.

Fig. 92 Vesuvius in Eruption displaying ‘Holiday Handkerchiefs’ complete with mechanical
effects including a boat tossing in the foreground, International Correspondence Schools, A
Textbook on Mercantile Decoration, vol. 3 (1903), Section 29, 84.
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Fig. 93 Advertisement for the Koester School of
Window Dressing Merchants Record and Show
Window, 18-19 (1906): 41.

Fig. 94 A postcard of the Koester School window trimming classroom 1916. Source: Author’s collection.
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Fig. 95 Advertisement for the Koester School Merchants Record and Show Window 30, no. 1
(January 1912): 45.
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Fig. 96 Two-dimensional shapes of simple geometric forms, squares, rectangles, and circles for use
as props in the windows. Neue Dekoration, 2, no.s 1-12 (1931): 240, 241.

Fig. 97 Untitled construction by László Moholy-Nagy 1922,
accessed November 12, 2018
https://www.wikiart.org/en/laszlo-moholy-nagy/untitledconstruction-1922
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Fig. 98 Composition Z VIII Laszlo Moholy-Nagy Kompozícia Z VIII
1924, accessed August 20, 2017
https://www.wikiart.org/en/laszlo-moholy-nagy/composition-z-viii1924

Fig. 99 Geometric product placement. ‘25 Jahre Schule Reimann,’ Farbe und Form 12
(April 1927): 140.
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Fig. 100 Three Vertical Profiles (Drei senkrechte Profile) Oskar Schlemmer 1920, accessed August 24, 2017
https://www.wikiart.org/en/oskar-schlemmer/three-vertical-profiles-drei-senkrechte-profile-1920
Fig. 101 Reimann Schule illustrated prospectus (1931). Courtesy of Bauhaus Archiv.
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Fig. 102 Neue Dekoration, 2, no. 9 (1931): 27.

Fig. 103 Schule Reimann illustrated prospectus (1931). Courtesy of Bauhaus Archiv.
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Fig. 104 Schule Reimann window display studio Farbe und Form; 25 Jahre Schule Reimann
1902-1927. Courtesy of Bauhaus Archiv.

Fig. 105 Schule Reimann illustrated prospectus (1931).
Courtesy of Bauhaus Archiv.
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Fig. 106 ‘The show window street of the Reimann School, Berlin (Professor Fischer’s Class) at the Leipzig
Schaufensterschau.’ Commercial Art 6, no. 2 (February 1929): 68.

Fig. 107 & 108 ‘Two good examples for the factual presentation of electro-technical objects. Worthy of note is
the special kind of lighting.’ ‘SchaufensterSchau,’ Farbe und Form 10, no. 11 (1928): 182. Courtesy of Bauhaus
Archiv.
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Fig. 109 ‘The German State Display School,’ Display 18, no. 9 (December 1936): 504.

Fig. 110 ‘The German State Display School,’ Display 18, no. 9 (December 1936): 506.
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Chapter 10 Display Education in Britain

As explored in Chapters 1 and 2, open style windows were introduced on a large scale in
London department store windows from 1909. Due to the lack of practitioners trained in
modern display styles many stores still installed massed displays. As examined in Chapter 5,
from 1919 the BADM oversaw standards. This chapter focuses on the Association’s attempts
to raise display professionalism and develop modern display through education. A more
formal education enabled British display practitioners to enhance their standards thereby
signalling a more professional approach to practice. Aligned with this was the Association’s
encouragement of fine art studies. The BADM offered training for members through
conventions and travelling lectures. This chapter also explores the impact of the Reimann
School’s arrival in London in 1937.

As stated in Chapter 5, the first point on the BADM’s 1920 list of purposes was. ‘To advance
the art of artistic and effective displays of merchandise.’1 Due to the slow adoption of open
techniques, the Association addressed the need to educate its members on skilled and
specialist techniques by introducing practical demonstrations in London and regional
branches from the autumn of 1920.2 This was actioning the second point of their purpose, ‘To
encourage modern and convenient arrangements of stores and show windows.’3 These steps
would effectively consolidate the professionalisation of British practitioners. To continue its
education programme from spring 1921 the BADM Publicity and Educational Committee

1

‘Editorial,’ Display’ 2, no. 9 (December 1920): 333.

2

‘BADM Notes,’ Display 2, no.9 (December 1920): 361.

3

Ibid.
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published instructive articles and delivered practical demonstrations on open display
methods.4 In April 1921, BADM member Ashford Down of Selfridges showed contemporary
draping and men’s wear techniques to sixty association members.5 Education on innovative
methods became an association selling point; with members ‘receiving actual tuition
[through] demonstrations and lectures,’ thus creating a hierarchy between those educated in
modern styles and more conservative practitioners.6 As knowledge and professionalisation
increased a growing profile saw the BADM receiving demands from retailers for display staff,
leading to the Association launching an Appointments Bureau that autumn.7

To further boost professional knowledge and membership the BADM delivered its first
national education programme at the beginning of 1922. Frank C. Lawrence engaged eminent
businessmen to deliver a series of lectures (see Chapter 5).8 The talks inspired The First
British Exhibition of Commercial Display in spring 1922. The educational purpose of the
exhibition was ‘…to show what can be done by combining science and art in the dressing of
the window’ [Figs. 66 & 111].9 Encouraging open display, Association members held a series
of practical demonstrations in a dedicated exhibition window.10 Transnational techniques
were brought to the Exhibition by IADM member, Francis J. Farrell, who travelled from
America to illustrate the latest methods for displaying silks and women’s ready-to-wear

4

‘British Association of Display Men,’ Display, 3, no. 1 (April 1921): 38- 39.

5

‘British Association of Display Men hold Demonstration at Selfridge’s: Draping the Live Model,’ Display, 3,
no. 2 (May 1921): 82.
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‘An Invitation Extended by the British Association of Display Men,’ Display 3, no. 3 (June 1921): 121.
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‘Appointments Bureau,’ Display 3, no. 8 (November 1921): 341.
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Richard Harman, ‘Resignation of Lawrence,’ Display 4, no. 9 (December 1922): 355.
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‘The First British Exhibition of Commercial Display,’ Display (April 1922): 19-20.
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The educational programme of The First British Exhibition of Commercial Display published in Display 4, no.
2 (May 1922): 80.
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garments.11 Seen as an exponent of avant-garde display, Selfridges was well represented on
the educational programme. Current and past Selfridges’ display employees featured, such as
Lawrence Wilson, Cecil Tullberg, Frank R. Stapley, Harry Ashford Down, and W.G. Rowe
[Fig. 112].12 With the handling of many product types covered, the BADM considered the
exhibition a triumph, anticipating it would further encourage open displays.13

Progress in the Association’s policy to encourage ‘the art of effective displays’ and
‘modern…arrangements’ was slow.14 From autumn 1922 it was felt necessary to encourage
BADM members to study art principles. It was hoped by visiting galleries and viewing works
of art that open displays would be justified to those reluctant to advance from massed
displays. Viewing art works would encourage cautious practitioners to consider balance and
composition.15 The following spring the BADM made a further concerted effort to disperse
open display. Experienced practitioners lectured to less seasoned members and public lectures
were held for retailers.16 The tactic appeared to have been successful. No massed displays
were received for the 1923 BADM annual window competition (see Chapter 5), although this
may have been because more traditionalist practitioners refrained from entering. Soon
afterwards Display featured articles on German displays use of the rules of modern art.17
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Shortly before display practitioners took on the task of designing and dressing stands at the
Empire Exhibition, in February 1924 a timely further attempt was made to reinforce open
methods (see Chapter 5). Photographs of prize-winning windows using art principles were
shown to encourage Association members in their use.18 Due to display practitioners taking
part in the exhibition, the demand for tuition in the latest display techniques reverberated
around the regional associations. Soon afterwards, the ninety seats for Richard Harman’s
address and demonstration on ‘Window Dressing Development’ at Portsmouth filled so
promptly more had to be provided. Even so, a queue filled the staircase, leaving many to
stand.19 In summer 1924, Display broached the need for a display convention to spread up-todate practical methods, arguing ‘a delegate would pick up more information in a few days
than he would in as many years of plodding along and trying out things for himself.’20 The
BADM continued its drive for open windows in autumn 1924, although to the annoyance of
some individuals (see Chapter 1).

In autumn/winter 1924 London County Council organised a highly successful series of
display lectures. Association members including Goldsman and Ashford Down spoke, as did
Holbrook Jackson. Despite the resistance of the BADM, the council provided a lecture on
massed display.21 Massed displays continued as the preferred display method for at least one
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‘Window Dressing Development,’ Portsmouth Evening News, May 6, 1924, 2; ‘An Un-Conventional Report,’
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‘Massed Display,’ Ernest Willson completed the talks with ‘Display Equipment.’ The LCC lectures took place at
the Barret Street Trade School in Mayfair. Goldsman gave the same address on ‘Interior Display’ to the PDDA
on October 13, ‘Portsmouth Pars,’ Display 6, no. 8 (November 1923): 275. An article on Interior Display
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traditional London store, Bourne and Hollingsworth, until 1931 (see Chapter 1). From 1925
the BADM’s educational programme included annual Conventions, debates at general
meetings, and discourse via Display.

Although holding ‘an Annual Convention which will be exceedingly valuable to all those who
can attend’ was one of the fundamental purposes cited by the Association in 1920, the First
National Display Convention was not held until 1925.22 Conventions were costly and took a
few years of gathering membership fees to fund. The Association was proactive in furthering
members abilities. Therefore, the educational programme was the most important aspect of
the Convention, held in Portsmouth from September 14 to 16, 1925 (see Chapter 2). Perceived
as the most up-to-date, West End display managers mostly delivered the lectures and
demonstrations. Their listing was a veritable ‘who’s who’ in display.23 Display stated,
‘Practically every leader in “Displaydom” will either lecture or demonstrate.’24 Delegates
were generally enthusiastic regarding the overall content. A Yorkshire attendee declared: ‘The
convention has shown me what a little world I have been living in for the past few years.’25

At the Convention, Goldsman delivered his seminal talk on Symbolism in which he
introduced the Continental concept of adapting modern art movements to display (see Chapter
2).26 Goldsman’s lecture, combined with images of Schule Reimann students’ work, was

appeared in Display in January 1925, which was probably by Goldsman, ‘Interior Display,’ Display 6, no. 10
(January 1925): 327. See also ‘Reflections,’ Display 6, no. 6 (September 1924): 189.
22
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published in Display [Fig. 22]. However, the content was too premature for most practitioners
to grasp and had the unintentional effect of the Reimann modern style displays being copied,
without any research or rationale behind the choosing of the concept [Fig. 23]. Goldsman felt
it necessary to further explain movements such as Cubism and Futurism, and how they, along
with rhythm, could be applied to display.27 Goldsman clarified his lectures purpose: ‘While it
is my objective to advocate progress and better standards of display, and to point out the lines
along which it is being made in other countries, the truth remains that we in this country are
not quite ready…novelty is essential…’28

It was further pointed out that before embarking on use of modern art, that practitioners
consider art fundamentals. Shortly after Goldsman’s lecture, BADM president, Ernest
Willson, spoke on the need for ‘Art in Window Dressing.’29 In 1926 the overriding BADM
topic was ‘Art Training is Necessary.’30 Regional branches received talks on basic art
principles.31 Harman and Goldsman called for display trainees to undertake formal art and
architecture education. They cited American and Continental apprenticeships, which
combined practical approaches with art school studies.32 Goldsman drew attention to
American, French, and German best practices.33 Harman opined other countries’ practitioners
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332-336.
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were showing more initiative.34 He compared the British display practice of mixing inaccurate
architectural styles – Corinthian columns placed in an Indian bazaar, Egyptian decorations
mixed with an old English theme – with that of America, where research was undertaken to
ensure historical accuracy.35 In summer 1926 the BADM continued to appeal to members to
visit art galleries, museums, and exhibitions for inspiration.36

At the second display Convention in Oxford, September 6-8, 1926, in his opening address
historian and educationalist Sir Michael Sadler described those present as ‘representatives of a
new branch of ‘applied art’…[which is] adding to the beauty of the streets, and which at the
same time is educating the public taste…in your plans you are trying to put the science of art
in place of ‘higgledy piggledy.’’37 Ashford Down spoke on ‘The Art and Craft of the Display
Man.’38 He followed this by undertaking a series of talks campaigning for the study of fine art
principles.39 Nevertheless, it was still necessary to continue the push for art studies at the 1927
BADM Leicester Convention. George Henry Downing, principal of the Portsmouth Arts and
Craft School, lectured and demonstrated ‘The Artist’s Point of View.’40
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1927 was a key year in British display moving in a modern direction. Kauffer’s modern
display appeared at Olympia [Fig. 34]. Reimann graduate Hans Kiesewetter moved to
London. This was also the time when heated debates took place between practitioners on the
correct interpretation of modern art movements. These continued until the following spring
(see Chapter 4). Despite the modern displays of 1928 (see Chapter 4), proactive BADM
members still campaigned for art studies. Goldsman was heralded by Frank Trott of Wolsey
as an example and pioneer of art studies:
…the gradual advancement through the years has been greatly influenced by a
few who have the principles of art embedded into their minds…Mr. E. N.
Goldsman…there is no doubt the development could have been very much more
swift if those who were keenly interested in this profession of display had
…fundamental knowledge of basic principles that are adopted through art.41
Trott continued:
The German method of appealing through [simplicity and form] is somewhat
advanced to our method…and [for Britain] to adopt principles of suggestion that
are not simple and explicit is hardly the type of display that will actually be
successful in this country. This subject should be handled only by men who
thoroughly know all principles covering art…42
The following year Display published a series of articles by Downing offering a groundwork
in balance, composition, and colour.43 He felt it necessary to emphasise that, ‘It has been
noticed that the work of most display men suffers through lack of art knowledge…the author
hopes to set out certain principles and laws for the guidance of display men, and if they apply
these laws to their work, they should find them of great benefit.’44
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An initiative that somewhat helped the art and design education plea was that by the mid1920s educational authorities in Britain perceived window display as a skill worth developing.
This led to display classes at Arts and Crafts Schools throughout the country, primarily aimed
at those working in retail or offered as part-time study for practitioners to develop awareness
of art principles. Some colleges supported the BADM’s clamour for art studies by offering
practitioners classes, such as the Leicester College of Art and Technology. John Platt, the
principal, was aware of the German effect on display. He believed Germany had taken display
further than in England; ‘We must not merely follow.’45 Leicester City Council financed
equipping of the classrooms.46 This action was promptly followed by the Lowestoft School of
Arts and Crafts organising a twice-weekly course in window display, attended by over thirty
local retail apprentices.47 In summer 1926 the Keighley School of Art and Crafts in West
Yorkshire proposed a window dressing course for shop assistants.48 The Burslem School of
Art in the Potteries district of England held display classes in autumn 1926.49 The following
year they held a series of special lectures with the local Traders’ Association, which included
defender of modernism, Schule Reimann emulator Charles Hutton Ward lecturing on
displaying footwear [see Figs. 24 & 25 for examples of Hutton Ward’s work].50
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Under the instruction of R.C. Bolingbroke, display manager of Tuttle & Sons, Ltd, display
teaching at the Lowestoft School of Arts and Crafts was the most revered [Fig. 113].51
Bolingbroke took a creative approach; he was aware of the importance of art studies and was
accompanied by an art teacher. Students were taught line and balance, composition, and
colour principles to design and produce original concepts.52 Final examinations saw students
designing and installing a display outside their trade.53 Considered by Display as exemplars of
the modern style, student work included a ‘particularly good’ collar display with a ‘modern
arrangement,’ and a ‘charmingly presented’ display for a range of antiseptic products [Figs.
114 & 115].54 However, the Lowestoft students’ work was superseded by the Reimann’s
modern style displays of similar products that appeared in Display a few months later [Figs.
26-28]. Indeed, the display in Figure 115 was based on principles advocated twenty years
earlier in MRSW, showing that display fundamentals remained unchanged [Fig. 3]. Although
the work lacked finish, students grasped the basic principle of a well-balanced display.55

In 1927 display classes for shop assistants wishing to learn modern display methods took
place throughout Britain.56 The City of Leeds Education Committee arranged a popular tenweek window display course. Attendance reached 158.57 However, despite most classes being
taught by practitioners, Display expressed some concerns regarding teaching quality:
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Display…is becoming a highly skilled matter, and, as it develops, so will it get
further beyond the capabilities of the uninstructed person…The time will come
when display classes will figure in the syllabus of every Arts and Crafts school,
and our one remaining hope is that the correct and proper tuition will always be
imparted.58
By 1934, display classes at Art and Crafts schools received regular attendance of up to one
hundred students per week.59

With the NDA in flux (see Chapter 6) in 1935 ‘The First Summer School of Window Display’
took place instead of a convention [Fig. 116].60 Lowestoft School of Art was chosen ‘because
of the excellent record of its display class and the location as a holiday destination.’61 Oscar
Lundkvist, a Swedish display expert and teacher, was enlisted to attract students. Lundkvist
had opened a school in Stockholm in September 1932.62 With nearly thirty years’ industry
experience, he was known for his spectacular displays at Nordiska Kompaniet.63 It is curious
that a Scandinavian was the headline tutor of the Summer School.64 There were many British
practitioners and teachers who could have provided tuition. Looking abroad for an instructor
demonstrates that some were unconvinced of the standard of display teaching available in
Britain. However, Lundkvist may have been commissioned to teach at the Summer School
because of his keen interest in advertising, therefore encouraging associations between print
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and window advertising.65 The Swedish advertising trade press affirmed the importance of
window display as a marketing tool, often within a scientific framing. It was a topic at the
1933 Nordic Advertising congress, where studies measuring the efficiency of displays by
surveying passers-by behaviour were presented.66 Scandinavian retail trade journals embraced
psychological selling beliefs. British display was also discussing scientific approaches,
aligned with advertising (see Chapter 8).67 Lundkvist was perceived as the perfect individual
to link both these arts, a practical display man with knowledge of advertising psychology.

A connection with Britain existed through Lundkvist’s partnership with Loughlin Malachy
Feery, whose 1922 book Modern Window Display was translated into Swedish in its first year
of publication.68 Four revised editions were issued throughout the inter-war period, reviewed
and provided with a foreword by Lundkvist and featuring several of his window displays.
Lundkvist was appreciative of the German style of display and education; geometric
simplicity was apparent in Stockholm's modern windows.69 Before the emergence of Swedish
practitioners, German display professionals offered their services to Swedish stores, including
Nordiska Kompaniet.70 By the 1930s, several prominent Swedish display men had been
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educated at the Reimann.71 From its inception in 1932, the Scandinavian journal, Skyltfönstret
(Store Front) featured German and British window displays.72

The Summer School aimed to consolidate the instruction given by art schools during the rest
of the year.73 Lundkvist was hailed as ‘The big attraction…The opportunity of instruction
under such an eminent teacher will be seized.’74 During his talk Lundkvist advocated
simplicity – straight lines and geometric forms, devoid of ‘fussiness and elaboration.’75 He
provided a demonstration [Fig. 117].76 The school was advertised as a ‘great opportunity to
study British and Continental Methods.’77 Despite its promotion, the Summer School did not
reach its target audience. Approximately only fifty students enrolled. Many travelled from
Norway, France, and Czechoslovakia [Fig. 118].78

Alongside Lundkvist and Musgrave-Gray, other lecturers included J.A.C. Baker-Harber of
Garlands, Norwich, an expert in fabric draping [Fig. 51], and A.C.F. Woods, of Hector Powe
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Ltd, a specialist in men’s tailoring display (see Chapter 6).79 Harry Trethowan of Heals, E.
Sawyer, and Martha Harris [Figs. 73, 82-85] also lectured. Schools of Art principals attended
a debate on the best methods to train a display practitioner between the Staff Inspector for Art
Schools, Board of Education, E.M. O’ Rorke Dickey and Richard Harman.80 Dickey had
recently visited German art schools.81 They concluded that art studies should begin in primary
or secondary school. Dismissive of full-time display education they believed potential
practitioners be advised to obtain a display apprentice position in a department store, thereby
gaining practical display experience from the bottom up while obtaining a grasp of business
methods. Supplementary evening classes would provide further study in art and design
principles.82

There was optimistic reporting of the Summer School in Display; nevertheless, Commercial
Art commented ‘Display men and artists lamented upon British apathy. It is hoped to make
this an annual event and by this means gradually to rouse the British to an awareness of their
lack of enterprise in matters of display.’83 The Summer School was significant; it was the first
venture towards full recognition by education authorities of the necessity for standardising
display training.84 Afterwards Britain’s education authorities eventually showed interest in
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formal display education. Many Arts and Crafts Schools began to offer display as a subject
with City and Guilds qualifications.85 There was a concerted effort to introduce design
education to British primary, secondary and tertiary education in the 1930s.86 This impetus
hastened the demise of smaller private schools unable to compete against art institutions’
facilities.

In autumn 1935 art schools reported good attendance and results. Students work appeared in
Display, including those from a class at The Westminster School of Art [Fig. 119].87 Other
London colleges offering display tuition included the School of Retail Distribution, the
Regent Street Polytechnic, Goldsmith’s College, and Woolwich Polytechnic.88 Regional
schools included the School of Arts and Crafts in Brighton, Cheltenham, Derby, and
Leicester.89 Although not quite as professionally executed as The Westminster School of Art,
displays at the Derby School of Arts and Crafts were based on simplified modern styles [Fig.
120]. Manchester, Worcester, and Liverpool Schools of Art also ran classes.90 The course
furthest north was in Aberdeen taught by E.W. Mackie, whose students attended classes in
their finery [Fig. 121].
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Display staff from Schofield’s department store in Leeds held classes from at least 1933; their
students demonstrated at that year’s Convention.91 During winter 1935–36, the College of
Commerce ran a series of practical and progressive display classes based on a City and
Guilds’ syllabus.92 Facilities included large dummy windows. Schofield’s provided products
[Fig. 122].93 London institutes ran evening classes during summer 1936.94 That year the Board
of Education included window display in their list of examinations for the National Society of
Art Masters, allowing students to obtain a Diploma.95 Advertising for the display course at the
Aston School of Art in Birmingham was withdrawn early due to overwhelming interest.96
Seventy pupils completed the first session, holding a successful inaugural end of year
exhibition in spring 1936. During the following academic session, demand remained high and
the school added a new floor with eighteen dummy windows.97

In early 1939 a series of five lectures were arranged by BADM member Harry Cundall,
display manager for D & W Gibbs, at the Barrett Street Trade School.98 When Saint
Martin’s School of Art opened in London in spring 1939, it held day and evening
courses in display [Fig. 123].99 The architect even provided dummy windows on the
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plans. So impressed was Display with the facilities they exclaimed, ‘throughout the
entire section responsible for colour, design and display there is a thoroughness never
before witnessed in display classes at an LCC school.’100

This chapter has evidenced that during the 1920s British display teaching and learning
developed from on-the-job training to the BADM raising display standards through education.
Alongside the work of the Association, Arts and Crafts Schools provided display training
from the mid-1920s. Display teaching and learning turned display into an educated
professional practice and differentiated it from other less accomplished retail roles. Display,
lectures by practitioners, and conventions afforded opportunities for learning new techniques.
The discussions on the benefits of open versus massed displays during the 1910s and early
1920s turned to debates on modernism as explored in earlier chapters. Educational
programmes for practitioners, rather than competitions, became imperative in a bid to raise
their professional status. The rally for art training during the mid-1920s led to classes on
window dressing at Arts and Crafts Schools throughout the country. The Summer School of
1935 was important in highlighting display to the Board of Education, resulting in window
display students being offered the opportunity of a Diploma the following year.
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Fig. 111 Front cover and advertisement for the ‘First British Exhibition of Commercial Display,’ Display 3, no.
2 (May 1922).

Fig. 112 The educational programme of The First British Exhibition of Commercial Display,
Display 4, no. 2 (May 1922), 80.
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Fig. 113 A demonstration on lighting at the Lowestoft School of Arts and Crafts.
Bolingbroke is sitting to the fore. Display 8, no. 9 (December 1926): 370.

Fig. 114 ‘The collar display is particularly good, and shows that the student has at any rate been quick to grasp
modern ideas of arrangement’ ‘The Work of Lowestoft Display Students,’ Display 9, no. 3 (June 1927): 97.
Fig. 115 ‘In the ‘Icilma’ arrangement, the goods are charmingly presented, and disc top fittings have been
improvised’ ‘The Work of Lowestoft Display Students,’ Display 9, no. 3 (June 1927): 97.
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Fig. 116 ‘De Eerste Summer School of Window Display,’
De Reclame (May 1935): 14.
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Fig. 117 Oscar Lundkvist’s demonstration window at the Lowestoft Summer
School, Commercial Art 19 (December 1935): 168.

Fig. 118 ‘A well-attended Swedish display class under the direction of Herr Oscar Lundkvist,’ Display 17 no.7
(October 1935): 358.
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Fig. 119 A Westminster School of Art
exhibition display for ‘Twenty-five
years of Local Government Exhibits’
at County Hall in June 1935. Display
17, no. 7 (October 1935): 354. This
image also featured in ‘Display,’
Commercial Art 19, no. 110 (August
1935): 61.

Fig. 120 ‘Excellent examples of
modern display executed by the
Derby School of Arts and Crafts.’
Display (October 1935): 356.

Fig. 121 E. W. Mackie conducting a class in Aberdeen. Display (October 1935): 358.
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Fig. 122 View inside the Leeds College of Commerce, Display 17, no. 12 (April 1936): 43.

Fig. 123 Students at work during a display class at the Saint Martin’s School of Art, London, Display (June
1939): 142.
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Chapter 11 Pedagogical ideas in British Schools of Display

This chapter documents the launch and pedagogical stances behind the four display schools in
Britain from 1928 to 1936. Although part-time display classes were offered by Arts and Crafts
Schools from the mid-1920s, there were no dedicated schools of display until 1928. Calls for
display schools happened in Britain as early as 1887. However, it was forty years before any
materialised. From the early 1920s several practitioners, including Goldsman and William G.
Rowe, had shown aspirations for a school of display, yet there was a lack of determination to
make it happen. This was plausibly because there was plenty of lucrative employment for
practitioners, who did not want to risk their guaranteed salaries by launching a school. Private
educational start-ups required a reasonable amount of funds. It was only in 1928, when an
entrepreneur usurped practitioners by opening a school, that practitioners were compelled to
realise their long-time ambition.

The British publication Drapers Record’s appealed for national technical display education in
1887.1 Goldsman recalled an important development in British window dressing as the
establishment in 1898 of the ‘first school of English window dressing, by Mr Willard H.
Bond, in Boston, USA.’2 No record of a Bond school in Britain was uncovered. However, it
was ostensibly the Bond Institute of Mercantile Training in New York, which offered the first
correspondence course available in Britain.3 As previously discussed ICS textbooks were
1
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available in Britain and some budding practitioners travelled to Chicago. In 1906, the shortlived TWDR detailed the British window dresser of the future as ‘…the holder of a recognized
[sic] diploma, the result of examinations, guaranteeing him to be proficient in the art to which
his life will be devoted…the business of window dressing being by that time recognized [sic]
to be a profession of high order…’4 TWDR described learning taking place in:
…a proper, well organized [sic] school of window dressing…Attached to the
school would be an institute of window dressers, into which the pupils of the
‘National School,’ after proper examination, would be admitted, and which, while
acting as a club or centre to supply its members with information likely to be of
service to them, would form a connecting link between each individual of the
association, whose great aim would be to elevate the status of its members.
In its second edition in 1919, Display published an article on the need for a display school:
It will only be a few years before several of our large West End Houses start to
rebuild, and then there will be a greater demand for effective window display.
With the forming of a School for Window Dressers, where lessons and lectures
will be given, and opportunity to get the practical experience of successful
trimmers, England in another seven or eight years will set a very fair example to
other great cities of the world in matters of window display.5

During the 1910s practitioners gained skills through on-the-job training (see Chapter 4).
Shortly after The First British Exhibition of Commercial Display in 1922, Rowe called for a
display school.6 He had a unique insight into American department store display methods and
teaching from working at Marshall Fields, Chicago and studying at the Koester School.7 On
his return to England, he became Selfridges’ head window dresser, joining Dickins & Jones in
1925.8 Rowe argued that on reflection, self-trained practitioners would consider time spent
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experimenting fruitless. He proposed a school systematically assimilating and disseminating
knowledge similar to the Koester discipline.9 Rowe’s school did not materialise. Instead, he
joined forces with Goldsman to open a school in 1928, discussed later in this chapter. Emily
M. Orr refers to the Premier School of Window Dressing in London, founded in 1925.10
Display also reported a window dressing school in London in that year offering training for
specific manufacturer’s products and window dressing services.11 No further evidence of
either school was found during the research for this thesis.

Edward McKnight Kauffer’s award-winning modernist display had appeared in July 1927 and
generated much discourse [Fig. 34]. Debates on modernism among practitioners continued
during the second half of 1927 and early 1928. In 1928 modern style displays appeared
throughout Britain (see Chapter 4). It was during this period that serious consideration was
given to formal full-time display education. At the time there were approximately fifty-three
display schools in Germany.12 Reimann students work regularly featured in Display and
Commercial Art. The facilities of the Arts and Crafts Schools, which only offered part-time
tuition, could not compare with those of the dedicated display schools in Germany.

Although the idea of a British school of display had been previously mooted, a hint that this
would finally be realised appeared in Display in December 1927.13 Interior decorator and
entrepreneur John Arundell Clarke and his sister, Lady Barbara Page Wood, established The
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Arundell Display School of Window Decoration in spring 1928.14 The school was founded on
the back of Arundell Display Ltd, a highly successful display service provider, launched just a
year previously. The company had already achieved acclaim for building Kauffer’s modern
style 1927 design [Fig. 34].15 To provide their company with qualified staff, Arundell Clarke
and Page Wood adroitly launched a display school for which they ‘brought over a clever
young German to teach [at] this school and do our designs as well.’16 This was Reimann
graduate, Hans Kiesewetter (see Chapters 2 and 8) [Figs. 27, 29 & 30]. Display reported, ‘Mr
Kissewetter [sic]…is the chief instructor, and one of the finest exponents of continental
methods of window dressing...We understand that the pupils of the Arundell School are in
demand by those establishments who make their displays along modernist lines.’17 The school
claimed it was aware of the necessity of teaching creative thinking rather than mere
reproduction.18

Realising the need for art studies and modern art awareness, Page Wood promoted the school
as having ‘…modern ideals, exploiting new methods, using modern art and helping raise the
standard of selling’ and proposed to ‘set a new standard in presentation of merchandise.’19
Page Wood was married to a Baronet, Sir John Stuart Page Wood. Having financial and social
backing, Arundell Display Ltd experienced remarkable growth within a short period. This
allowed them to further import Reimann techniques, by sending a staff member, Annand, to
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study at the Reimann for six months in autumn 1927.20 On his return, Annand spoke at the
September 1928 BADM Convention (see Chapter 2), where he considered Germany’s use of
simple forms and explained the necessity for British training:
From [German]…schools a regular supply of well-grounded decorators is
obtained…[the Reimann] has a very high standard indeed, not only in practical
demonstrations. There are thirty fully equipped windows with every kind of
merchandise to handle, and besides that students go out and decorate in the Berlin
shops, at exhibitions, fashion shows, and whatever is necessary.21
The school’s initial four-month course had fifteen pupils.22 Practical teaching took place in
well-equipped studios with dummy windows [Figs. 124 & 125]. A busy Kiesewetter designed
modern installations for Arundell Display Studios and ran day and evening classes [Fig. 30].23
The Arundell School’s students work featured in Kiesler’s Contemporary Art [Figs. 126 &
127].24 Comparing the composition of the displays installed by Reimann students [Figs. 107
& 108] with that of Arundell students [Fig. 127], it becomes clear that under Kiesewetter’s
direction the latter was based on the geometry used at the Reimann. Arundell prop-making
techniques were also similar to those of the German school, their high-end prop finishes were
afforded by use of the Arundell commercial studio workshop [Fig. 32]. Arundell Clarke and
Wood were astute, linking both school and commercial studio, and engaged students in
providing unpaid labour for their industry commissions [Fig. 128].25
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An early pupil was the architect, designer, and founder of the Design Research Unit, Misha
Black.26 He described his time at the Arundell Display studios, ‘…Design to us was a sacred
thing to do…We produced displays and exhibitions that nearly bankrupted our clients. The
pioneer work done in those days is the foundation on which the best contemporary display
work of to-day has been built…’27 After graduating from the Slade School of Fine Art in the
late 1920s, modernist furniture designer Denham McLaren also worked for Arundell Display
Ltd. His display exhibition work largely inspired his later use of glass and metal.28

1928 was a successful year and the Arundell Display Studios moved to larger premises. The
company further boasted of their ‘two expert display decorators, trained on the Continent’ and
their school ‘for modern logical display.’29 By 1929, Arundell Clarke was a member of the
General Committee of the London branch of the BADM.30 The display studio and school did
not continue into the 1930s. Having made a name in the commercial design world, Arundell
Clarke turned his attention elsewhere, possibly to a more lucrative role. The renamed
Arundell Clarke Ltd (1930) diversified into interior and furniture design.31 Arundell Display
Ltd was dissolved in 1935. In 1940 Arundell Clarke Ltd supplied fabrics for several of Marcel
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Breuer's projects.32 After the war Arundell Clarke became head of textile design at Knoll
Associates.33

Goldsman’s son studied at the Koester School in Chicago in 1922.34 British demand for
display education led to Goldsman spotting an opportunity. Shortly after the 1924 Empire
Exhibition, and recently returned from America, Goldsman announced a school for display.
He advertised the Goldsman’s School of Display, describing himself as ‘the originator of the
open style of display in England.’35 He declared it would be ‘the only practical school of its
kind,’ with tuition personally conducted by the ‘foremost display man in this country’ [Fig.
129].36 It was perhaps hoped his Koester-educated son would join the business. However,
Goldsman’s son did not join the enterprise and instead of launching the school, Goldsman
embarked on a concerted educational campaign. This may have been an attempt to drum up
business for the school, or the travelling lecture series may have proved more lucrative.37
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It was nearly four years later, one month after Arundell School’s commencement, that
Goldsman promptly launched the Goldsman’s School of Window Display in April 1928.38
Goldman may have felt piqued that a non-practitioner had pre-empted him with the launch of
a school. Display declared:
The announcement in our advertising section this month of an establishment of a
practical school of window display will be read with interest by our readers. Often
we have stressed the need of such an establishment, and now that it has come into
being, we would say that its value is all the more enhanced being under the
personal direction of Mr. Edward N. Goldsman… In order to ensure individual
attention from the instructor, the size of each class will be strictly limited. To take
a course at the school, residence in London for the period is necessary. Teaching
will take place during most of the day, evening included.39
Goldsman had altruistic reasons for opening a school. Display had provided him with a highprofile international career, during which he propagated the profession. Retired from
Selfridges, opening a school provided Goldsman with an outlet to disseminate his practice.
Launching a school was a ‘great desire of [Goldsman’s] life.’40 He hoped to establish a
foundation with the legacy of connecting his name with British display; however, his devotion
to the display profession uncovered a weakness for the financial side of running a business.
Goldsman had a history of doing so from his short-lived involvement in the 1924 Empire
Exhibition (see Chapter 5). The school offered intensive practical training, which included
handling and layout of merchandise, composition, colour, draping, and background
construction. Goldsman was initially joined by Rowe, who taught specialist subjects,
including fabric draping, of which he was ‘an outstanding exponent.’41 Rowe and Goldsman
had the premise of a good partnership. Both had worked at Marshall Field and Rowe was a
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graduate of the Koester School, to which Goldsman had sent his son. However, the pairing
was short-lived. After a few months, Rowe resigned over financial disagreements.42

Goldsman was in his sixty-first year and may have felt usurped by the modern prowess
offered by the Arundell School. They competed for pupils. Goldsman listed his qualifications
to highlight his expertise [Fig. 130].43 Students tended to be practitioners wishing to undertake
further training under Goldsman’s name.44 The first few months were testing. Photographs of
Kiesewetter’s modern style work from the Schule Reimann and at the Arundell Studios
featured prominently in Display (see Chapter 3) [Figs. 29, 30 & 34].45 The Arundell’s modern
prowess was further highlighted when Kiesewetter was asked to demonstrate at the 1928
BADM convention (see Chapter 2).46 Goldsman was consigned to judging the competition
and presenting prizes.47 The challenge to Goldsman’s school continued with the ongoing
promotion of Reimann students’ work, which featured on Display’s covers in September 1928
and October 1929 [Figs. 31 & 32].48

Goldsman retaliated. In September 1928 he wrote an article on the Reimann extolling the
instruction. By showing he was interested in German display pedagogy, and impressed by
Georg Fischer’s modern teaching, he informed potential students that he, too, was up-to-date.
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Goldsman described Fischer as ‘probably one of the most skilled and efficient display men in
Germany.’49 Goldsman admired Elisabeth von Stephani-Hahn, and was the London
representative for her book, Schaufensterkunst.50 Nevertheless, despite Goldsman advocating
advanced techniques, as discussed earlier in Chapter 2, students’ work was not as progressive
as the Arundell School. The reasons are two-fold: first, the Arundell School tutor, Hans
Kiesewetter, had first-hand knowledge of Reimann teaching and another employee had
studied at the Berlin school. Second, the Arundell School had funds and a display services
company at which students could gain practical industry experience and make professional
props. However, Goldsman’s asset was his long career and connections. Many 1920s display
managers came through Selfridges’ display department with Goldsman as their mentor. In
autumn 1928, using his connections, Goldsman introduced a three-month scheme for
premium pupils up to age 18, assuring them of West End stores’ positions.51 With
Goldsman’s name behind them, graduates could expect good roles in reputable department
stores [Fig. 131].52 First-year profits were healthy.53 There was demand for graduates. After
its first year the school moved to larger premises, accommodating eight dummy windows in
nearly 2,000 square feet.54
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Goldsman had previously written an article admiring women’s contribution to the display
field.55 The school welcomed both sexes, ‘ambitious young men and women who take
advantage of the thorough training given in my school.’56 During the 1930s, and the economic
downturn, the promise of a decent salary was used as a promotional tool. After ten weeks of
training, students could produce a ‘meritorious piece of work’ leading to annual salaries of
£250 [Fig. 132].57 After the Arundell’s school closure, Goldsman competed with the Schule
Reimann for those who could afford to travel to Berlin to avail of its modern studios and
teaching. Potential students were targeted by the Reimann in the British press from 1931.58
Goldsman’s pride and recruitment were not aided by Martha Harris’s address to the NDA
convention in September 1933, when she boldly stated that, in hindsight, she wished she had
taken the sensible option of going to Berlin to study the advanced methods of window
dressing at the Reimann (see Chapter 8 for more on Harris).59

By 1934, display was divided due to display service providers alignment with advertising (see
Chapter 6). With the association in flux and competition from the Reimann and the Arts and
Crafts Schools in mind, Goldsman’s school re-launched in May 1934, under the title The New
Goldsman School of Window Display [Fig. 133].60 It was licensed by the London County
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Council. Artist John Hunt joined Goldsman.61 In early 1934, Hunt set up a display studio, and
his teaching role supplemented the income from his new practice.62 The school offered extra
subjects such as costume drawing from life, and airbrush techniques.63 Hunt promoted the
school:
Modern display is rapidly approaching a very high standard of technique and
craftsmanship. No longer will mere ‘words’ on the subject and weak imitation of
good-class work suffice to carry one through; at some time or another various
branches of display must be carefully studied. At the New Goldsman School of
Window Display it will be our endeavor to make this possible…beginners and
display men will always find an atmosphere of constant activity and
experimentation, which should stimulate their abilities as no other form of art
school training…Progressive movements in modern architecture, decoration and
design are closely studied…Lighting, rhythm and composition are dealt with
fully.64
Despite Hunt’s proclamation, the partnership only lasted six months. Once again, the
departure stemmed from financial disagreements.65 Shortly after launching, the school
reduced its fees yet expanded to accommodate extra students.66 The school had the hallmark
of success. However. Goldsman was not an astute businessman, instead wishing to run a
school under his name on the pedagogical aspects of display with little regard to finance. His
approach did not favour longevity. In the 1930s, possibly due to rent increases, the school
changed address several times.67
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Nevertheless, because of the German political situation, Goldsman’s school attracted
international students.68 It had contemporary mannequins for practising draping and dressing
[Fig. 134]. However, techniques, such as lettering, were amateurish when compared to the
Reimann [Figs. 101, 103, 108 & 135]. Furthermore, student’s handmade props could not
compete with those of the large display industry service providers [Figs. 71 & 136]. In 1936,
the Reimann School’s impending arrival in London was a further death knell. At the end of
1937, Goldsman was providing advice as a ‘Display Consultant’ on ‘Window Display,
Interior, Exterior Store & Commercial Decorating, or Exhibition Installation.’69 In a reversion
back to his days in the early 1900s as a tutor for the ICS, Goldsman also offered ‘postal
instruction in modern window display.’70

The Goldsman School of Window Display Ltd. ceased trading in March 1939.71 The
following month the Goldsman’s Correspondence College of Commercial Decorating was
advertised.72 Goldsman’s last Display article appeared in April 1939.73 By summer 1939,
Goldsman labelled himself a ‘Display Book Specialist,’ clearing his book supplies by selling
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them at half price.74 His letter of 1940 celebrating 21 years of Display, when he was ‘very ill’
summarised his role as an avant-garde display professional in Britain:
At night when I am unable to sleep I go over in my mind all the lectures, all the
judging of competitions, all the meetings, and I think of all the big towns in
England where I have attended in the interest of display. All the people I have met
rise up in my mind and I think with gratitude of the respect and courtesy with
which they have received me and my message. I think of the hundreds and
hundreds of young men and women I have tried my best to train and the long list
of display friends I have in many countries of the world. Then my mind switches
to the great exhibitions I have taken part in, and so I join with the rest of the selfrespecting British display interests in sending greetings to Display on its 21st
birthday.75
Goldsman died on the last day of 1940, aged 72.76 In one of the many tributes in Display,
Goldsman’s displays for Selfridges were summed up as, ‘…sensational and almost breathtaking. It must be appreciated that never before had there been seen in this country windows,
designed with a high degree of artistic culture and the exercise of restraint in the matter of
quantity.’77 Goldsman was credited with revolutionising the concept of display in Britain, not
only its practice but also how it should be organised. Percy Best of Selfridges labelled
Goldsman ‘a genius and a showman.’78 The findings of this thesis concur that Goldsman was
a seminal character in the aesthetic, professional and educational development of professional
display practice in Britain.

Although teaching had remained an ideal for Goldsman, his school never rose to the heights
which it first promised due to lack of capital.79 Added to this was the rise of display education
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in art schools throughout Britain. Nevertheless, by the mid-1930s, hundreds of display
professionals had received display training from Goldsman, either in Selfridges, as BADM
members or at his schools. Although he took an authoritarian approach, he was remembered
with affection.80 Defined as ‘The Founder of British Display,’ calls for a bursary in his
memory to encourage an annual award for young display professionals never materialised.

On his departure from Goldsman’s school, Hunt launched The London School of Modern
Window Display in January 1935.81 Artist Edward K. Coleburn joined Hunt.82 In competition
with Goldsman, the school unfairly declared itself: ‘The only school of its kind teaching the
practical application of modern display methods for commercial and industrial purposes’
[Figs. 137 & 138].83 Referring to the Reimann, the school stated its teaching was ‘based on
the methods adopted by the well-known continental school.’84 Display drew attention to the
‘two display schools in London which are very well established and whose students show
extremely good records.’85 Hunt’s students showed a high standard of lettering; however,
displays were basic [Fig. 139].86 Hunt and Coleborn were not practitioners. How long Hunt’s
school remained in operation is difficult to ascertain; in 1938, Coleborn was appointed the
Stourbridge School of Art headmaster.87
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The Reimann’s opening in London in 1937 was a major event in the British display world. As
discussed in Chapters 2 and 9, from February 1926, British journals and the BADM
acknowledged the radical Schule Reimann and its students’ dynamic work.88 In May 1934,
Display ran a feature on an intensive display course offered by the school, describing it as
possibly the largest establishment in the world specialising in display practice and theory.89
Highlighting the modernity of the Reimann, tutor Elsa Taterka, portrayed students’ work as
‘… Highly modernist in fashion…’ [Fig. 140].90 In autumn 1935, the Schule Reimann
targeted potential British students, renaming itself in English as the ‘Reimann School: HighGrade School for Window Display.’91 However, as the National Socialists rose to power,
independent schools were seen as a political threat and closed by the new government. Due to
discriminatory laws and regulations against Jews, in 1935, Albert Reimann was forced to sign
a lease-purchase agreement for the Schule Reimann with the architect Hugo Häring.92 Seeing
an opportunity in Britain, in August 1936, Reimann’s son Heinz travelled to London
announcing a ‘School of Display.’93 The school opened in January 1937. Heinz Reimann was
the managing director. Austin Cooper, a leading poster designer, was principal [Fig. 141].94
Those oblivious to the progress British display had made in the previous ten years hailed the
Reimann School as the introducer of modern display.95 However, as this thesis has shown
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British display was more advanced than believed (see Chapter 12). Schule Reimann
techniques had appeared in Display since 1926 and modern style windows were used on a
wide scale in London two years later. While preparing for the opening, an uninformed Cooper
opined, ‘I consider that the proper training of commercial art has been sadly neglected in this
country. In this respect, Germany has advanced much more than us. No other organisation of
the kind which is to be now established exists in this country.’96 A bold statement that must
have rankled with British practitioners.

The school was housed in Regency Street. To highlight the school’s modernity the
conventional brick frontage was covered with black and white render, a new doorway and
large vertical design created a contemporary façade [Figs. 142 & 143].97 The launch
exhibition displayed work by staff and students from the ‘famous Reimann School, Berlin,’
including posters by notable artists and staff members, such as Cooper and Edward McKnight
Kauffer.98 A notable Advisory Council included Schule Reimann founder, Albert Reimann;
advertising executive Jack Beddington; author of display books Henry G. Dowling; editor
of Art & Industry Grace Lovat Fraser; documentary film maker John Grierson; artist and
graphic designer Edward McKnight Kauffer; Fred P. Philips; Francis Rowland Yerbury of the
Architectural Association; and architect Howard Robertson [Fig. 144].99 An impressive list of
graphic designers supplemented practical display teaching. Many of whom were, or became,
key figures in British design; these included Jesse Collins, who later the ran the Department
of Graphic Design at the Central School of Arts and Crafts, and illustrator Eric Fraser (the
96
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husband of Grace Lovat Fraser). Milner Gray went on to set up the Design Research Unit with
Misha Black and Herbert Read in 1943. Elizabeth von Sydow was a German graphic designer
of note.100

The school saw itself as ‘establishing a national source of supply for trained designers which
can be drawn on by Industry and Commerce.’101 With highly specialised departments, the
Reimann provided postgraduate courses to general art education.102 The ‘Reimann School
Diploma’ was bestowed on students showing outstanding ability.103 Graduating students
registered with the organising secretary, architect, and art critic, Basil Marriott, who found
them employment.104 Marriott delivered recruitment lectures around Britain.105 He ingratiated
himself with stalwarts of display when he attended the impromptu dinner held for Arthur V.
Fraser (see Chapter 4) [Fig. 59].

Curiously, despite Cooper’s statement Display hailed the opening of the Reimann, ranking it
the greatest display event for many years.106 The journal persuaded itself it was a British
school, believing its policy was not to impose pure Germanic methods but to demonstrate,
through theory and practice, how proven display techniques may serve British taste. Most of
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the teachers were British designers. However, with the exception of the display section:
‘which of necessity is staffed by Germans, who are well known in their particular
field…display teaching will therefore be under Continental influence…’.107 The Reimann
dismissed British practitioners as teachers, apart from Welshman Richard Llewelyn Huws, a
graduate of the Kunstgewerbeschule in Vienna. Instead, it enlisted German tutors such as
Heinz Loew to teach in the display department.108 The reason for this decision may have been
because British practitioners maintained their German connections until at least 1938 (see
Chapter 7). Visits between the British and German associations took place in 1933, 1934 and
1936. Even though German display was under control of the Third Reich, Display admired
the path it had taken, and was impressed with its government-run school (see Chapter 9).
Another reason may have been the decision to introduce first-hand Bauhaus expertise to
display. Loew had studied under Moholy-Nagy and Joost Schmidt at the Bauhaus in 1927–28,
subsequently teaching the sculpture workshop with Schmidt.109 After freelance work in Berlin
as a display designer and exhibition constructor, Loew was appointed Display Department
Head.110 Else Taterka, who had tutored at the Schule Reimann since 1924, also taught at the
London school.111 Hertha Schultze-Holmberg taught figure dressing (see Chapter 7).112 Oskar
Wenzel taught window dressing. Natasha Kroll became a Display Department Assistant after
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her Schule Reimann studies.113 A fifteen-year-old Richard Hamilton, later a renowned British
Pop Artist, worked in the display department during the first year of its opening.114 Prominent
commercial artists gave lessons, including McKnight Kauffer, Eric Fraser, Milner Gray, and
Marion Dorn.115 Visiting lecturers included Frank Pick, who spoke on ‘Posters,’ and Arthur
Symes, Display’s Editor who had been impressed with display teaching under the National
Socialists (see Chapters 7 and 9).116 Art & Industry declared of the teaching, ‘If he is to study
display he is encouraged to think less in terms of paper designs than of wood, glue, tintacks,
muslin, pins, paper, tinfoil, in fact actual materials.’117 A derogatory comment on the
educational materials used previously.

When the Reimann decamped to London, many of its international students who were
studying in Berlin followed.118 The Reimann was better equipped than British public art
schools. The display studio had a ‘street’ of full-scale glazed shop windows, complete with
lighting tracks.119 A permanent exhibition in a large auditorium displayed students’ work.120
Students sketched or made scaled models of their design concepts [Fig. 145].121 A class on
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‘Backgrounds’ covered composition and correct use of materials.122 Practical classes included
grouping, and figure and textile draping.123 Display students also learnt contemporary
exhibition design, aerograph, and lettering [Fig. 146].124

Practitioners wishing to advance their knowledge at the Reimann signed up for a minimum of
three months. Employed display practitioners could avail of an intensive one-month course
for a fee of twelve guineas.125 Although fees were high, it was believed not unreasonably so,
considering the ‘unparalleled facilities and expert teaching.’126 The display department held
thirty-five to forty students, the significant majority of which were female;127 a contrast to the
number of female practitioners of the early 1920s. Over 700 students attended the school
between January 1937 and October 1939. A third travelled from overseas – the Dominions,
Scandinavia, Austria, Germany, North and South America, Spain, Italy, and Turkey.128

The Reimann Studios undertook exhibition work, including design and installation.129 In
1938, they collaborated with the BBC Display Department to design and build a travelling
exhibition.130 The following year the studio designed the Hall of Metals for the British
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Pavilion at the 1939 New York World’s Fair.131 Reimann Advisory Council member Frank R.
Yerbury visited Dublin c1937 to speak at the request of architect Michael Scott, president of
the Architectural Association of Ireland.132 His relationship with Yerbury may have been
behind Reimann Studios designing the photomontages included in Scott’s award-winning
Irish pavilion at the World Fair.133 Yerbury was a member of the Council for Art & Industry’s
Committee on Presentation and Display.

The Reimann School closed for a week at the beginning of September 1939 to provide a blastproof shelter.134 It was forced into liquidation six months later. In autumn 1940, Heinz
Reimann was appointed display manager for Lewis’s, Ltd of Manchester.135 In the early years
of the war, as other Germans, Heinz Reimann and Oskar Wenzel were interned on the Isle of
Man.136 In 1941, the Reimann School building was destroyed by a bomb.137 However, the
Bauhaus and Reimann legacies remain in the influx of designers who travelled from the
continent as National Socialism rose to power. These designers were immersed in European
modernism’s visual language, which they spread. Albert Reimann died in London in June
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1976, aged 101.138 The Reimann’s legacy is that it further introduced German methods into
the very heart of British display thereby expediting new professional approaches. The
Reimann School was responsible for highlighting the importance of display in exhibition
design. Some display practitioners migrated into designing exhibitions. A move that was to
prove fruitful in the years after the war.

The arrival of the Reimann caused the late realisation of display as a professional practice by
the Council for Art & Industry (CAI). The Design and Industries Association (DIA) was
established in Britain in 1915 with similar aims to the Deutscher Werkbund. However, despite
its links with retailers and art schools it paid little attention to display.139 It was not until the
1930s that government bodies heeded display. In 1934, the annual British Industries Fair
showcased manufacturing and produce from the Dominions and Colonies. Its displays were
highly criticised:
If the British Industries Fair is to command pride of place amongst the world’s
exhibitions, something must be done to improve its standard of display…From the
point of view of display, the 1934 Fair which opened this month is very much
below the standard of many other exhibitions in this country…Can it be that these
officials and the Government department responsible for its organisation have yet
to realise the value of display?140
In January the same year, the Council for Art & Industry (CAI) was established in response to
the 1932 Gorell Committee’s findings on the implications of the lack of governmental policy
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on design.141 Goldsman criticised that year’s Buy British campaign (see Chapter 3).142 The
CAI was chaired by Frank Pick and included, among others, Kauffer, Ambrose Heal, Sir
William Crawford, Oliver Hill, and Charles Tennyson.143 Design historian Penny Sparke
argues that British governmental policy for design reform during the 1920s and ‘30s was
mostly ineffective due to apathy and insularity.144 With a lack of funding, design reform
attempts had little effect on either the British public or manufacturing. However, due to his
design work for London Transport, Sparke believes Pick was a ‘farsighted and effective’
design reformer who, along with a few other architects and designers, upheld the international
modernist exemplar.145

Sir Edward Crowe was Comptroller General of the Department of Overseas Trade and
overseer of the British Industries Fair. Crowe affirmed to practitioners attending the NDA
Convention of 1935 that, ‘The Government realises to the full the value of publicity,
propaganda, and advertising, and particularly the value of display.’146 Nevertheless, despite
Crowe’s statement, it was October 1937 before a CAI sub-committee, the ‘Committee on
Showmanship and Display’ held their first meeting.147 Pick was Chair. Members included
Crawford, Hill, Geoffrey Holme, and Yerbury of the Reimann School Advisory Council. The
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following month the sub-committee was changed to the ‘Committee on Presentation and
Display.’148 It compiled information on current British display from several sources; the
Reimann School, Hull College, Leicester College, Goldsmiths College, Selfridges, Austin
Reed, and the NDA.149 Design experts were consulted including the editor of Art & Industry
Grace Lovat Fraser, architect and industrial designer Serge Chermayeff, architect and
designer Misha Black, and interior designer Duncan Miller.150 Display welcomed the
formation of the Committee.151

The Committee’s timing was fortuitous for the Reimann. The ‘School of Display’ held its
First Annual Exhibition November 15–30, 1937.152 It was considered an enormous success.
Display exclaimed:
Heinz Reimann and Austin Cooper have every reason to indulge in sentiments of
pride and satisfaction. Those who call in at the Reimann School…will receive
something in the nature of a shock. It seems almost incredible that the standard of
the work exhibited could have been attained during the comparatively short period
of nine months.153
The majority of CAI committee members visited and were impressed. Pick commented to the
Principal of Hull College that the exhibition was ‘so far above anything’ he had seen ‘…it
will give you a dreadful shock and will reduce all your window dressing to rubbish when you
see it’ [Fig. 147 & 148].154
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CAI committee members expressed positive views on the exhibition and teaching. Although
Margaret Smith’s raincoat display [Fig. 148] was excellently executed, those familiar with
display in the 1920s would have noted its similarity to the Swiss window displays featured in
Goldsman’s 1925 article on Symbolism, discussed in Chapter 2 [Fig. 20].155 Misha Black was
the only one critical, ‘pointing out that although the style shown was popular in Germany
around 1927–1928, visual tendency was now swinging away from it.’156 Although not
positioned as such at the time, as a consultant to the committee Black was the most
authoritative on display. He had been taught Reimann methods nearly a decade before the
CAI's awareness of continental display methods.157 Black argued, ‘One had become so used
to complaining about display in Great Britain that it has come as rather a shock to realise that
the general standards has improved so much over the past few years as to make no longer
justifiable the grumble that display in this country lags far behind that in France, Germany or
the USA.’158 Black’s interest in British display continued in the 1930s, he lectured at the 1936
annual display convention.159 In 1939 he spoke at a session devoted to display at the British
Advertising Convention.160 However, Mc Knight Kauffer, familiar with Germanic forms of
display due to his displays for Arundell Display Ltd, did not speak up in defence of the
profession.161 He was encouraging of the Reimann School efforts. Nevertheless, he was
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disappointed the fashion merchandise and draped textiles on the first floor ‘were
incomplete’.162

The perception of British display being undeveloped compared to other countries continues.
Suga argues that the new concept of display conveyed at the Reimann School was ‘too
‘advanced’ in comparison with ordinary British displays.’163 Suga cites a member of the
‘Committee on Showmanship and Display’ in discussion with Cooper and Loew:
You are running along a straight, very narrow and very honest path; in other
words, you are teaching what a lot of us do not want, this one particular theme of
thought today, the sort of modern, shall we say, very advanced type of education
and display. What is going to happen if the bottom falls out of it with regard to
display from the point of view of the romantic, historical and traditional
merchandise which forms the fundamental basis of 90% of our trading and
exhibition in England to-day?164
Cooper countered that the school gave students ‘all kinds of stimulus’ and ‘traditional
methods as well as modern forms.’165 However, as shown in this thesis, progressive display
professionals, such as Goldsman, Harman, and Hutton Ward had advocated Germanic
approaches long before the Reimann School opening. The inattention paid to this by the
Committee is surprising, particularly considering some members were in communication with
display associations. Crawford had been connected with display associations from 1921 (see
Chapter 5).166 He was the NDA president in 1936.167 However, as explored in Chapter 6 by
1937 the NDA was in flux.168
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The ‘Committee on Showmanship and Display’ came to various conclusions from the
experts’ reports. Cooper was asked to submit a list of suggestions and he proposed various art
schools add display and commercial art to subjects already taught.169 Serge Chermayeff
agreed, although he argued training should be provided through ‘local’ rather than private
schools. Cooper stressed allowing students the opportunity to participate in actual exhibition
work, similar to the Reimann’s studio system, where students worked with professionals for
firms and organisations.170 Cooper and the Committee’s information regarding the numerous
Technical and Schools of Art running window display classes was lacking in detail. They
seemed to be unaware that in autumn 1937 there were forty-seven Art Schools and thirty-four
Technical Schools and Evening Institutes in England and Wales offering display classes
across eighty-one venues.171 These statistics did not include institutions outside the
jurisdiction of the Board of Education. The ‘Committee on Showmanship and Display’ never
published an official report. Meanwhile, St Julian-Bown gave a rousing speech at the Fourth
International Advertising Convention in Glasgow in summer 1938 putting forward the display
practitioner’s case.172 He called for a higher standard of display work and for display
beginners to undertake part-time study at local art schools facilitated by the NDA. After the
Second World War, it was left to St Julian-Bown and the newly established BDA education
committee to organise a syllabus for display training.173
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The chapter has shown that the two schools of display launched in Britain in 1928 were based
on Reimann pedagogy. Both schools were important to display professionalisation as they
were the first to offer full-time dedicated display teaching using the latest transnational
pedagogical advances. The attitude towards private display teaching exemplified by the
Reimann continued in the 1930s with the founding of The London School of Modern Window
Display. However, private display schools stopped trading when the Schule Reimann moved
its teaching from Berlin to London, opening a school in 1937. The Second World War halted
the Reimann School’s progressive approach to teaching display. Nevertheless, before the
school’s arrival in London, reformist German display methods were already practised in
Britain. Through teaching exhibition design with display techniques, the Reimann School
aided the advance in exhibition design, which continued after the war. Although British
exhibition designers were reluctant to consider display before the war, afterward the lessons
had been learnt. The synergies between the two disciplines developed to the advantage of
both. This became apparent in such post-war exhibitions as ‘Britain Can Make It,’ ‘Enterprise
Scotland,’ ‘Designers at Work,’ the ‘Festival of Britain’ in 1951, and the ‘Exhibition of
Exhibitions,’ which employed many able designers who had worked in both display and
exhibition design.

This chapter has evidenced that the attitude of the British governing bodies to British display
in the second half of the 1930s was uninformed. Due to practitioners’ concerted efforts British
display had already achieved a high international standard; the Association’s work in
organising and promoting conventions, exhibitions and education also had an impact.
However, due to a blinkered view of display as a creative and professional practice, it was
only when the Reimann, an international school, arrived that the CAI considered display.
However, the ensuing report on display was lacklustre and unpublished. This inattention
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continues. As examined in the introduction to this research there are few third level institutes
in Britain offering display instruction.
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Fig. 124 ‘Pupils at work at the Arundell School of Display Decoration,’ ‘An English Display School,’
Commercial Art 6, no. 33 (March 1, 1929): 124.

Fig. 125 ‘A Window at the Arundell
Display School dressed with artificial
silks,’ ‘An English Display School,’
Commercial Art 6, no. 33 (March 1,
1929): 125.
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Fig. 126 An Arundell display featured in Kiesler, Contemporary Art Applied
to the Store and Its Display, 130.

Fig. 127 An Arundell display, Kiesler, Contemporary Art Applied to the Store
and Its Display, 128.
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Fig. 128 Advertisement for Arundell Display Ltd, Display 9, no. 7 (October 1928):
325.
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Fig. 129 Advertisement for Goldsman’s School,
Display 6, no. 8 (November 1924): 279

Fig. 131 A display executed by a student after
ten weeks training. Display 13, no. 9
(December 1931): 514.

Fig. 130 The first advertisement for Goldsman’s
School of Window Display, Display 10, no.1 (April
1928): 25.

Fig. 132 Advertisement for Goldsman’s School of
Window Display Limited, Display 11 no. 12
(March 1930): 669.
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Fig. 133 Advertisement for The New Goldsman
School of Window Display, Display 16, no. 2
(May 1934): 79.

Fig. 135 ‘Progressive work at
Goldman’s School,’ Display
16, no. 5 (August 1934): 284.

Fig. 134 Students at the New Goldsman School
applying lettering, Display 16, no. 3 (June 1934): 154.

Fig. 136 The design room at the school, showing students at work.
Goldsman is to the right, Display 16, no. 3 (June 1934): 154.
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Fig. 137 Advertisement for the London School of
Modern Display, Display 17, no. 3 (June 1935): 139.

Fig. 138 ‘A view of a section of the school,’ Display 16 no.10
(January 1935): 588.
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Fig. 139 ‘One of the test displays which
are carried out at the London School of
Modern Window Display. The complete
material used for this display must not
exceed 7/- in cost,’ Display 16, no. 10
(January 1935): 88.

Fig. 140 ‘German Display Tuition,’ Display 16, no. 2 (May
1934): 88.

Fig. 141 Display 18, no. 10 (January 1937): 567.
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Fig. 142 Reimann School, 4-10 Regency Street, London, SW1. Display 18, no. 11 (February 1937): 606
Fig. 143 Carey Street Entrance. Reimann School Prospectus. Courtesy of the Bauhaus Archiv.

Fig. 144 Display 18, no. 11 (February 1937): 607.
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Fig. 145 Display studio workshop. Reimann School Prospectus.

Fig. 146 Image showing exhibition
design work, displays for the BBC,
Pyrex, Skol and Davis Cleaners.
Reimann School Prospectus.
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Fig. 147 Window displays in small glass cases on the
lower floor, included those of Penguin Books, top; a
back of counter display, middle and a tea display,
bottom. Display 19, no. 9 (December 1937): 458.

Fig. 148 ‘Raincoat window by Margaret Smith…. Drips and pools of water are
suggested by the use of Cellophane and plastics, while rain is represented by string…’
‘Reality in Art School,’ Art & Industry 24, no. 139 (January 1938): 8.
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Conclusion

The main questions posed by this thesis were: What conditions enabled window display to set
out to become a professional practice in Britain? How did the practice change and develop
during the inter-war period? In charting a history of the professionalisation of British window
display, this thesis focused on the dynamic two decades between 1919 and 1939. It has gone
beyond the current literature by delving deeper into the focused area of window display in
Britain. Piecing together information gleaned from journals contemporary to the period was
difficult due to the twenty-year time frame and multi-layered narratives. The British display
professionals’ journal, Display, was a vital resource, of which careful analysis and reflection
provided fresh insights. The original rationale of this thesis was to discover and reveal how
the fundamental design principles currently taught and used in display education evolved in
professional display practice. However, as the research progressed, it became apparent that
after the First World War professional developments in Britain did not occur in isolation.
Therefore, it was necessary to explore the associations, and the education and training that
also produced aesthetic change. The strands key to the elevation of British display to a
professional practice were aesthetic modernisation, which warranted new styles and the need
for new knowledge and skills, the rise and roles of professional associations, and the growth
of formal education and training. These themes were of equal importance, and all contributed
to the process of professionalisation. These interrelated narratives were presented in three
sections. However, these narratives are not straightforward; there were hurdles, complexities
and struggles along the way. Based on the analysis of Display and other media, this study
examined the source and development of professional British display, thereby filling a gap in
current histories of design, commercial art, and retail history.
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This thesis has established that early British display practice was intrinsically linked to that in
America. Emerging as a reaction to the 1893 Chicago World Fair, American fin-desiècle display books and journals focused on stunt displays. As evidenced in this thesis these
displays were replicated in Britain. The combination of the need to acquire creative skills,
which derived from the desire to define window display as a modern artistic practice, with the
emergence of organisations that represented window display artists and the formalisation of
their education and training led to the expanding professional status of the practice. A key
driver of this development in Britain was the opening of Selfridges in 1909. The utilisation of
Selfridges’ professional display department was crucial to train staff in up-to-date methods
during the 1910s. As demonstrated by this thesis, these practitioners disseminated
contemporary techniques throughout Britain. The path in America was different, where the
founding of an association in 1898 was inspired by the 1893 Chicago World Fair and
sustained aesthetic improvements. This thesis has revealed the development of British display
aesthetics from massed to open, then based on German methods from open to modern style,
and finally to a British style in the 1930s. A shift to an awareness of art and design
fundamentals in the 1910s and early 1920s, was crucial to the recognition of modern art
styles.

This thesis reveals that in 1923 British display practitioners first noted the modern display
developments taking place in Germany. By 1926 Schule Reimann’s students’ work featured
in Display. However, as this thesis articulates, rather than replicate examples, British
practitioners were encouraged to study the principles informing modern art movements.
Adopting such principles would allow display staff to create a contemporary British display
style. The BADM’s call for practitioners to study art principles persisted throughout the
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1920s. In 1927 May Alcock’s fabric display and Edward McKnight Kauffer’s exhibition
window designs were well-received and were crucial in promoting the use of modern style
display. This thesis reveals that the following year avant-garde British display practitioners
installed modernist displays in London’s windows. It unearthed the clamour for a particularly
British display style in the 1930s, a reaction to the harsh geometry employed in windows of
the previous decade.

This thesis has established the connection between the North American and British
professional associations, which were linked by Edward N. Goldsman, the chief decorator of
Selfridges from 1909 to 1920. At different times, Goldsman was president of both the
American and British associations. Under the guidance of Goldsman and other avant-garde
protagonists, the BADM (launched in 1919) further promoted the cause for modern styles.
The emergence of the Association was evidence of a practice striving to become a profession.
Specialist display knowledge and keeping abreast of the latest developments became central
to the role of expertise in professional identity formation. Based on its American counterpart
the Association and its journal Display were pivotal in providing British practitioners with
guidance, standards, education, networking, and gatekeeping. The Association spread
awareness of modern styles through demonstrations, conventions, and Display. This thesis has
evidenced that by 1923 massed dressing had predominantly given way to open style display,
as advocated by the BADM. However, the encouragement and education of practitioners to
use modern display methods was not easy, as traditional practitioners railed against the new
methods. This thesis identifies the pivotal individuals who took responsibility for driving
display practice forward. These progressive practitioners believed that the application of
modern art principles was an avenue to elevate display to an art form, distancing itself from
its trade origins. Due to their persistence in delivering lectures around Britain the Association
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thrived in the 1920s, with branches throughout Britain. The British path to professionalisation
differed from the path taken by Germany, where education and training facilitating
improvements in display aesthetics in the late 1900s, came before the founding of an
association in 1913.

This thesis has established that in the 1920s, as the post-war economy improved, some
practitioners diversified into supplying display services. The BADM embracing of prominent
advertising agents in this decade was a decision that later caused tension within the
Association. Advertising was perceived as being higher up on the hierarchy of commercial
arts, better paid and more distinguished. Not surprisingly, some members who were display
service providers sought an alignment with it. This thesis has revealed that the affiliation with
advertising caused the NDA to experience a downturn in the 1930s, including the loss of
provincial groups. A Three-Year Plan to rescue the Association from failure followed but was
unrealised due to impending war. Nevertheless, after the turmoil of the 1930s and the Second
World War, the Association realigned itself and returned to its core values.

This thesis also explored the effect of formal training and education on British display. It
found that early British practitioners utilised American correspondence courses and practical
schools. The professional display association’s push during the 1920s for the introduction of
art and design knowledge into display practice provided the bedrock of the fundamentals of
display teaching. British display standards were raised by BADM members being encouraged
to study art and design principles from the early 1920s. The principles applied during this
period, such as grouping, the use of focal points, composition, and colour are still in use
today. This research has unfolded the type of education and training provided by the
association and also the effect of German display pedagogy on British display education. Key
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to British display teaching in the late 1920s was the window display reform that took place in
Germany in the 1910s and 1920s. This thesis has highlighted the clear effect modernist
German practices had on the first British dedicated display schools launched in 1928. It has
shown how, by the late 1930s, design studies were introduced into the display curricula in Art
and Craft Schools and Technical Schools, leading to recognised qualifications. This research
has documented the work of British display schools and their influences on their pedagogy. It
points out that it was only when the most prestigious school of display in Europe, the
Reimann School, arrived in England in 1937 that British government authorities, such as the
Board of Trade, finally took display seriously. It discusses the schools’ effect on the British
design world, whose luminaries were unaware that British display practitioners were already
familiar with Reimann techniques. Finally, it discusses the CAI’s Committee on Presentation
and Display in 1937 and points out the lack of detail and blasé attitude of the members of the
committee, who never published an official report. The CAI’s attitude is emblematic of the
perception of display by those who do not understand the practice. It is hoped that this thesis
will somewhat address this lack of comprehension.

Display is an example of a practice that has been trying to be seen for decades as a
professional practice. Did the efforts to professionalise that were revealed in the inter-war
period achieve the aims of practitioners involved? From a professional perspective, where is
the British display practice today? The British Display Association emerged from the
remnants of the NDA in 1943. Education remained a priority and by 1946 the Association ran
Display Training Schemes in London and Liverpool.1 After World War Two inter-war
references to Germany’s influence on British display were left behind and instead those from
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‘…the Americans, Swedes, Swiss, Belgians…’ were embraced.2 Due to the 1951 National
Display Convention and practitioners’ participation in the Festival of Britain, the Association
Chair Eric Lucking described 1951 as ‘The year of Display.’3 The Association continued to
hold conventions and training throughout the decade. By the late 1950s, it was renamed the
British Display Society, an organisation that is still standing, active and relevant. According
to its mission statement the association promotes ‘the highest standards of Visual
Merchandising, Design and Display…[to] ensure VM remains a recognised profession that is
alive and kicking in a modern retail world.’4 However, there is still an ongoing struggle to
make display a recognised, worthwhile, and well-paid career as demonstrated by the lack of
suitable study mentioned in the introduction. British Display Society team members have both
international and British display experience; however, they acknowledge that they are trying
to ‘ensure that Visual Merchandising is not a dying art.’5 One of the ways they seek to ensure
this is by offering online and practical professional courses.

New Research Questions and Directions

There are many more potential avenues for historians to research in display history. As
discussed in the introduction, this thesis is calling attention to the wealth of material on
British display available in archives. It is hoped that researchers will now engage with the
many research topics highlighted but not featured in this thesis. There are many relevant
research questions that this thesis has opened up, such as display in retail outlets other than
2
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department stores and the biographies of influential protagonists. This thesis has not delved
into the degree of autonomy, or not, that display practitioners had working for department
stores. Department store display departments needed to heed store rules and regulations and
they had to adhere to allocated budgets. Heads of store display departments were required to
operate within the confines of store management. Further research is needed into how window
display related to display activity within the rest of the store and on how commercial demands
impinged on artistic design. New research questions include in-depth research of the
apprenticeship route and the technical and craft side of display and how window display
developed from the massed to stunt approach, to open and to artistic displays. How and to
what extent did department stores in general support the professionalisation of display?
Working conditions and salaries could be considered. How and when did display
qualifications become recognised? This thesis mainly focuses on fashion items, but further
research should include other types of goods such as furniture and furnishings. Other research
questions could include an investigation of the national display providers, in particular,
looking at the materials they used and the services they offered. The ready-made displays
created by national providers were seen throughout Britain on a grand scale. Another research
question would be to consider the role of media in display. This research has addressed some
journals and books, but there is a number of early publications on display that would form the
basis of further research; in particular, the effect that these publications had on the broader
world of display practice. ‘Shopping weeks’ deserve to be looked at. They were run
throughout British towns and villages from circa 1909; using window display competitions as
a promotional tool to draw customers.6 Research on British display protagonists would
produce interesting biographies, particularly on Edward N. Goldsman, Richard Harman, Deric
St. Julian-Bown, and Eric Lucking. Schule Reimann tutor Georg Fischer’s biography also

6

‘Ladies Column by “Lucy,”’ Whitby Gazette, December 10, 1909, 3.
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deserves to be investigated due to his pedagogical influence on British display teaching. The
female practitioners featured in Chapter 8 are all subjects that might provide a compelling
basis for further research, as they succeeded in a male-dominated career. As are female
pioneers of display Elisabeth von Stephani-Hahn and Else Oppler-Legband. World War Two,
and its aftermath, the 1950s and following decades all present intriguing periods that need to
be documented from a display history point of view. Finally, the effect that the display
developments during the period of this research had on future British exhibition design
deserves investigation and would offer valuable insights.
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